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P R O L O G U E 
What happens t o a dream deferred ? 
Does it dry up 
like a  raisin in the sun ? 
Or fester lik e a sore — 
A n d then run ? 
Does it stink like rotten meat ? 
Or crus t and sugar over — 
like a syrupy sweet? 
Maybe i t just sags 
like a heavy load. 
Or does it explode? 
Langston Hughes (1951) 
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A B S T R A C T 
WHERE DO  WE  GO  FROM HERE? 
C O M M U N I T Y PARTICIPATIO N A N D E M P O W E R M E N T I N T H E 
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Dissertation Chair : Charle s M. Hotchkiss, Ph.D. 
The concepts o f community participation and community empowerment hav e 
been the focu s o f several federal programs, suc h as the Empowermen t Zone (EZ), 
purportedly designed to alleviate poverty in urban area s through th e 
participation o f residents. Thi s research examine s what effec t thos e concept s 
had o n conditions within targeted communitie s from the perspectiv e of 
community representatives whos e voice is not often heard . Th e study analyze s 
whether th e E Z program strengthened th e community' s ability to take contro l of 
and/or influenc e decisions affecting its quality of life . 
The research propose s a  conceptual framework o f community participation as 
empowerment an d demonstrates the nee d fo r a more holistic approach t o 
comprehensive plannin g initiatives. Th e framework identifie s factors tha t ar e 
needed t o make participation meaningful or effective -  exercis e of power; acces s 
to resources; an d identification of results o r benefits fo r the community . Thi s 
dissertation uses a case study research desig n and qualitative data collectio n 
xi i 
methods t o examine four neighborhoods o f the Atlanta Empowerment Zone 
(AEZ) that were also part o f the Mode l Citie s program in the 1960's . 
Although there was strong emphasis o n the importance of community 
participation an d community empowerment a s key components o f the strategy , 
no clear definition o r guidance was provided as to how the participation 
requirement woul d be implemented. Likewise , it was unclear what was intende d 
by empowerment. Th e research findings  sho w the communit y representative s 
encountered significan t barriers to their participation in the decision-making 
processes. Amon g these were the absolut e contro l exercised by the mayor' s offic e 
thwarting community recommendations; an d the lack of adequate resources t o 
support independen t action s by the community . Th e research identifie s that th e 
real issue is about power and the nee d for a more equitable distribution of power. 
The overall findings  als o demonstrate tha t the institutionalizatio n of the historic 
effects o f racism, which i s directly tied to the condition s of persistent povert y an d 
the lack of power, must be addressed eve n when the facto r o f race is not an over t 
driving force. Otherwise , there will be no significant change i n the condition s of 
communities affected by poverty. 
xi i i 
C H A P T E R 1 
INTRODUCTION 
Overview and  Problem  Statement 
Over the years , there has bee n much discussion , debate and researc h aroun d th e 
significance an d meanin g o f "community" o r "citizen" 1 participation i n program s 
and strategie s that are focuse d o n the alleviatio n of poverty, particularl y in urba n 
areas that are predominately Africa n American.* 2 Additiona l questions have been 
1 I t is interesting to note that generally throughout the literature, th e issu e of community 
participation focuses o n the involvement in a program o f ethnic groups, particularly 
African Americans; whereas, the references to citizen or public participation tend to refe r 
to the broader community. Fo r purposes of this research, th e term 'community ' shall 
refer to African Americans in urban areas , unless otherwis e indicated . 
* Editor's note:  Many  documents  from the  period of  the 1960's and 70's  use the term 
"Negro", "minority", "ghetto  residents", or "Black" to refer to African Americans.  The 
editor will use the terms Black and African American  interchangeably.  The  terms 
"Negro" and "minority"  will  only be used in instances of direct quotes. 
2 Abbott , 1995; Arnstein, 1969,1972; Austin, 1972; Babcock & Bosselman, 1967; Blair & 
Carroll, 2007; Boone, 1972; Burby, 2003; Burke, 1983; Cary, 1970; Chapin, 1946; 
Chatman &  Jackson, 1972; Chavis, 1990; Citizen participation recommendations, 1972 ; 
Cooper, 1980; Cotton, 1990; Cupps, 1977; Cummings, 1985; Cunningham, 1972; Dror, 
1971; Florin &  Wandersman, 1990 ; Fraenkel, 1977; Gilbert, Specht &  Brown, 1974; 
Halpern, 1995; Hardina, 2003; Irvin & Stansbury, 2004 ; King , Feltey & Susel, 1998; 
Kramer, 1969; Kramer & Specht, 1983 ; Krumholz & Forester, 1990 ; Miller & Rein, 1969; 
Mogulof, 1969a, 1969b, 1972; Mollenkopf, 1983, 1989; Murrell &  Schulte, 1980; 
Patterson, 2000 ; Pivan and Cloward, 1977; Riedel, 1972; Roberts, 2008; Skinner, 1972; 
Soen, 1981; The view from city hall, 1972; Thursz, 1972; Warren, 1972; Zimmerman, 
1972. 
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raised a s to whether, or how, community participation ca n or should lead t o 
empowerment.3 
In 1967 , Dr. Mart in Luthe r King , Jr. poignantly posed th e question , "wher e d o w e 
go from here: chaos or community?" At that time, major civi l rights legislation 
such a s the 196 5 Voting Rights Act had been enacted; yet, hundreds of cities 
across the countr y were ablaze . Policy-maker s and lawmakers searche d fo r 
answers to address the pressin g problem s o f poverty that were devastatin g th e 
lives of millions o f citizens. Startin g with President Johnson' s "War on Poverty " 
programs i n the 1960's , there has bee n a stated goal of dealing comprehensivel y 
with the economi c an d socia l challenges o f urban area s (formerly referred t o a s 
inner-cities). Unde r these programs, larg e amount s of federal resource s wer e 
allocated to provide for the developmen t o f comprehensive plan s tha t require d 
the involvemen t o f the affecte d communit y a s participants i n the plannin g 
processes. 
3 Aigner, Flora & Hernandez, 2001 ; Aleshire, 1972; Altshuler, 1970; Andrews, 
2001; Barnes , Knops , Newman &  Sullivan, 2004; Berger , 1997 ; Berryhil l & 
Linney, 2000; Bezdek, 2006; Bond, 1993; Boyle & Silver, 2005; Bowen, 2005; Capraro, 
2004; Chaskin, 2001; Checkoway, 1991; Constantino-David, 1982; Craig & Mayo, 1995; 
Dewar, 2002; Dreier, 1996; English, 1972; Gilbert & Faust, 1984 ; Gilbert, 2006, 2007 ; 
Graves, 1972; Haeberle, 1988; Herbert, 1972 ; Hetherington, 1971 ; Hetzel, 1971; Hickey & 
Mohan, 2005; Higgins, 1980; Jenkins &  Bennett, 1999 ; Julian & Reischl, 1997; Lackey, 
1992; McFarlane, 2001; Millett, 1977; Moynihan, 1966, 1970; Parisi, Grice, Taquino and 
& Gill, 2002; Passy & Giugni, 2000, 2001; Price 1990; Rocha, 1997; Schafft & 
Greenwood, 2003; Saegert, 2006; Speer &  Hughey, 1995; Stone &  Hughes, 2002 ; Unger, 
1985; Unger & Wandersman, 1982 ; Verba, Schlozman & Brady, 1997; Walters, 1987; 
Wang, 2008 . 
2 
The Model Citie s and Empowerment Zon e (EZ) programs ar e example s o f such 
efforts. A t the time , each progra m was heralded a s a  comprehensive initiativ e to 
eradicate povert y in urban area s with community residents playin g a significant 
role. Ther e has bee n significan t research abou t the Mode l Citie s and 
Empowerment Zon e programs an d thei r respective challenge s an d shortcomings . 
However, there has bee n littl e attention give n to the underlyin g issues o f 
community participation and empowerment an d what impac t they had o n 
conditions within the community . Give n the emphasi s place d on communit y 
participation and empowermen t a s goals to help address the underlyin g issue s 
related t o poverty alleviation , there is a need fo r more researc h focusin g on 
whether suc h participation has le d to empowerment . 
The City of Atlanta, Georgia (Atlanta) was awarde d fund s unde r th e 
Demonstration Citie s and Metropolitan Development Act of 1966, better known 
as the Mode l Citie s Program4 , which called for "widespread citize n participation" 
in th e progra m plannin g and implementation . Th e Model Citie s program 
formally ende d durin g the Nixo n Administration i n 1974. Fast-forwardin g t o 
1994, Atlanta again was awarde d fund s fo r a major federa l progra m tha t focuse d 
on developing a comprehensive pla n with community involvement. Th e 
4 Pub . L. 89-754. I t is estimated that between 196 7 and 1975, Atlanta received about 
$32.7 million dollars in Model Cities funds, i n addition to funds fro m other sources fo r 
capital improvements an d social programs, for a total of $173 million dollars (Weltner, 
1977, p. 79). 
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Empowerment Zone and Enterprise Community Initiative (EZ/EC) had four key 
principles: economi c opportunity; community-based partnerships; sustainabl e 
community development; an d a  strategic vision for change. 5 Designate d as on e 
of the si x urban Empowermen t Zones, Atlanta received a commitment o f $100 
million dollar s in Title XX Socia l Services Block Grant (SSBG ) fund s 
administered through th e U.S . Department o f Health and Huma n Services, Offic e 
of Community Services. 6 Additionally , the Cit y had acces s to $15 0 millio n 
dollars in employment tax credits, increased Sectio n 179 expensing, and new tax-
exempt bond financing.  Th e funds an d tax credits were to be applied over a ten-
year period (1994-2004) . 
Research Question,  Method  and  Significance 
This research use s a case study method t o focus o n four neighborhoods tha t wer e 
part of the Empowermen t Zone program in the 1990' s a s wel l a s the Mode l Citie s 
program in the 1960's . Th e primary focus i s on the Atlanta Empowerment Zon e 
(AEZ) program durin g the developmen t o f the strategi c plan in 1994 to the en d of 
5 U.S . Department o f Housing and Urban Development. (1995, July). Th e Clinton 
administration's national urban policy report (Clinton National Urban Policy Report). 
Retrieved on July 10, 2008 from www.huduser.org/publications/econdev. Se e also Rich 
and Stoker (2007, January), pp. 4-5. 
6 I n 1994, as a result of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993, 72 urban areas 
and 33 rural communities received designation as an Empowerment Zone or Enterprise 
Community. Thi s study will use the term Empowerment Zone (EZ). 
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the E Z designation in 2002, when Atlanta became a  Renewal Community.7 
Information relate d to Model Citie s is provided as background to increas e 
understanding o f changes tha t may have occurre d within neighborhoods targete d 
for severa l massive federal funding interventions. Th e research desig n explore s 
the answe r to the questio n o f what extent , i f any, did participation by th e 
community in the Atlanta EZ program contribute to community empowerment . 
Related components t o the questio n are : (1 ) Identification of who participated ; 
(2) Level s of participation; and (3 ) Results or benefits o f participation for th e 
community. In-dept h interview s were conducted with key stakeholders i n the 
targeted communitie s as well as other person s wh o served in leadership role s 
during the A E Z program. Informatio n obtaine d from the interview s was 
triangulated wit h archiva l materials suc h as organizational documents; reports ; 
evaluations an d studies; videos ; and new s article s archives . 
This research i s significant in as much as there is a need t o contribute t o a n 
increased understanding o f how, or if, massive and comprehensive federa l 
programs, suc h a s the Empowermen t Zone/Enterprise Communities, contribute 
to the alleviatio n of poverty through th e participation and empowermen t o f 
community residents. Further , the researc h ca n inform the developmen t o f 
7 I n January 2002, the Department o f Housing and Urban Development awarded th e 
City of Atlanta Renewal Community (RC) status under the 2000 Community Renewal 
Tax Relief Act. Th e RC status provided tax credits for businesses tha t were located in, or 
employed residents from , the designated censu s tracts [Atlanta Renewal Community 
Coordinating Responsible Authority (ACoRA), Inc., 2004, rev. 2005, p. 1]. 
programs an d policies that serve to strengthen th e actua l capacity and abilit y of 
community residents t o play a significant part in the rebuildin g of their 
communities. Th e research als o intends t o contribute t o the literatur e o n 
participation an d empowermen t b y adding information and insights from th e 
perspective o f community residents wh o are the intende d beneficiaries o f these 
programs. The y have a  different vantag e poin t that is not ofte n considere d sinc e 
much o f the researc h tend s to focus on outcomes suc h as the numbe r o f jobs 
created, houses built, and businesses established . Whil e those outcomes ar e 
important, they do not represent the whol e story about wha t happens t o 
communities. 
The fields of psychology and socia l work have taken the lead in attempting t o 
understand th e role s of participation and empowerment . A s Perkins (1995) 
points ou t 
Focusing on citizen participation as a  form of empowerment i s 
valuable in research an d intervention for three reasons. First , as a 
behavior, participation can be more directly , and therefore reliably , 
measured tha n intrapsychi c dimensions of empowerment. Second , 
participation forces psychologists to consider empowerment a t 
various levels of analysis (individual , organization, 
community)...Third, a focus o n participation (i.e., people's direc t 
interactions wit h their neighbors, the communit y environment , 
local organizations, and government agencies ) highlight s the nee d 
to understand ho w those factors affec t an d are affecte d b y 
empowerment (Perkins , 1995, p. 768; citing Perkins, Florin, Rich , 
Wandersman, & Chavis, 1990) . 
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The benefit o f understanding th e issue s o f participation an d empowermen t ha s 
important implication s for practitioners i n the field  o f community economi c 
development a s wel l as othe r fields  (Dewey , 1950; Bhattacharyya , 2004 ; 
Blackburn an d Holland , 1998 ; Dale, 1978; Dale and Mitiguy , 1978 ; Heller, 1992; 
Hustedde an d Ganowicz , 2002; Mehta , 1969; Orfield , 1997 ; Wilson, 1998) . 
Summary of  Findings 
The research findings  indicat e that although th e communit y was actively 
involved during the applicatio n process t o develop the Strategi c Pla n for Atlanta, 
they were no t a s successfu l i n gaining access during the actua l decision-making 
and implementatio n phases once the officia l E Z designation wa s obtained . Th e 
establishment o f a separate community organization di d not mak e a  significant 
difference i n the outcome s primaril y due to dependency o n resources allocate d by 
the Atlant a Empowerment Zon e Corporation (AEZC) , which was firmly  unde r th e 
control of the Mayor . Communit y participants di d not have an y meaningfu l 
independent suppor t mechanism s t o enable the m t o be ful l partners ; they ofte n 
lacked the technica l capacity and experience require d to level the playin g field; 
the Mayo r controlled all appointments t o the A E Z C Executiv e Board; and th e 
community only had 6  out o f the 1 7 representatives on the A E Z C Executiv e Board 
which placed them a t a  distinct numerical disadvantage . 
7 
Future Developments 
It is anticipated that there wi ll be new programs t o address the issue s o f urban 
areas and poverty under th e Obam a Administration. O n February 19 , 2009, 
President Obam a signed an Executive Order establishing a  White House Office of 
Urban Affair s "t o coordinate al l aspects of urban policy. " Th e Office wil l als o 
Engage in outreach an d work closely with State and loca l officials , with 
nonprofit organizations , an d with the privat e sector , both i n seeking inpu t 
regarding the developmen t o f a comprehensive urba n polic y and in 
insuring that the implementatio n o f Federal programs advance s th e 
objectives o f that policy. 8 
This action portends well for a new discussion about the alleviatio n of poverty 
and the rol e of affected communitie s i n the process . Th e polic y 
recommendations o f this research ar e made with the hop e o f influencing policy-
makers t o seriously consider the long-ter m effect s o f community redevelopmen t 
programs an d the nee d fo r new strategies to truly empower communities . 
Research Study  Format 
Chapter 2  examines th e literatur e o n the concept s o f community participation 
and empowerment , ho w they have evolved , and the contex t the y provide for thi s 
8 Th e White House, Office o f the Press Secretary News Release (2009, February 19). 
Retrieved on February 23, 2009 from 
http://www.whitehouse.gov/the_press_office/Executive-Order-Establishment-of-the- 
White-House-Office-of-Urban-Affairs/ 
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research. Nex t follows Chapte r 3  which establishe s th e theoretica l framework fo r 
the analysi s o f the role s of community participation and empowerment i n th e 
Atlanta Empowerment Zone Program. A  conceptual framework fo r a holisti c 
approach t o community empowerment i s presented. Chapte r 4 gives an overview 
of some o f the political , economic and socia l conditions that underlie th e 
comprehensive planning approach i n urban areas . Chapte r 5 provides 
background information on the condition s and demographics o f the targe t 
communities. Th e methodology used to conduct this research i s found in 
Chapter 6 . Chapte r 7  presents the findings  o f the research , an d Chapter 8 
outlines the conclusion s and policy recommendations . 
9 
C H A P T E R 2 
T H E S E A R C H F O R M E A N I N G: A  L I T E R A T U R E R E V I E W O N 
C O M M U N I T Y PARTICIPATIO N A ND E M P O W E R M E N T 
The concepts of participation an d empowermen t i n federal program s ar e no t 
new. The y have a history that dates back to the earl y 1900's , beginning with 
efforts t o have local governments decentralize decision-makin g and includ e 
community participation i n the proces s (Lyden & Thomas, 1969 ; McFarlane, 
2001; Friedmann, 1971 ; Schmandt, 1972) . Halper n (1995) notes that many o f th e 
early neighborhood initiative s of the 1950' s an d 1960' s t o address problem s 
related t o poverty , suc h a s the For d Foundation's Gra y Areas program, include d 
the principl e of "guided self-help" or "resident participatio n in communit y 
affairs" (Halpern , p. 91). Urba n renewal programs o f the 1950' s hav e also been 
identified a s promoting citize n participation (Burke , 1983; Hardina, 2003, 2005 ; 
Chapin, 1946/1947) . Som e o f the underlyin g premises o f participation ar e that it 
promotes democracy, egalitarianis m an d inclusion. 
The literature i n the area s of political science , public administration an d urba n 
affairs point s t o the ongoin g ideological debate about the underlyin g theories of 
participation an d the desire d objective s t o be achieve d through participation . O n 
one hand , there are argument s whether pluralism or elitism is the appropriat e 
standard to be use d i n determining whethe r or not there has bee n adequate 
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participation (Gamson , 1968; Mollenkopf, 1983) . Severa l authors have stresse d 
the impac t of governing regimes o n who participates an d how that participation 
occurs (Stone , 1989 , 2001; Kilburn, 2004 ; Logan , Whaley & Crowder, 1997). 
There are als o arguments abou t whethe r th e approac h o f representativ e 
democracy is sufficient to handle the divers e interests o f the publi c versus having 
participatory democracy in certain circumstances (Hart , 1972; Stringfellow, 
1966). Th e issue of an appropriate balanc e between th e righ t to participate an d 
the nee d fo r efficiency in bureaucratic structure s ha s als o been argue d (Aleshire, 
1972; Cupps , 1977; King, Feltey and Susel , 1998). 9 
Burke (1983) provides a  good overview of the evolutio n of citizen participation in 
the publi c planning process sinc e the mid-1950s . Althoug h many of the earl y 
mechanisms ma y have been informa l in nature, ther e was som e acknowledgmen t 
of the influenc e of community leaders. I n a  review of the developmen t o f citizen 
participation an d the administrativ e state, Stenberg (1972 ) noted that the ter m 
"citizen participation" evolved without a  consensus o n who the "citizens " are an d 
how, wit h what result , they participate (p . 190). H e pointed out that , 
historically, citizen participation in federal programs ha s include d different level s 
of involvement, from being informed to sharing in policy-making; a s wel l a s 
having diverse participants -  middle - and upper-income t o poor resident s 
(Stenberg, 1972 , p. 190; Hallman, 1972) . 
9 Se e also Lemert, 1999, pp. 104-110, citing Max Weber's "The Bureaucratic Machine", 
1909-1920. 
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In the earl y initiatives to alleviat e poverty, startin g wit h President Johnson' s War 
on Poverty , the focu s was o n involving the poo r in the programs . A t the sam e 
time, there was n o clea r agreement among th e federa l progra m administrators , 
Congress, loca l officials , progra m staff , an d communit y members about how that 
involvement should be implemented . Th e Equal Opportunity Act of 1964 1 0 
created th e Offic e o f Economic Opportunity (OEO ) with primary responsibility 
for the administratio n o f various programs, includin g the Communit y Action 
Program (CAP) . CA P was charge d wit h ensuring th e "maximu m feasibl e 
participation" of the resident s in the targe t area to be served . Th e followin g 
section provides a  review of the interpretation s an d tensions that evolved aroun d 
the phras e "maximum feasible participation. " 
Participation Model:  Community  Action  Program 
The issue o f participation a s i t specifically relates to African American 
communities reall y emerged durin g the Johnso n Administration' s War on 
Poverty programs. Th e primary vehicle for community participation was th e 
Community Action Program (CAP) . However , there were differen t 
understandings from the initiatio n of CAP abou t what th e specifi c intent was . 
According to Moynihan (1966), i n outlining the histor y behind the idea , there 
were conflictin g objectives : 
1 0 Economi c Opportunity Act of 1964, Pub. L. 88-452, §2, 78 Stat. 508, Title II-A, Section 
202 (a)(3). 
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The question goes to the definition , meaning , and intent o f the Community 
Action Programs. Wha t are they supposed to do? Ar e they to mak e 
trouble —  o r prevent trouble? Creat e smal l controversies in order to avoi d 
large conflicts — o r engender a s much conflict a s they can? Hir e the poor , 
involve the poor , or be dominated by the poor? Improv e race relations o r 
enhance racial pride? Wha t is it Washington wanted? (Moynihan , 1966, p. 
4). 
In October 1963, President Kennedy's Council of Economic Advisors met t o 
discuss strategies to address what they saw as the cycl e of poverty. I n December 
1963, under the ne w Johnson Administration, it was recommended tha t 
Community Action Programs focus on: (1 ) "specific local areas of poverty;" (2 ) 
"well-organized local initiative, action, and self-help under Federally-approved 
plans and with Federa l support;" an d (3) "action programs to evaluate an d 
coordinate existing Federal, State, loca l and private programs an d to test and 
demonstrate new ones." (Moynihan , 1966, p. 4). 
Moynihan (1966 ) further identifie d what he categorized as four distinct and 
incompatible understandings o f the meanin g of community action. Th e goal and 
guiding principal o f each understanding i s outlined in Table 1. 
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Table 1 . Meaning s o f "Communit y Action " 
C O N C E P T G O A L / G U I D I N G PRINCIPL E 
Bureau o f the Budge t Efficiency -  program s ma y cost in th e 
beginning, but wil l save in the en d 
Alinsky Conflict or  disruption  -  nee d o f the poo r 
to acquire power, and a  sense of power by 
means of community organization 
Peace Corp s Provision of  services -  hel p for th e 
"underdeveloped people s o f the Unite d 
States;" expected "fal l out " of enhance d 
local capacities fo r self-hel p 
Task Force Political effectiveness  -  provid e jobs t o th e 
poor to reduce unemployment ; provid e 
benefits t o rural Southern Negroe s b y 
requiring that the Communit y Action 
Organization be "develope d an d conducte d 
with the maximu m feasible participatio n 
of the resident s o f the areas " involved 
Source: Moyniha n (1966), pp. 5-6. 
Moynihan's (1970) assessmen t of the controversie s tha t ensued ove r th e 
interpretations o f "maximum feasible participation" is indicated in the titl e of his 
book, Maximum Feasible  Misunderstanding.  However , Moynihan's review is 
anecdotal base d primaril y on his recollections and personal involvemen t with 
various aspects of the developmen t o f the Communit y Action Program . 
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Kramer (1969) conducted a  comparative cas e study of five community action 
programs i n the Sa n Francisco Bay area from 1965-196 7 to explore how 
"maximum feasible participation" was interpreted an d implemented . H e offere d 
yet another assessmen t o f the differin g goals of community action programs: (1 ) 
a way of breaking the cycl e of poverty through socia l services and job 
preparation; (2 ) an effective tool to centralize planning and coordination of local 
services; (3) a  compensatory devic e to give a greater political voice to the poor ; 
and (4 ) a  protagonist fo r "creative disorder" whereby an apatheti c clientel e would 
be moved to stimulate changes i n the socia l service bureaucracy (Kramer , p. 262) . 
He stated that: 
Different, ofte n incompatibl e strategies were required to achieve these 
various goals, in which the CA P was perceived as a  social movement ( a 
cause) o r a social service agency ( a function), or both, thus constituting a 
curious blend of professionalism, bureaucracy, socia l action, and reform . 
These strains wer e reflected i n the continuin g conflict aroun d the control 
and purpose o f the CAP , in which i t became increasingl y obvious that th e 
CAP could not represen t the interest s o f the poo r and  th e establishment , 
nor successfully promote th e developmen t o f social service programs and 
at the sam e time organize the poo r effectively (Kramer, 1969, p. 262). 
The differences outline d above reflec t part of the underlyin g controversy that 
evolved around the Communit y Action Programs i n different locations . Fo r the 
most part , the statutor y languag e o f "maximum feasible participation of the 
residents o f the area " became a  rallying cry for some a s "maximum feasible 
participation of the poor " in an effor t t o include those who had been traditionally 
excluded. A  point worth noting is that a t the tim e of the OE O legislation, som e 
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representatives i n the Johnson Administration were concerned about ensurin g 
that African Americans , particularly in the rura l South, were not completely 
excluded from  an y of the programs. Th e language focusing on the participation 
of residents i n the are a served was seen by some proponents a s an indirect or 
'back door' way of ensuring that some benefits woul d inure to African Americans 
(Hamilton, Olivarez and Krickus , 1972 ; Moore, 2005) . 
Some of the continuin g arguments were , is it sufficient for the intende d 
beneficiaries o f the progra m to receive some benefit; o r is it necessary that th e 
intended beneficiaries have a  role or some say in the program that affects them ? 
There were also debates as to whether participation was to take place in the 
decision-making body, such as the board of directors, or through employmen t a s 
the staf f (Patterson, 2000 , pp. 142-143). Th e results varied from progra m to 
program depending on the loca l conditions. I n some instances, community 
representatives ha d a  major rol e in the administratio n of the programs . I n 
others, they had a  more passive role as policy advisors (Kramer, 1969; Patterson , 
2000). 
Strange (1972a , 1972b) concludes that the inclusio n o f the term "maximum 
feasible participation" was "unplanned, and, for al l practical purposes, 
undefined" (Strange , 1972a , p. 655). Ther e was a continuous question whethe r 
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"maximum feasible" meant "some residents , poo r people, blacks, or others, wer e 
to participate, o r did it mean that at least one-thir d o f those in decision-making 
positions should be from these groups?" (Strange , 1972a , p. 656; Rabb, 1966). 
However, the lack of a specific commitment to empower the poo r through th e 
Equal Opportunity Act (EOA ) is reinforced by Boone (1972). H e stated: 
A commitmen t fo r participation of the poo r did not get into the Ac t 
because Congress wanted i t there. Nothin g would suggest that 
congressmen examine d the idea' s meaning . A  search o f committee report s 
and the Congressional  Record  verifie s that practically no testimon y 
covered this point. I t just passe d wit h the res t of the Ac t (Boone , 1972, p. 
446). 
The other are a o f contention relate d to CA P was the decisio n of the federa l 
government t o bypass th e loca l political structures an d have non -governmental 
agencies directl y responsible for the deliver y of services to residents . Boon e 
(1972) described the progra m as an "important mandat e for local community 
groups t o obtain and administe r federal resources" an d a n attemp t "to mov e 
administrative authority closer to people directly affected b y federal legislation" 
(Boone, p. 445). However , in 1967 as part of an effor t t o return contro l to loca l 
elected officials , Congres s passed th e Gree n Amendment to the Economic 
Opportunity Act requiring Community Action Program policy boards t o b e 
comprised of three equally represented groups : publi c and private agencie s 
responsible for services or programs concerne d with poverty, elements fro m th e 
community as a  whole, and the populatio n to be served (Mogulof , 1969 , pp. 204 -
205; Mil le r and Rein , 1969 ; Notes and Comments , 1966) . 
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The requirement o f proportional representation o n CA P policy boards effectivel y 
meant that representatives o f low-income communities would be outnumbere d 
two to one. Ther e was of course, the issu e o f how the representative s o f the poo r 
would be determined —  would they be elected or selected, and by whom? 
(Kramer, 1969; Raab, 1966). Th e 1967 Amendment represented th e beginning of 
efforts t o reduce the abilit y of low-income community representatives t o control 
or influence the directio n of programs o f which they were the intende d 
beneficiaries. 
The following sectio n reviews the literature and context of the developmen t o f the 
Model Citie s program which was the nex t comprehensive federal program with a 
strong, but undefined , participation requirement . 
Participation Model:  Model  Cities  Program 
The controversy over the attempt s by many CAPs to implement the power and 
social action concepts o f community action on behalf of the poor , led to a 
modification o f the participation requirement i n the Mode l Citie s program 
several years later . Th e applicant agencies were limited to governmental unit s 
that were held accountable an d responsible for the Mode l Citie s program. A t the 
same time, there was a  requirement fo r "widespread citizen participation" in the 
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planning process (Warren , 1969, p. 246; Brown an d Frieden , 1976; Frieden an d 
Kaplan, 1987) . 
Another issue that arose during the 1960' s was that of community participation 
in the for m of community control (Zimmerman, 1972). Thi s was a  demand tha t 
emanated from members o f the Blac k community who advocated communit y 
control as a  form of self-determination an d empowerment . Altshule r (1970) 
noted that demands for greater participation in the politica l and economic affair s 
of the communit y included: 
(1) devolution of as much authorit y a s possible to neighborhoo d 
communities; (2 ) direc t representation o f such communitie s o n the cit y 
council, the boar d o f education, th e polic e commission, and othe r 
significant polic y bodies; (3 ) black representation a t al l levels of the publi c 
service in far more than toke n numbers ; (4 ) similar representation o n th e 
labor forces o f government contractors ; an d (5 ) the vigorou s application of 
public resources t o facilitate the developmen t o f black controlled 
businesses (Altshuler, 1970, p.14). 
It is important t o note that in the 1960 's ther e was very little direct 
representation o f the blac k community in any governing or policy-making bodie s 
on the local , state or federal leve l (Browning , Marshal l and Tabb, 1977; Millett , 
1977; Silvers, 1969). 
Millett (1977 ) explored the meanin g o f "widespread citize n participation" in th e 
Model Citie s program withi n the contex t o f the growin g demands of ethnic 
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minorities for an increased rol e in the decision-makin g processes of program s 
designed t o benefit th e 'poor' . I n some instances , th e ter m 'poor ' was considere d 
a "euphemism" fo r the Blac k community (Mogulof, 1969, p. 225) . 
The political education o f the poo r stimulated by the Civi l Right s 
Movement and the Wa r on Poverty changed th e conten t o f the phras e 
[citizen participation] fo r both citizen s and public officials. Citizen s who 
had suffere d fo r generations fro m the effect s o f exploitation, exclusion, 
and poverty found new dignity , ambition, and hope throug h participatio n 
in plannin g and implementing programs. Th e social and politica l 
condition of minority groups i n American societ y has prompte d attempt s 
for a  more egalitaria n democrati c process , a  more activ e and influential 
role in decision-making bodies, and increasingly, for more influence in 
implementation o f decisions a t the institutiona l level (Millett , p. 7). 
Millett (1977 ) used the analytica l framework o f the sociolog y of knowledge t o 
explore the issu e o f citizen participation as a  vehicle of control. Th e sociology of 
knowledge framework include d both a  historical framework an d the socia l system 
framework (Millett , p. 24). H e stressed that understanding th e issu e o f citizen 
participation an d it s various interpretations ha d t o be viewed in the contex t o f the 
black-white socio-historical relationship. H e further note d th e concep t o f 
"community control" raised several conflicts about meanings. Thes e include d th e 
definition o f "community", the rol e of racial identity, and the questio n o f political 
power (Millett , p. 25). 
The growing militancy within the Blac k community and demands for the righ t t o 
self-determination represente d a movement awa y from integration a s a  social 
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goal. Thi s momentum contributed to tensions between those who sought som e 
modification o f the existin g political system (the refor m movement), and thos e 
who wanted to radically alter it (Black Nationalism) (Mogulof , 1969 , p. 225). 
Millett posited that "citizen participation" is recognition that the weakness o f the 
redistribution mechanism in American society is a crucial cause o f poverty 
(Millett, p. 32). However , he noted the resistanc e tha t ensued regardin g efforts t o 
increase the participation of the "powerless " in the planning , operation an d 
development o f programs (Millett , p. 33). 
Millett 's (1977 ) review of the H U D performanc e standard s fo r implementation of 
"widespread citizen participation" revealed that they were "open-ended" , 
"permissive rather tha n restrictive , suggestive rathe r than perspective " (p. 42). 
His hypothesis was that the kin d an d level of participation allowed or attaine d 
would be shaped by a number o f factors, suc h as "the politica l forces an d 
administrative structure o f the city , the politica l sophistication and cohesivenes s 
of the mode l neighborhood residents (whic h might take into account thei r 
previous experience with the OE O war on poverty programs)" (Millett , p. 43). 
The performance standard s ha d two implications -  i n the long-run, it related t o 
the distributio n of decision-making power and the allocatio n of resources a t th e 
neighborhood level . I n the short-run , an y impact was "greatly lessened by th e 
absence o f definite compliance regulations" (Millett , p. 43). 
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While pointing out the various shortcomings o f citizen participation to date , 
Millett acknowledge d that it would continue to be a  dynamic force in planning 
efforts. H e referred t o Cahn's 1 1 list o f values for citizen participation to suppor t 
that premise : 
1. A means of mobilizing unutilized resources -  A  source of 
productivity and labor not otherwis e tapped . 
2. A source o f knowledge - Bot h corrective and creative . A  means of 
securing feedback regardin g policy and program and also a sourc e 
of new, innovative approaches . 
3. A n end in itself -  A n affirmatio n of democracy aiming at th e 
elimination of alienation, and the combatin g of destructiveness , 
hostility and cynicism . 
4. Guarantee o f a social contract -  I n as much as minority resident s 
claim they do not have an y basis for trusting white dominate d 
institutions, real participation offers a  mechanism through whic h 
trust can be developed . I t is a guarantee, frail a s i t may be, that 
people wi l l be willing to endorse th e terms of the socia l contract -
and to have sufficien t faith in the syste m to work within it s limits . 
5. Guarantee (of  sorts ) fo r the Pursui t of Equality -  I n as much a s 
the "system " gives the poo r what "it " judges the y should want, "it" 
is not structure d t o challenge the basi c pattern o f segregation an d 
inequality. Th e "system" and "its" officials ar e charged with th e 
delicate responsibility of appropriately allocating limited 
resources; the y must se t the prioritie s based o n research , 
documentation an d policy formulation. Th e important poin t 
residents emphasiz e i s that the official s d o not have to bear th e 
burden o f living with the choice s they make, based o n research , 
documentation an d policy formulation. 
6. Creating a Neighborhood power force -  Give n the characte r o f 
powerlessness o f minorities in urban areas , real participation 
offers a  mechanism through whic h they can create a base of 
power to influence the distributio n of resources . 
1 1 Cahn, Edgar S. and Passett, Barry, Eds. (1971). Citizen participation: Effective 
community change. New York: Praeger Specia l Studies in U.S. Economic and Social 
Development, pp. 15-16. 
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7- Vehicle for political socialization -  Rea l participation provides 
access to interaction with governmenta l an d community 
influentials, an d thus contributing to the politica l education of 
minority groups . 
8. Vehicle for positive role perception -  Th e impact on the increase d 
sense of self-identity and pride on [sic ] minority is in and of itself 
a positive value of real participation (Millett, 1977, pp. 52-53). 
In the final  analysis , what remained was a n "inherent conflict " between th e 
approach t o planning and coordination of resources an d the goa l of "effective" 
citizen participation (Millett, p. 54). O n one hand, the creatio n of a new 
institution -  th e Cit y Demonstration Agency (CDA) -  expande d th e leadershi p 
role of the mayo r over the program . Th e C D A Director , who was appointe d by 
the mayor , was also expected to be an advocate fo r the community . A s the 
mayor's appointee , th e focu s was on having a coordinated and efficient program . 
Often thi s focus was a t variance with the community' s claim o f the righ t to 
participate. Thi s tension remained unresolved through th e duratio n o f the Mode l 
Cities program . 
To understand wha t had been accomplishe d in the Mode l Citie s progra m 
regarding citize n participation, Millett (1977 ) performed a n analysi s of the cas e 
studies dat a collected by M K G K 1 2 o n eleven Model Cities programs, including 
Atlanta. Millett' s concept o f "resident participation " was operationally defined a s 
1 2 Marshal l Kaplan, Gans, and Kahn (MKGK ) were contracted by the U.S . Department of 
Housing and Urban Development to prepare a study of the Model Cities first-year 
planning period experience in Atlanta, Seattle and Dayton. 
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those activities undertaken b y Model Neighborhood Area residents "to influenc e 
the progra m an d it s resources to meet their self-perceive d needs " (p. 79). Th e 
factors examine d were : th e rol e residents played in the applicatio n for a  Mode l 
Cities grant; the rol e residents played in the selectio n o f the C D A director; an d 
the rol e of residents in the desig n an d developmen t o f the participatio n structur e 
itself (Millett , 1977 , p. 79). I n summarizing the researc h results , Millet t 
answered th e questio n "Ho w does the decision-makin g process which has evolve d 
in the Mode l Citie s Program relate to ethni c demands for increased influenc e i n 
decision-making?" (Millett , p. 98). Hi s empirical analysis found that residents 
were abl e to have significant decision-making roles in : th e hirin g and firing  o f 
Model Citie s staff; th e allocatio n of Model Citie s budget resources; th e initiation 
of Model Citie s projects; an d the operatio n o f Model Citie s programs whe n th e 
intensity o f resident participatio n wa s high" (Millett, pp. 98-99) . Th e factor s 
related t o optima l resident participatio n were the following : 
1. Whe n residents participated i n the applicatio n period for a  Mode l 
Cities grant; 
2. Whe n residents participated i n the selectio n o f the C D A Director ; 
3. Whe n resident participatio n structure was representative of th e 
neighborhood constituency ; 
4. Whe n the resident s had actua l substantive role s in establishing th e 
administrative organizatio n an d prerogatives o f the CD A structur e 
and the residen t structure ; 
5. Whe n residents received continual and direc t information o n Mode l 
Cities matters from the C D A office ; 
6. Whe n the Mode l Citie s program wa s locate d i n a small city (less 
than 3 2 5 , 0 0 0 ) whic h had a  small ethnic minorit y population (belo w 
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15% of the tota l city population) an d was governed b y a city 
manager type o f municipal administration; an d 
7. Whe n the Mode l Cities program was located in a city which had 
experienced racia l disturbances prio r and/or durin g the Mode l 
Cities Program and which had a  cohesive community organization 
base (Millett , 1977, pp. 99-111) . 
According to the M K G K study , the communit y in Atlanta did not have an y 
significant participation in or involvement with the factor s identifie d above. I n 
fact, ou t o f the 2 2 variables 13 tha t Millett tested to determine whethe r ther e was 
any significant association between th e variable s related t o the community' s 
ability to participate , Atlanta was the wors t performing (Millett , p. 83). I n hi s 
conclusion, Millet t noted that although there had been a  de-emphasis b y th e 
federal governmen t o n the requiremen t o f resident o r citizen participation, 
nonetheless, "th e proble m of economic and politica l deprivation of the poo r an d 
1 3 Millet t organized the data into three sets of variables - intervening ; independent an d 
dependent. Ther e were four intervening variables related to Environment I for a broad 
perspective o f a city - siz e of city; type of municipal government; rac e and ethni c 
composition of city; race and ethnic composition of model neighborhood (MNA) . 
Environment II had three variables to identify the degree of racial hostility - racia l 
conflict in the city/MN A prior to Model Cities (MC); racial conflict in the city/MN A 
during Model Cities; and organizational cohesiveness. Th e 11 independent variable s 
sought t o measure program activities - residen t involvemen t in the application period; 
resident activit y for increase rol e in the M C process; residen t participatio n in selection of 
CDA Directors; representativeness of resident structure s of neighborhood constituency ; 
Directors sympathy with community control; role of residents i n designing CDA 
structure; structur e of resident body ; role of residents i n establishing prerogatives of 
citizen participation (CP) structure; percentag e of ethnic minorities on CP structure; 
information flow from CDA to resident structure ; an d extent of professional cooperatio n 
with residents. Th e four dependent variables sought to measure resident contro l -
extent of resident influenc e in hiring and firing; extent of resident influenc e in allocation 
of budget; extent of resident influenc e in operation of programs; an d extent of resident 
influence in initiation of programs. 
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ethnic minorities remains, and is perhaps the mos t critica l issue in this society" 
(Millett, p. 123). 
More recent researc h ha s continue d to examine the rol e of citizen participation in 
federal redevelopmen t program s (Scruggs , 1995). Tiga n (2005 ) explored the 
shift i n citizen participation from th e Grea t Society programs i n the 1960 s to th e 
current participatio n requirements o f the Communit y Development Block Grant 
(CDBG) program. H e noted that the trend has been awa y from broa d 
participation by community residents t o a  more narrow approach of 
representation throug h non-profits , generally, community-based organizations 
(CBOs) such as community development corporation s (CDCs) . Tiga n concluded 
that the continuatio n of the trend awa y from broad-base d citize n participation 
would not be a  positive development. Gittel l (2001) also acknowledged the 
movement to "development corporations " as a  new approach to community 
activism that was more closely tied to the "privat e process o f development rathe r 
than th e public process o f community organizing and citizen participation" 
(Gittell, 2001, p. 14). 
Theories and  Typologies  of  Participation 
A wide array of literature has evolve d about theorie s o f participation (Langton, 
1978; Roberts, 2008; Wolman, 1972 ; Woolcock, 1998) . Th e theories hav e 
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variously addressed ho w participation occurs; what participation occurs or is 
needed; an d the objectiv e of participation for the communit y and governmen t 
officials. Fo r example, some o f the theorie s hav e focused on the issu e of political 
participation a s a  means of understanding th e leve l of community or citize n 
participation in the developmen t field.  Politica l participation could include the 
following types o f activities: "electora l involvement, protest and complain t 
activity, and various problem-solving behaviors" (Bingham and Mier , 1993 , chap. 
10, p. 214). Additionally , Bingham and Mie r identify three types o f theorie s 
regarding political participation: 
(a) psychosocial theories , whic h emphasiz e individua l attitudes and th e 
social groupings that condition the developmen t o f individual attitudes , 
beliefs, and so on; (b) rational  calculus  theories , whic h assume that 
individuals are mobilize d into group-based politica l action on the basis of 
their objective assessment of the impac t of proposed policies or existing 
arrangements; an d (c ) institutionalist theories , whic h emphasiz e th e 
importance o f various institutional arrangements in either fostering o r 
limiting citizens' access t o governmental decision-makin g arenas 
(Bingham and Mier , 1993 , p. 215). 
McFarlane (2001) identifie s three general normativ e categorie s i n discussing the 
types o f justification fo r participation: "(1 ) instrumental theories stemmin g from 
bureaucratic rationalis m and pragmatism that answer the questio n o f how local 
governments benefi t fro m participation, (2) democratic theories promisin g self-
development an d transformation tha t answer the questio n of what a n individua l 
citizen obtains from  participation , and (3 ) empowerment o r political control 
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theories on behalf of low-income black communities that answer the questio n of 
how a low-income black community can benefit a s a  whole" (McFarlane, p. 893). 
Another theory related to the issue of participation and political control is that of 
urban regimes . Stone' s (1989 ) Regime Politics  provide s an assessment of th e 
governing coalition from 194 6 to 1988 in the Cit y of Atlanta. Th e coalition, led by 
the White business elite , gradually incorporated the Blac k middle class as th e 
latter's electora l strength increased . Ston e refers t o an urban regime a s 
The set o f arrangements b y which a  community is actually 
governed. Eve n though the institutions of local government bea r 
most o f the formal responsibilit y for governing, they lack th e 
resources an d the scop e of authority to govern without the active 
support and cooperation of significant privat e interests. A n urba n 
regime may thus be defined as the informal  arrangements  by 
which public  bodies  and private interests  function together  in 
order to  be able to  make and carry  out  governing  decisions  (Stone , 
1989, p. 6). 
Stone further note s that historically the governing coalition has focused on the 
redevelopment of the centra l business distric t and the creatio n of a buffer zone 
between the low-income Black population and the downtown area (Stone , 1989, 
p. 202). I n fact, during the ten-year perio d from 195 6 to 1966, urban renewal was 
responsible for the displacemen t of 21,000 families an d 67,000 people; eight ou t 
of ten persons were African Americans . Ston e notes how the functioning of the 
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governing coalition in Atlanta has le d to a  system that perpetuates inequality 
(Stone, 1989 , p. 241) . 
Hardina (2003 ) note s that the governmen t program s tha t evolved during th e 
1960s an d 1970s , partly in response to the Civi l Right s Movement, gave root t o 
the ide a of the involvemen t o f citizens in community planning efforts a s a 
mechanism fo r social reform. Som e viewed the involvemen t o f citizens, 
particularly the representative s from low-income and minorit y communities, a s a 
means of increasing the powe r o f those communities. Other s though t that 
involvement was onl y to ensure that members of the communitie s receive d 
benefits fro m the program s rathe r than increas e thei r power (Hardina , 2005) . 
As a  partial response to the debat e regarding communit y participation, Arnstein 
(1969) develope d th e concep t o f a ladder o f participation to explai n and explor e 
the differen t level s at which participation ca n take place. Arnstein' s approach ca n 
be viewed as a  continuum wit h a range of participation from low, "manipulation" 
of participants, t o high, "full contro l of decision-making mechanisms" b y 
community residents . Arnstein' s ladder had eigh t levels of participation, a s 
illustrated in Figure 1 which reflected th e degre e of citizens' power i n th e 
particular process . 
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Figure 1.  Eigh t Rung s of Citize n Participatio n 
Citizen Control 
Delegated Power 
Partnership Degrees of Citizen Power 
Placation 
Consultation 
Informing Degrees of Tokenism 
Therapy 
Manipulation Non-participation 
Source: Sherr y R. Arnstein (1969). 
Hardina (2003) , citing Arnstein, writes "the degre e o f citizen participation in 
organizations could be viewed as contingent o n the values of the sponso r an d th e 
type of structure impose d on the decision-makin g process" (Hardina , p. 15). 
Arnstein (1969 ) argue d 
Citizen participation is a categorical term for citizen power. I t is th e 
redistribution o f power that enables th e 'have-not ' citizens , presently 
excluded from th e politica l and economic process, to be deliberately 
included in the future . I t is the strateg y by which the have-nots join in 
determining how information is shared, goals and policies are set , ta x 
resources ar e allocated , programs operated , an d benefits lik e contracts an d 
patronage ar e parceled out. I n short, i t is the mean s b y which they can 
induce significant social reform which enable s them to share in the 
benefits o f the affluen t society...participatio n without redistribution of 
power is an empty and frustrating proces s fo r the powerless . I t allow s the 
powerholders to clai m that all sides were considered but makes i t possible 
for only some to benefit. I t maintains the statu s quo (Arnstein , 1969 , p. 
216; see als o Arnstein, 1972) . 
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Since Arnstein initially developed th e concep t o f the "ladde r o f participation," 
groups hav e explored the variou s meaning s o f the level s of participation. On e 
such entity , the Internationa l Associatio n for Public Participation (IAP2 ), 1 4 ha s 
developed th e "Spectru m o f Public Participation" outlined in Table 2 . 
Table 2 . Spectru m of Publi c Participatio n 
Increasing Level of Public Impact 
Inform Consul t Involv e Collaborat e Empowe r 
Public To provide the To obtain To work To partner with To place 
Participation public with public directly the public in final 
Goal balanced and feedback on with the each aspect of decision-
objective analysis, public the decision making in 
information to alternatives throughout including the the hands 
assist them in and/or the process development o f of the 
understanding decisions. to ensure alternatives public. 
the problem, that public and the 
alternatives, concerns identification of 
opportunities and the preferre d 
and/or solution s aspirations solution. 
are 
consistently understood 
and 
considered. 
We wil l keep you We wil l keep We wil l We wil l look to We wil l 
informed. you work with you fo r advice implement 
Promise to th e informed, you t o and innovation what you 
Public listen to and ensure that in formulating decide. 
acknowledge your solutions and 
concerns and concerns incorporate 
aspirations, and your advice and 
14 Retrieved March 13 , 2009 from http://www.iap2.org; site modified since initial retrieval on 
January 10 , 2007. 
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and provide 
feedback on 
how public 
input 
influenced 
the decision 
aspirations 
are directly 
reflected in 
the 
alternatives 
developed 
and provide 
feedback on 
how public 
input 
influenced 
the 
decision. 
recommenda-
tions into the 
decisions to the 
maximum 
extent possible. 
Example Fact sheets Public Workshops Citizen Citizen 
Techniques 
Web sites 
comment advisory juries 
Deliberative committees 
Open houses 
Focus groups polling 
Consensus-
Ballots 
Surveys building Delegated 
decision 
Public Participatory 
meetings decision-
making 
Source: Internationa l Associatio n for Public Participation © 2007 . 
Another view of the ladde r o f participation i s proposed b y Jones (2003) . I n a n 
article reviewing efforts t o regenerate depressed urban area s in the Unite d 
Kingdom, Jones (2003 ) outline s seve n differen t type s of participation based o n 
models tha t have been utilized in rural development project s i n developing 
countries. Th e types are outline d in Table 3 . 
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Table 3 . A  Typology of Participation 
Typology Characteristic of each type 
1. Manipulative 
participation 
Participation is simply a pretence, with 'people's' representatives on 
official boards but having no power. 
2. Passiv e 
participation 
Involves unilateral announcements by an administration or project 
management without listening to people's responses . The 
information being shared onl y belongs to external professionals . 
3. Participatio n 
by consultation 
People participate by being consulted or answering questions . 
External agents define problems and information gathering 
processes and so control analysis. Doe s not concede any share in 
decision-making and professionals are under n o obligation to take 
on board people's views. 
4. Participatio n 
for material 
incentives 
People participate through contributing resources—labour o r 
volunteering time—in return for incentives. I t is very common to 
call this participation, yet people have no stake in it once the 
incentives end. 
5. Functiona l 
participation 
Participation seen by external agencies as a means to achieve projec t 
goals, especially reduced costs. Peopl e may participate by forming 
groups to meet pre-determined objective s related to the project. 
Such involvement may be interactive and involve shared decision-
making, but tends to arise only after majo r decision s have alread y 
been made by external agents. A t worst, local people may still be co-
opted to serve external goals. 
6. Interactiv e 
participation 
People participate i n joint analysis, development o f action plans and 
formation or strengthening o f local institutions. Participatio n is 
seen as a right, not just the means to achieve project goals , based 
upon seeking multiple perspectives. A s groups take over local 
decisions and determine ho w available resources ar e used, so they 
have a stake in maintaining structures or practices. 
7. Self -
mobilisation 
People participate by taking initiatives independently o f external 
institutions to change systems. The y develop contacts wit h external 
institutions for the resources an d technical advice they need, but 
retain control over how resources ar e used. Self-mobilisatio n can 
spread i f governments an d NGOs provide an enabling framework of 
support. Suc h self-initiated mobilization may or may not challenge 
existing distributions of wealth and power. 
Source: Pretty, J. (1995). Participator y learning for sustainable agriculture , World 
Development, 23(8), pp. 1247-1263, cited in Jones, P.S. , 2003, p. 590. 
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The mode l referenced b y Jones (2003) , an d similarl y that of IAP2, paralle l the 
Arnstein ladder. Eac h of the typologie s provide s a  range from a higher degre e to 
a lower degree of power. I n each case , the highes t degree of power focuse s o n 
citizen control , empowerment or self-mobilization. Generally , it appears that the 
emphasis is on the community rathe r than the individua l as the foca l point. A 
comparison o f the differen t typologie s i s illustrated below in Table 4. 
Table 4. Compariso n of Participation Typologies 
Types or 
Levels of 
Participation 
Arnstein 
(1967) 
IAP2 
(2007) 
Jones 
(2003) 
[Citing Pretty 
(1995)] 
Degrees of 
citizen power 
Citizen 
control 
Empower Self-
mobilization 
Delegated 
Power 
Collaborate 
Partnership Involve Interactive 
Degrees of 
Tokenism 
Placation Functional 
Consultation Consult Consultation 
Informing Inform Passive 
Non-
participation 
Therapy Material 
incentives 
Manipulation Manipulative 
Jackson, D. (2009) 
The various typologie s presente d above highlight the importanc e o f having a clear 
goal of what is intended o r anticipated b y citizen participation an d publi c 
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involvement (Brokensha , 1974). Ther e is a wide range in the possibl e results an d 
outcomes based on the form an d level of participation. Th e failure of th e 
legislative process to adequately defin e what type of outcome is desired by citizen 
participation and public involvement has led to the competin g interpretations . 
Additionally, Rosener (1978) notes the absenc e of research t o determine th e 
"effectiveness" o f participation and the failure to realize the complexit y of the 
concept. Fo r example, the question s an d answers t o who, where, what, how and 
when; illustrate that there may be different point s o f view between differen t 
categories o f respondents -  electe d officials, publi c administrators, and ordinary 
citizens (Rosener, p. 458). 
International Perspectives  on  Participation and  Empowerment 
The literature on participation in developing countries provides another fram e of 
reference t o view the issue of involving the poor in community development in 
meaningful an d empowering ways (Hickey and Mohan, 2005 ; Soen, 1981). 
Ventriss and Pecorella (1984) examined the issu e of how to integrate th e concep t 
of citizen participation and the growin g "technocratic nature of modern 
organizations" (p. 224). Buildin g on the work of David Korte n and the "learning 
process approach " to organizational behavior, Ventriss et al . provide an analysis 
of the tensions that exist for community organizations in maneuvering betwee n 
addressing complex urban issue s an d maintaining their relationships with th e 
community. Korten' s (1980) learning process approac h focuses o n th e 
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participation experiences i n international developmen t program s i n the Thir d 
World. Som e of the challenge s identifie d in the variou s development assistanc e 
programs tha t have a  participatory component include : 
(a) Relianc e for the plannin g and implementation o f "participative" 
development o n centralized bureaucratic organization s which have 
little capacity to respond t o diverse community-defined needs or t o 
build from community skills and values ; 
(b) Inadequate investment i n the difficul t proces s o f buildin g 
community problem solving capacity; 
(c) Inadequate attention t o dealing with social diversity, and 
especially with highly stratified socia l structures, an d 
(d) Insufficien t integratio n o f the technica l and socia l component s 
of development action . (Korten, 1980, p. 483) . 
In Korten' s assessment, successful project s usin g participation processes wer e 
ones that had "worke d out a  program mode l responsive t o the beneficiar y needs 
at a  particular time and plac e and eac h had buil t a strong organizatio n capable of 
making the progra m work" (p. 496). Essentially , the programs , throug h a 
participatory process , had "achieve d a  high degree of fit  betwee n progra m design , 
beneficiary needs, and the capacitie s o f the assistin g organization" (Korten, 1980, 
p. 496; Korten , 1984; Korten and Klauss , 1984). 
The relationship between participatio n and empowerment ha s bee n recognize d 
by various international agencies , includin g the Worl d Bank , throug h 
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incorporation o f the involvemen t of intended beneficiaries in the plannin g and 
implementation o f projects an d project managemen t (Crai g & Mayo, 1995) . I n a 
1988 report o f the Worl d Bank' s Economic Development Institute (EDI) , five 
community participation objectives were identified for further review : projec t 
cost sharing; increasing project efficiency ; increasing project effectiveness ; 
building beneficiary capacity; and empowerment . Th e report acknowledge d that 
one of the mos t controversia l issues was "whether efficienc y and empowermen t 
should be considered as complementary o r conflicting objectives" and that th e 
answer woul d impact the approac h t o community participation (Bamberger , 
1988, p. vi i i ) . 
Jones (2003 ) highlights that "participatory techniques hav e been commo n to 
'Third World ' development programme s fo r almost two decades. Thus , these 
experiences represen t a rich vein o f critique and innovative practice whic h 
'Western'-oriented researcher s and practitioners woul d d o well to engage with i n 
order to produce a  fuller an d less restricted accoun t o f urban change... " (Jones , p . 
582). Th e learning from those experiences ca n provide some useful insights fo r 
community development program s i n the Unite d States . Th e active engagement 
of communities as the intende d beneficiaries of programs, throughou t al l stages 
of a planning process, i s essential to ensure that participation is meaningful an d 
serves th e need s of the communit y that have been identifie d by the communit y 
(Vasoo, 1991; Chambers, 1997; Ellerman, 2001; Jones, 1987 ; Kent, 1981; Korten 
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and Klauss , 1984; Lyn , Leanne , and Leonie , 2003; Marsden, 1991; Schneider & 
Ingram, 1997 ; Rondinelli, 1983 ; Shaffer, Delle r and Marcouiller , 2006; Smith, 
1973; Stagner an d Duran , 1997; Stegman, 1993,1995) -
Concepts of  Empowerment 
Similar to the literatur e o n participation, the concep t o f empowerment ha s 
evolved in a number o f different disciplines . The y include social work, 
psychology, politics, management an d community development (Flori n an d 
Wandersman, 1990 ; Speer and Peterson , 2000) . Perkin s (1995) attributes t o 
Rappaport that "we do not know what empowermen t is , but lik e obscenity, we 
know it when we see it " (Perkins, 1995, p. 766, citing Rappaport , 1984 ; Pigg , 
2002; Peterson, Hamm e and Speer , 2002) . Th e use o f the ter m empowermen t i n 
the politica l arena ha s increase d ove r the years a s illustrated by Perkins (1995) 
through a  computer searc h o f the roo t word empower. H e found that empowe r 
had been used in 360 differen t Whit e House press releases, speeches , an d polic y 
statements between Januar y 199 2 to August 1994; in 293 U.S . House and Senate 
bills introduced during the 103 r d Congress; in 3,769 items i n the Congressiona l 
Record between 198 5 and August 1994; and in over 7,000 stat e house bill s from 
1991 through 1994 . Ye t despite thi s wide array of uses of the term empowe r in 
various forms o f legislation, Perkins finds there has been littl e effort t o provide 
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meaning to the ter m beyond it s literal meaning "t o give power or control to, t o 
authorize, enable , o r permit" (Perkins , 1995, p- 766; Polsby, 1959). 
According to Perkins and Zimmerman (1995) , 
The various definitions ar e generall y consistent wit h empowerment a s "a n 
intentional, ongoing process centere d i n the loca l community, involvin g 
mutual respect, critical reflection, caring, and grou p participation , throug h 
which people lacking an equa l share of valued resources gai n greater 
access to and contro l over those resources" (Cornel l Empowerment Group , 
1989) o r simply a process b y which people gai n control over their lives , 
democratic participatio n in the lif e of their community (Rappaport, 1987) , 
and a  critical understanding o f their environmen t (Zimmerman , Israel , 
Schulz, Checkoway, 1992) (Perkin s and Zimmerman, p. 570) . 
Perkins et al . (1995) furthe r stres s that "theories o f empowerment includ e both 
processes and outcomes , suggestin g tha t actions, activities , or structures may b e 
empowering, and that the outcom e o f such processes result i n a level of being 
empowered" (Perkin s et a l , p. 570, citing Swift &  Levin, 1987 ; Zimmerman, in 
press). 
A distinctio n between empowerin g processes and outcomes i s critica l 
in orde r to clearly define empowermen t theory . Empowerin g 
processes for individuals might include participation in community 
organizations. A t the organizationa l level, empowering processes 
might include collective decision making and shared leadership . 
Empowering processes at the communit y level might include 
collective action to access government an d othe r communit y resource s 
(e.g. media). Empowere d outcomes refe r t o operationalizations o f 
empowerment tha t allow us to study the consequence s o f empowering 
processes. Empowere d outcomes fo r individuals might includ e 
situation-specific perceived contro l and resource mobilizatio n skills . 
When we are studyin g organizations, outcome s migh t include 
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development o f organizational networks, organizationa l growth, an d 
policy leverage. Community-leve l empowermen t outcome s migh t 
include evidence o f pluralism, and existence o f organizational 
coalitions, and accessibl e community resources (Perkin s e t al. , 1995 , 
p. 570) . 
In additio n to recognizing the differenc e betwee n processe s and outcomes , th e 
literature acknowledge s tha t empowerment ca n occur at different level s -
individual, organization , and community (Peterson e t al. , p. 337; Craig , 2002 ; 
Fawcett an d Paine-Andrews , 1995; Zimmerman, 1989,1990; Zimmerman , Israel, 
Schulz and Checkoway , 1992; Zimmerman and Zahniser , 1991; Zimmerman an d 
Rappaport, 1988 ; Zippay, 1995; Maton and Salem , 1995; McMi l l an an d Florin , 
1995; McMil lan , Florin , Stevenson , Kerma n and Mitchell , 1995 ; Harley, Stebnicki 
and Rollins , 2000) . Flori n an d Wandersman (1990 ) poin t ou t th e advantage s of 
examining the issu e o f empowerment throug h th e framewor k o f citizen 
participation an d communit y development . 
First, it connects empowermen t t o broad literatures , facilitatin g 
cross-fertilization an d avoiding duplication. Second , it provides a 
multidisciplinary perspective o n empowerment tha t has bee n 
found usefu l for prevention (Jason , Hess , Felner , & Moritsugu, 
1987). Third , since citizen participation and communit y 
development ar e heavily involved in practice, they provid e 
concrete setting s to refine empowermen t concept s (p . 46). 
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Summary and  Conclusions 
This literature revie w illustrates that the concept s o f participation an d 
empowerment hav e been examine d and analyzed in myriad ways in differen t 
discipl ines- politica l science, urban affairs , psychology, social work, and 
international development. Ye t there is still to be developed definitions of 
participation and empowerment tha t al l would agree to as representative o f th e 
concepts. Becaus e there is such a  broad range of possible definitions dependin g 
on one's perspectives an d values, any program that purports t o mandate 
participation and empowerment mus t delineat e wha t i s intended t o be achieved . 
The failure of the federa l programs t o provide clearly defined mandates for 
participation an d empowerment a s part of the legislation process ha s resulte d in 
confusion, frustration , an d conflict. 
According to Bamberger (1988) , "the prioritizatio n o f community participation 
objectives i s determined b y what ar e perceived to be the overal l goals of 
development: i s it to improve the economi c conditions of the poor or to bring 
about a  more just society " (Bamberger, p. viii)? Thi s remains a  fundamenta l 
question that needs to be addressed i n future policie s and programs i n 
community economic development designe d to alleviate poverty and enhanc e 
empowerment. Chapte r 3  will explore the developmen t o f a new paradigm o r 
conceptual framework that begins to address that question . 
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C H A P T E R 3 
T H E O R E T I C A L F R A M E W O R K : T O W A R D A HOLISTI C A P P R O A C H 
T O C O M M U N I T Y PARTICIPATIO N A ND E M P O W E R M E N T 
Anderson (1994 ) in Black labor,  white  wealth  pose d several questions abou t th e 
Empowerment Zone program. On e was whether the term empowerment mean t 
self-empowerment. Othe r questions were related to who was really being 
empowered; and how what was proposed to be done by the governmen t woul d 
eradicate th e deplorabl e conditions in the Blac k community. Par t of this researc h 
objective is to understand wha t type of empowerment th e E Z program created fo r 
the selecte d Atlanta neighborhoods. Thi s is also related to the nee d t o 
understand wha t change occurred , as wel l as why and how it happened, i n order 
to identify ways of transferring the learning to similar situations . 
Assessments of  the Empowerment Zone  Program 
A number o f evaluations have been conducte d on the federa l Model Citie s and 
Empowerment Zone programs ove r the years (Ab t Associates, 2001; Annie E. 
Casey Foundation, 2002; Dewar, 2002; Gilbert, 2006, 2007; Gittell , 2001; 
Gittell, Newman, Bockmeyer, and Lindsay , 1998 ; Kloman, 1972 ; Liebschutz , 
1995; Madden, 1996; Marshall Kaplan , Gans, and Kah n [ M K G K ] , 1970 ; Millet , 
1977; Morrissey, 2000; Moss , 1995 ; Mossberger, 1995; Mwase, 2005; Nemon, 
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2002; Oakle y & Tsao, 2006; Olken , 1971 ; O'Neal & O'Neal, 2003; Riposa , 1996; 
Rubin, 1994 ; U.S . Genera l Accounting Office [GAO] , 1996,1998 ; U.S. 
Government Accountability Office, 2006 ; Weissman, 1978; Weltner, 1977). Bot h 
Model Citie s and the Empowermen t Zone programs emphasize d the importanc e 
of community participation as an essentia l program component . Th e E Z / E C 
application guidelines stated that "the roa d to economic opportunity an d 
community development start s with broad participation by all segments of the 
community...the resident s themselves , however , are the mos t importan t elemen t 
of revitalization" (p. 9). Fo r the mos t part , the evaluation s conclude d that th e 
programs wer e no t successfu l in meeting the majo r goals , including providing a 
role for significant community participation. 
Manning Thomas (1997 ) noted that while the Mode l Citie s program had generall y 
been maligne d as ineffective, there was an unmistakable connection between tha t 
program and the Empowermen t Zone/Enterprise Communities program. Sh e 
argued that a "framework o f inferential qualitative analysis" would be useful in 
reassessing th e studie s tha t had been done o n the Mode l Citie s program t o 
determine wha t th e benefit s wer e for inner-city residents, particularl y African 
Americans, and to provide guidance for the evaluatio n of future program s suc h a s 
the Empowermen t Zone (Manning Thomas, 1997, p. 145). Mannin g Thoma s 
suggests the followin g a s an alternative evaluatio n framework  fo r analyzing those 
types of programs: 
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• Citizen empowerment,  o r more effective citizen influence, 
capacity, and self determination than mere "citize n 
participation" 
• People-centered  development,  o r reform of the physica l 
planning agenda, and abilit y to create coordinate d social , 
economic, and physical approaches t o urban refor m 
• Affirmative  action  i n city agencies and politic s 
• Effective  program  product,  a s measured by Washnis1 5, 
particularly as this concerned alleviating poverty and its 
effects amon g racial minorities 
• Cumulativ e improvement of  inner-city communities, 
perhaps th e ultimate "outcome" measure, whic h mean t 
simply that the programs should have led to bette r 
community life for target area s (Manning Thomas, 1997, p. 
148). 
Manning Thomas's concept of citizen empowerment wi l l be discussed further a s 
part o f the theoretical framework of this research . 
Abt Associates (2001) completed a detailed interim assessment o f the origina l six 
E Z sites for H UD based on a review of the achievement s durin g the first  five  year s 
of the program. Sinc e each of the E Z sites had considerable flexibility  i n 
developing their strategies, Abt worked with the loca l programs an d consultant s 
to identify the "theory of change"1 6 that formed the basis of the specifi c 
approaches adopted . Generally , the pathway of change approach included th e 
following: 
1 5 Washnis, George J. (1974) . Community  development  strategies: Case  studies of 
major model cities. Ne w York: Praeger. 
1 6 The author notes that the literature refers to the concept as "theory of change," 
however the term "theory" was modified to "pathway" to facilitate understanding by local 
participants during the assessment . 
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• th e problems the intervention is intended to address ; 
• th e availabl e opportunities that the intervention can use t o 
advantage; 
• th e strategies and programs being used to address th e 
identified problems; 
• th e interim an d long-term objectives that thos e 
strategies ar e expected to achieve; 
• th e milestones that wil l be used to chart progress toward 
those objectives ; and 
• th e assumptions or hypothesis that represent th e logica l 
relationship among these various elements (Abt , 2001, pp. 
D-2 and 3). 
Delays in starting the Atlanta E Z program due to political disagreements ove r 
control of the program; turnover of key staff; an d administrative difficulties in 
establishing new organizations, affected the development of a pathway of change 
model (Abt , 2001, p. D-26). Overall , the interim assessment provide d a progres s 
report on the number o f jobs created by zone employers; business formation and 
expansion in zones; employment of zone residents by zone businesses; an d 
business ownership by zone residents fo r the si x urban EZs and 12 ECs (Abt, p. 1-
10). O n the issue of the empowermen t o f zone residents i n Atlanta "to take 
greater contro l over their own lives and the future o f their community," the Abt 
report examined the topic through the role the resident s had in the governanc e 
based o n information from th e loca l research associates . Th e six community 
representatives o n the 17-membe r Atlanta Empowerment Zone Corporation 
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Board o f Directors were considered "active but no t influential " (Abt , 2001, pp. 1-
10, 6-9 to 6-10) . 
According to Gittel l (2001), one of the underlyin g assumptions o f the E Z progra m 
was that "expansion o f participation among residents i n the neighborhood s 
would have a  positive impact on local services and environments a s wel l a s 
enhance civi l society" (Gittell, p. 7). Additionally , the activ e participation of 
communities in the plannin g stage of the E Z application was an importan t 
selection criterion. Th e EZ application was required to specify the natur e an d 
scope o f the community' s "role in and commitment to implementing the strategi c 
plan" ( E Z / E C application guide, 1994, p. 26). Gitte l also points ou t that the "loca l 
governments implementin g the Empowermen t Zone program were expected t o 
encourage stron g community participation, build trust among groups an d 
sectors, an d develop and nurtur e a  common purpose i n reconstructing the city " 
(Gittell, 2001, p. 7; Gittell, Newman, Bockmeyer & Lindsay, 1998) . 
Research Focus 
This dissertation examines , through a  case study approach, the factor s relate d t o 
community participation that can lead to community empowerment fro m th e 
perspective o f community actors. Th e literature o n empowerment theor y 
acknowledges that the term has bee n widel y used in a number o f disciplines an d 
a precise definition has no t yet been develope d (Zimmerman, 1995; Peterson , 
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Hamme & Speer, 2002). Boyl e and Silve r (2005) note that in the polic y arena , 
policymakers on all sides o f the politica l spectrum use the term without 
specifying the meanin g which has allowe d them "t o occupy the mora l high 
ground" while at the same time being "ambiguous abou t the feasibilit y o f their 
actually producing meaningful changes" (Boyl e and Silver , 2005, p. 233; Rocha, 
1997, PP- 31-32). Wha t is often missin g is the voice from th e perspective s o f the 
intended beneficiaries. Thi s component i s necessary i n order to enhance the leve l 
of understanding abou t wha t ar e the benefits o f participation and wha t 
improvements may be required to increase them . 
The Empowerment Zone program was part of a long line of many federa l 
programs undertaken i n Atlanta that emphasized the importanc e of community 
members takin g an active role in addressing the problems of poverty - suc h a s 
poor housing conditions; unemployment and underemployment; hig h crime 
rates; and underperforming schools , to name a  few. Usin g the theoretica l 
constructs o f community participation and empowerment , thi s researc h 
examines how, and to what extent , th e Atlanta EZ residents wer e able to mak e 
progress throug h the E Z governance structure s o n the visio n they developed. Th e 
research furthe r explore s the obstacle s encountere d an d make s 
recommendations t o improve future policie s related to community empowermen t 
initiatives. 
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Definition of  Concepts 
The primary concepts o f this research ar e communit y participation and 
empowerment. However , as outlined in Chapter 2 , there are varying definitions 
of both terms depending o n one's perspective, analysis , and field  o f study. 
Throughout some o f the literature , the terms have often been use d 
interchangeably. Fo r purposes o f this research, the analysi s is based o n th e 
paradigm of "community participation as empowerment" whic h proposes a 
holistic approach t o address the alleviatio n of poverty. Communit y participation 
as empowerment recognize s that to meaningfully address the condition s and 
underlying causes of poverty, it will be necessary t o significantly modify th e 
approaches use d to date. 
McClendon (1993) 1 7 wrote abou t th e nee d fo r a "new framework fo r practice an d 
a new paradigm that links theory and practice to results" in the field  o f planning. 
Citing Webster's Dictionar y (7 t h edition) , McClendon noted : 
Theories are no t fact s bu t rathe r "the analysi s of a set o f facts i n their 
relationship to one another. " Theorie s are what mak e i t possible to 
transfer a  large number o f factual observations int o a logical system of 
ideas that explains the rea l world in a coherent an d understandabl e 
fashion. 
1 7 McClendon, B. (1993, Spring). The paradigm of empowerment. Journal  of  the 
American Planning  Association, 59(2) , 145. Retrieve d on March 1, 2009, from 
Academic Search Complete database, pp. 1-3. 
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...theories nee d to be based o n an open, receptive analysi s of competen t 
practitioners an d effective practice (McClendon , 1993 , p. 2). 
McClendon furthe r pointe d out that theories ar e shaped b y paradigms . 
A paradig m is a set o f beliefs, rules , or regulations that define s 
boundaries.... Paradigm s affec t ou r judgments an d decisions by 
influencing ou r perceptions an d the way we are abl e to look at reality.... 
Too many in the academi c community suffer fro m paradigm paralysis.... 
(McClendon, p. 2). 
He proposed the use o f a pragmatic theory of planning that incorporates "huma n 
experience, practical activity and democrati c community participation" (citing 
Hoch, 1984). 1 8 Accordin g to McClendon, this theory should be based o n some of 
the followin g characteristics : 
• Plannin g is part of a political process an d this country is shifting 
from a  representative democrac y to a  participatory, collaborative 
democracy; 
• Peopl e must be trusted t o make decisions for themselves an d mus t 
be encouraged t o solve their own problems an d take responsibility 
for their conditions; 
• Face-to-fac e collaborativ e problem solving is more effectiv e tha n 
top-down decision making; the publi c should be the primar y 
arbitrator o f what constitute s th e publi c interest; 
• Logica l incrementalism and strategic plannin g are muc h mor e 
effective plannin g techniques tha n traditiona l comprehensiv e 
planning; the rationa l planning theory i s irrational; 
• Implementatio n consideration s d o not constitut e th e las t steps in 
the plannin g process; i n fact, they are essentia l to each an d ever y 
step along the way as planners tr y to help clients solve their mos t 
pressing problems (McClendon , 1993 , p.3). 
1 8 Hoch , Charles. (1984). Doing good and being right. Journal  of  the American Planning 
Association, 50(3),  PP- 335-44-
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McClendon conclude d "people with problems must be empowered to solve their 
own problems" (p. 3). Thi s line of thinking is further endorse d by Mannin g 
Thomas (1997) who proposed using an analytica l framework of "citizen 
empowerment," which is more than mer e citizen participation, to examine the 
impact of programs such as Mode l Citie s and the Empowermen t Zone on 
communities (Manning Thomas, p. 148). 
Another development to support the concep t of community participation a s 
empowerment can be found in the work of Rocha (1997) . Buildin g on Arnstein's 
ladder of participation addressin g degrees of power and control , Rocha (1997 ) 
developed a "ladder of empowerment" as a typology "constructed with the inten t 
of disentangling the web of conflicting empowermen t theory" (p. 31). Sh e 
delineates fiv e types of empowerment based on an axis moving from individua l t o 
community empowerment. Th e objective was to provide a methodology to think 
about empowermen t an d was not intended as a how-to process (Rocha , p. 32). 
Rocha contends "empowermen t i s a form o f power" (p. 32). Sh e developed the 
typology by distinguishing the five  type s of empowerment based on four 
dimensions: locus , process, goals, and power experience. 
The locus of empowerment -  th e intended area of change -  move s fro m 
individual to community. Th e processes o f empowerment refe r to th e 
actual methods use d to obtain the desire d results. The y range fro m 
individual therapy to state-challenging political action. Th e goals, the 
intended outcomes , of each empowerment type are situated along a 
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continuum of intended change in skill or circumstance - fro m simpl y 
increased individual coping to altering institutional arrangements . 
Finally, the power experiences include all four stages in varying 
combinations (Rocha, 1997, p. 34). 
Rocha notes the purpose o f developing the model s or types of empowerment i s 
"to clarify their underlying assumptions an d intentions as well as to illuminate 
their differences" (p. 34). Rocha' s ladder of empowerment i s illustrated in Figure 
2 below. 
Figure 2 . A  Ladder of Empowermen t 
Community Empowermen t 
Rung 5 
Rung 4 
Rung 3 
Rung 2 
Rung 1 
Political Empowermen t 
Socio-Political 
Empowerment 
Mediated Empowermen t 
Embedded Individua l 
Empowerment 
Atomistic Individua l 
Empowerment 
Individual Empowermen t 
Source: Roch a (1997), p. 34. 
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Rocha's definitions are derived from the empowermen t literature and state : 
Rung 1 - Atomistic  individual  empowermen t is...empowermen t intended 
to affect the individua l as a solitary unit. 
Rung 2 - Embedded  individual ...considers th e embeddedness of th e 
individual in larger structures o r settings . 
Rung 3 - Mediated,  ha s applicatio n to both individual and community 
empowerment. I t describes empowerment in the contex t of a mediating 
relationship between exper t and client. I n this model, empowerment i s 
considered to be services (knowledge) rendered by the exper t that ar e 
consumed by, and benefit, the individua l or community. 
Rung 4 - Socio-political,  emphasize s the developmen t of a politicized lin k 
between individua l circumstance and community conditions through 
collective action, challenging oppressive institutional arrangements . 
Rung 5 - Political  empowerment,  i s a model of empowerment i n which 
the locus of change is strictly community or group, operationalized 
through changes in , for example, public policy or increased access t o 
community resources (Rocha , 1997, p. 34). 
Unlike Arnstein's (1969) ladder of participation which move s from les s power to 
more power based on decision-making authority, Rocha's (1997) ladder of 
empowerment i s arranged based on the intended locus of outcomes -  fro m th e 
individual to community empowerment. Rocha' s typology of empowerment 
types is illustrated in Table 5 below: 
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Table 5 . Fiv e Empowerment Types 
Atomistic 
Individual 
(Rung 1 ) 
Embedded 
Individual 
(Rung 2 ) 
Mediated 
(Rung3) 
Socio-
political 
(Rung 4 ) 
Political 
(Rung 5 ) 
Locus 
Individual Individual 
Individual 
Community 
Individual 
Community Community 
Goal 
Personal 
satisfaction 
Increased 
coping ability 
Personal 
satisfaction 
Competence 
in negotiatin g 
daily 
environment 
Knowledge & 
information 
for proper 
decision-
making 
Individual 
development 
Expanded 
access to 
community 
resources 
Expanded 
access to 
community 
services, 
goods & rights 
Process 
Therapy 
Daily living 
skills 
Self-help 
Organization 
participation 
Professional/ 
Client 
relationship 
Organizational 
participation 
Collaborative 
grass-roots 
action 
Political 
action, voting, 
protest 
Political 
representation 
Power 
Experience 
Nurturing 
support 
Nurturing 
support 
Direct & 
control self 
Support 
Strengthen 
self 
Control by 
helping 
Moralized 
action 
Support 
Strengthen 
self 
Influence, 
coerce others 
Togetherness 
Influence, 
coerce others 
Assertion 
Source: Roch a (1997), p . 35. 
Describing the socio-politica l model o f empowerment (Rung 4) , Rocha notes 
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Community development i s conceptualized as developing the people who 
comprise the communit y as the first  priority , then attendin g to th e 
physical development o f the neighborhood s i n which people live. Socio -
political empowerment focuse s o n the proces s o f change within a 
community locus in the contex t of collaborative struggle to alter social , 
political, or economic relations. I t is developmental in nature in that it 
places theoretical importance on stages of growth through knowledge 
acquisition and collaborative social action (Rocha, 1997, p. 37). 
This model includes the developmen t o f both the communit y itself and th e 
individuals within the communit y through various phases. Ther e are two levels 
of development taking place - 1 ) "the communit y is transforming itself from th e 
inside into a powerful actor, capable of garnering resources fo r local benefit;" an d 
2) "members-of-the-community ar e transforming themselves fro m bystander s 
into actors i n and through this process" (Rocha, 1997, p. 38). 
The political empowerment mode l (Rung 5) involves "expanded acces s to grou p 
resources, e.g . in education, housing, employment, government benefits , healt h 
care, or political representation. Th e focus is not on the process o f change withi n 
the individua l or group, but o n the outcome , thus equating empowerment wit h 
visible results" (Rocha, p. 39)1 9 . Roch a acknowledges one of the critique s of this 
model is "it does not build community capacity with which to challenge local 
power relations, e.g., the powe r to control land use and to plan. Th e 
redistribution o f housing, jobs, and other benefits ma y be a priority of a 
particular administration; however, when political winds change, the community 
19 Roch a refers to the Alinsky model of organizing as a point of comparison (citing 
Alinsky 1947,1969). 
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still lacks collective capacity to sustain momentu m i n seeking redistributive 
effects" (Rocha , p. 40). Roch a (1997) concludes that "at the heart of 
empowerment li e the need s of socially and economicall y marginalized 
populations an d communities" (p. 42). 
The analyses abov e support th e argumen t that a new paradigm o r conceptua l 
framework mus t for m the basi s o f future comprehensiv e urba n initiatives . Base d 
on the literatur e revie w in Chapter 2 and the additiona l theoretical discussion s 
within this Chapter , a  new conceptual framework  i s proposed premised on a 
holistic approach t o community participation as empowerment . Takin g th e 
concept o f community participation as empowermen t a s the centerpiec e o f the 
framework, the othe r component s includ e the followin g underlyin g principles: 
1. Meaningfu l participatio n is a cornerstone o f democracy 
(Burke, 1968) ; 
2. Communit y assets and partnerships facilitat e access to 
resources bot h within an d without the communit y 
(Kretzmann and McKnight , 1993) ; 
3. Socia l justice and equit y policies are neede d o n the local , 
state and national levels (Oliver and Shapiro , 1995); an d 
4. Mechanism s are needed t o address the issue s o f "capability 
deprivations" in the area s of health, employment , educatio n 
and housing (Sen, 1999). 
The contention is that the combinatio n of all of the abov e principles is needed fo r 
the creatio n and developmen t o f sustainable communitie s that are healthy , 
vibrant, and empowered. Thi s approach emphasize s participatio n as a 
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fundamental an d essentia l right of all citizens. I t eliminates the uncertaint y a s t o 
whether participatio n should be viewed as a  means or as an end in and of itself. 
Acknowledgement of community assets, rather than a  focus on its deficits , is 
needed t o facilitate the creatio n of partnerships. I t is the developmen t o f 
partnerships o n that basis that would enable the communit y to obtain access t o 
resources tha t are within the communit y as wel l as resources availabl e in the 
broader community . Th e issue of social justice and policies based o n equity at all 
levels of government —  local , state and national -  i s another importan t 
component. I n the pas t the effor t ha s been t o legislate from the top down . Fo r 
policies to be effective there has t o be consistency at al l levels of government , 
otherwise the interpretatio n i s subject t o the whims and fancy of the curren t 
officeholders. Finally , a focus on the alleviatio n of poverty based o n Sen' s 
concept o f "capability deprivations" would increase the understandin g tha t 
poverty is not just abou t th e lac k of income. I t is also about th e lac k of the abilit y 
to enjoy adequate healthcare; t o earn a  living wage; to have acces s t o quality 
education a t al l levels; and to obtain decent an d affordable housing . Figur e 3 
provides a  pictorial view of the propose d conceptua l framework . 
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Figure 3 . Conceptua l Framewor k fo r Communit y Participatio n a s 
Empowerment 
Source: Jackson , D. (2009). 
The past fort y years of experience in comprehensive planning initiatives in urban 
communities have not produced the desire d or intended results. Althoug h thi s 
proposed model of community participation as empowerment wa s not th e 
specific program theory or "theory of change" of the Empowermen t Zone 
program, this research wil l explore the possibilitie s for its future use . T o the 
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extent feasible, i t wi ll provide a  lens fo r reviewing the Atlant a Empowermen t 
Zone program . 
Research Questions 
The basic research questio n i s to what exten t did participation by the communit y 
in th e Atlanta EZ program contribut e t o community empowerment? Relate d t o 
the mai n question ar e the followin g components : 
1. Identificatio n o f who participated . 
2. Identificatio n o f the leve l of participation. 
3. Identificatio n o f the result s or benefits o f the participatio n fo r th e 
community. 
The research question s wil l focus o n what transpire d durin g the perio d of 1994, 
when th e applicatio n process started, to 2002 , when th e Atlant a Empowermen t 
Zone Corporation (AEZC ) cease d t o function . Th e A E ZC wa s administrativel y 
dissolved by the Stat e of Georgia in 2004 . 
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Statement of  Research Goals 
The research goal s of this dissertation are to contribute to an increased 
understanding of how a massive and comprehensive federal program, such as th e 
Empowerment Zone targeted a t the alleviatio n of poverty, can serve to strengthe n 
the actua l capacity and ability of community residents to play a significant part in 
the rebuildin g o f their community. Th e research als o intends to contribute to th e 
literature on participation and empowerment by adding information and insights 
from th e perspective of community residents who have a different vantage poin t 
as the intended beneficiaries; a perspective that is not often considered by 
researchers. B y providing policy recommendations, the researc h hopes to infor m 
policy-makers about the urgent need to design community redevelopment 
programs in a manner that leads to meaningful community participation an d 
empowerment (Fainstei n & Markusen, 1993 ; Damodaram, 1991). 
The research wi l l be guided by the principle s of an empowering philosophy 
promoted in the literature on empowerment evaluations : 
1. A l l people have existing strengths and capabilities as well as th e 
capacity to become more competent . 
2. Th e failure of a person to display competence is not du e to deficits 
within the person but rather to the failure of the socia l systems t o 
provide or create opportunities for competencies to be displayed or 
acquired. 
3. I n situations where existing capabilities need to be strengthened o r 
new competencies need to be learned, they are best learned through 
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experiences that lead people to make self-attributions abou t their 
capabilities to influence important lif e event s (Fetterman , 
Kaftarian, Wandersman , Eds., 1996, chap. 6 , pp. 129-130; citin g 
Rappaport, 1981). 
Chapter 4 provides a brief historical overview of some of the political , economic, 
and socia l conditions that contributed to the development o f comprehensive 
planning initiatives in urban communities. 
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C H A P T E R 4 
SETTING T H E S T A G E : A N HISTORICAL O V E R V I E W O F 
C O M P R E H E N S I V E PLANNIN G INIATIVES 
The long hot summer s o f the 1960' s spurred nationa l attention t o the problem s 
of America' s urban areas . Despit e the passage of significant legislation such a s 
the Civ i l Right s Act of 1964 and the Votin g Rights Act of 1965 which wer e 
designed to end racia l discrimination in public education, employment , voting 
and governmenta l programs , Blac k communities across th e countr y were 
consumed b y racial unrest, frustration, an d anger . Th e frustration an d ange r 
were the product s o f decades of segregation an d discriminatio n which di d not 
evaporate wit h the passage of laws. Additionally , there had been a  series of 
attacks i n different part s of the countr y against Blac k institutions, such a s 
churches an d loca l businesses, b y White vigilantes in retaliation to the growing 
momentum o f the Civi l Right s Movement (Washington, 1986, pp. 556-557). B y 
the summe r o f 1967, there was racia l unrest in over 162 U.S . citie s (Boger, 1993, 
fn 19) . Th e City o f Atlanta , often referre d t o a s the "cit y too busy to hate" 2 0, had a 
number o f incidents between th e Blac k community and the polic e that resulted in 
several shootings (Grady-Willis , 1998 ; Harmon, 1993). 
2 0 Hein , Virginia H . (1972) . The image of "a cit y too busy to hate": Atlant a in the 1960's . 
Phylon, 33  (Fall 1972), pp. 205-221. 
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In Jul y of 1967, President Lyndo n Johnson signe d Executive Order 11,365 
creating the Nationa l Advisory Commission on Civi l Disorders. Th e Commissio n 
was chaired by the then-Governo r of Illinois, Otto Kerner, and charged wit h 
investigating and making recommendations about : 
1) The origins of the recen t majo r civi l disorders i n our cities, including th e 
basic causes and factors leadin g to such disorders an d the influence , if any, 
of organizations or individuals dedicated to the incitement o r 
encouragement o f violence . 
2) Th e development o f methods an d techniques fo r averting or controlling 
such disorders , including the improvemen t o f communications betwee n 
local authorities an d community groups, the training of state and local law 
enforcement an d National Guard personnel i n dealing with potentia l o r 
actual riot situations, and the coordinatio n of efforts o f the various law 
enforcement an d governmental unit s which may become involve d in such 
situations; 
3) Th e appropriate rol e of the local , state and Federa l authorities i n dealing 
with civi l disorders ; an d 
4) Suc h other matter s as the Presiden t ma y place before th e Commission . 
(Kerner Commission Report , 1968, Appendix A, p. 534). 
There was an underlying belief on the par t of the Administration that the caus e of 
the disorder s was not solel y the resul t o f the condition s and frustrations o f ghetto 
life. Ther e was a  suspicion that something else , such as 'outside agitators' , wa s t o 
blame. However , the Repor t of the Kerne r Commission in March 196 8 dispelled 
that notion and very methodically established that a "deepening racia l division" 
was occurring in the countr y (Kerner Commission Report , p. 1). Th e Repor t 
further pointe d out that "what white Americans have neve r full y understood -
but what the Negro can never forge t -  i s that white society is deeply implicated in 
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the ghetto . Whit e institutions created it , white institutions maintain it, and white 
society condones it " (Kerner Commission Report , p. 2). 
The Kerner Commission made a  number o f recommendations i n several areas to 
address some o f the underlyin g issues. Th e Report noted that "virtually every 
major episod e o f violence was foreshadowed b y an accumulation of unsolved 
grievances an d by widespread dissatisfaction among Negroes with th e 
unwillingness or inability o f loca l government t o respond" (Kerne r Commission 
Report, p. 16). T o address that issue the Kerne r Commission note d that cit y 
governments "nee d to improve their capacity to respond effectivel y to community 
needs before the y become communit y grievances; an d they need to provide 
opportunities fo r meaningful involvement  [italic s added] of ghetto residents i n 
shaping policies and programs whic h affec t th e community " (Kerner Commission 
Report, p. 16). 
In addressin g th e futur e o f U.S. cities , the Kerne r Commission stated : 
By 1985 , the Negr o population in central cities is expected t o increase b y 
68 percent t o approximately 20.3 million . Couple d with the continue d 
exodus o f white families to the suburbs , thi s growth wil l produc e majorit y 
Negro populations in many of the nation' s larges t cities . 
The future o f these cities, and of their burgeoning Negro populations, is 
grim. Mos t new employment opportunitie s ar e being created i n suburb s 
and outlying areas. Thi s trend wil l continu e unless importan t change s i n 
public policy are made (Kerne r Commission Report , 1968, p. 21). 
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The Commission outlined three possible options to address the racia l divisions 
viewed as a  direct threat to "basic democratic values" (Kerner Commission 
Report, p. i ) . The y were the "Presen t Policie s Choice"; the "Enrichmen t Choice"; 
and the "Integratio n Choice " (Kerner Commission Report , pp. 22,395-396) . Th e 
Commission believed the bes t course o f action was the "Integratio n Choice " that 
pursued a  policy of combining "ghetto enrichment wit h programs designe d t o 
encourage integratio n o f substantial number s o f Negroes into the societ y outsid e 
the ghetto " (Kerner Commission Report , p . 22) . 
The Commission sounded a n alar m about the deterioratin g condition s existing in 
the inner-citie s and urged that action needed t o be taken a t the federal , state and 
local levels. Stron g support wa s echoe d fo r adequate funding an d expansio n of 
the Mode l Citie s program a s one o f many effort s require d to reverse the tid e 
(Kerner Commission Report, p. 479). Legislatio n flowing  fro m the Kerne r 
Commission recommendation s include d the Fai r Housing Act o f 1968 which 
prohibited racia l or religious discrimination in the sal e o r rental, in th e 
advertising, and i n the financing  o f housing. Anothe r legislative milestone wa s 
the Housin g and Urban Development Ac t of 1968 to support low-incom e housing 
construction (Boger , p. 8) . 
However, Boger (1993) note d durin g the twenty-fift h anniversar y o f the Kerne r 
Commission "overal l higher rates of poverty have continue d to plague Africa n 
Americans communities, unemployment rate s among blacks have remaine d 
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nearly twice those among whites, and significan t wage differentials hav e 
persisted" (Boger , 1993, p. 10; Frieden, 1987). 
The next major disturbanc e t o capture nationa l attention abou t th e condition s in 
urban area s occurred in 1992. I n March o f 1991, the worl d witnessed a  video 
showing the us e o f excessive force by several Los Angeles police officers agains t 
an unarmed Africa n America n male , Rodney King. Th e subsequent acquittal of 
the polic e officers sparked a  massive eruption in parts of Los Angeles. Ove r 
7,000 fires,  5 3 deaths, and hundreds o f injuries were reported ove r a period of 
several days. Th e destruction o f businesses an d buildings in the are a wa s 
estimated a t over $1 bil l ion dollars. 2 1 Man y of the underlying causes of the 
violence seemed reminiscen t o f the condition s that existed in 1965 and pointe d 
out in the 196 8 Kerner Commission Repor t -  lac k of decent employment , 
adequate education, affordable healt h car e and housing, or social welfar e 
programs t o meet basic needs (Boger, 1993, p. 2). 
2 1 Lo s Angeles Riots of 1992. Retrieve d on February 8, 2009 from 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/1992_Los_Angeles_riots. 
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The Continuing  Significance  of  Power, Race,  and  Poverty 
The noted sociologis t W.E .B. DuBoi s (1903) 2 2, in the Souls  of  Black Folk, 
emphasized the nee d for power within the Blac k community which a t that time 
was only forty years remove d from the perio d of enslavement : 
The power of the ballo t we need i n sheer self-defence [sic] , —else wha t 
shall save us from a second slavery? Freedom , too, the long-sought , w e 
still seek , - t he freedo m o f life an d limb, the freedo m t o work and think , 
the freedo m t o love and aspire . Work , culture, liberty,—all these we need , 
not singl y but together , not successively , but together, each growing and 
aiding each, and al l striving toward that vaster idea l that swims before th e 
Negro people, the idea l of human brotherhood... . (DuBois , 1903, pp. 167-
168). 
More than sixt y years later , Dr . Mart in Luthe r King, Jr. , in his 1967 final  addres s 
as the Presiden t o f the Souther n Christia n Leadership Council entitled "Where do 
we go from here?" spok e abou t th e issu e of power: 
Another basic challenge is to discover how to organize our strength i n 
terms of economic and politica l power. N o one can deny that the Negr o is 
in dir e need o f this kind o f legitimate power. Indeed , on e of the grea t 
problems that the Negr o confronts i s his lack of power. Fro m old 
plantations o f the Sout h to newer ghettos of the North , the Negr o has bee n 
confined to a  life of voicelessness an d powerlessness. Strippe d of the righ t 
to make decisions concerning his life and destiny he has bee n subjec t t o 
authoritarian an d sometimes whimsica l decisions of this white power 
structure. Th e plantation and ghetto were created b y those who had 
power, both to confine those who had n o power and to perpetuate their 
powerlessness. Th e problem of transforming the ghetto , therefore , i s a 
problem of power -  confrontatio n o f the force s o f power demandin g 
change an d the force s o f power dedicated to the preservin g of the statu s 
2 2 Double-Consciousnes s and the Veil from the Souls of Black Folk, cited in Lemert, ed., 
1999, PP-162-168 . 
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quo. No w power properly understood i s nothing but th e abilit y to achiev e 
purpose. It  is  the strength  required  to  bring about  social,  political  and 
economic change.  [Italic s added] . (Washington , 1986 , p. 246) . 
Twenty-four years after Dr . King's speech an d 8 8 years after DuBois ' writings 
about power relations , another noted sociologist , James E. Blackwell (1991) , 
pointed ou t "i t is only through transformatio n o r fundamental change s in how 
power i s distributed that blacks can improve their status and overal l life chance s 
in American society" (Blackwell, 1991, p. 18). H e further note d tha t "changin g 
power relations becomes inordinatel y difficult whe n contending groups ar e s o 
unequal i n economic, political, and educationa l resources " (Blackwell , 1991, pp. 
18-19). I n defining the concep t o f power, Blackwel l highlights that "power refer s 
to the abilit y to monopolize economic, political, educational, an d socia l resource s 
within a  given community or a society and to control the decision-makin g 
processes that determine th e distributio n of such resource s amon g members o f 
that society" (Blackwell, p. 19). 
The calls for power in the Blac k community stil l remain unaddressed despit e th e 
fact there are mor e Blac k elected official s no w than a t an y previous times . 
Accepting the premis e o f urban regime s an d governin g coalitions as those who 
set the agend a an d provide resources, help s t o explain some o f the limitation s 
encountered. Fo r example, in the cas e of Atlanta, Stone (2001 ) note d th e 
weakness o f the governmenta l secto r i s in part due t o the "weak-stat e tradition in 
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the U.S. " (Stone, pp. 30-31). I t is also due to the resistanc e b y Atlanta's business 
sector for a "strong and vigorous City Hal l " and the placemen t o f "a planning and 
development capacity not fully under the city' s elected officials" (Stone , 2001, p. 
31). 
Stone (2001) re-examined the concep t of an urban regime in the cas e o f Atlanta 
to understand th e lin k between agend a an d regime change i n the politica l arena . 
Pointing out the interrelate d elements o f an urban regime , Stone identified the 
following: 
• A n identifying agend a 
• Relativel y stable arrangement s 
• A  cross-sector foundation embodied in a governing coalition 
• Informa l arrangement s 
• Arrangement s have a  productive character (Stone , 2001, p. 21). 
Stone concludes that "regime arrangements...vary alon g several dimensions -
the scop e of their identifying agendas , thei r strength i n addressing these agendas , 
and the adaptabilit y of their capacities to emerging issues" (Stone, 2001, p. 23). 
In the cas e o f Atlanta, the African America n middle class has primaril y focused 
its involvement in the governing coalition on access to opportunity for itsel f 
rather tha n the amelioratio n of poverty, even as the level s of poverty have 
deepened withi n parts of the cit y (Stone, 2001, pp. 25, 27). Ther e has been very 
little focus on addressing the growin g levels of poverty in Atlanta by any part of 
the governin g coalition. Fo r the mos t part , the agend a o f the governin g coalition 
to redevelop the downtow n business distric t and provide a buffer between i t and 
the Blac k community has bee n accomplished . A s currently constituted, th e 
Atlanta governing coalition has no t worked to develop a new policy agenda tha t 
would serve the interest s o f a broader constituency . 
Other insights about Atlant a and its mode o f operating can be found in the Mul t i -
City Survey of Urban Inequality. 2 3 Sjoquis t (2000), one of the projec t 
researchers, noted : 
Atlanta offers a  sharply contrasting mosaic : the poverty of its public 
housing projects versu s th e sprawlin g riches  o f its suburbs; th e mansion s 
in Buckhea d versus th e weathered woode n row houses in Cabbagetown; 
the glistenin g office towers an d glitz y shopping in Midtown an d Lenox 
Square versus th e abandone d store s on the Southside ; the grocer y carts 
filled wit h aluminu m cans versus th e B M W s filled  wit h gray-suite d 
executives; suburban jobs that go wanting versus a  city black poverty rate 
of 35 percent . 
These contrast s reflec t the "Atlant a paradox". I t is a paradox o f substantia l 
racial segregation i n a community with a  reputation fo r good race relation s 
and o f high inner-cit y poverty in the fac e o f substantial economi c 
growth...In many ways, Atlanta personifies the problem of urban 
inequality (Sjoquist, pp. 1-2) . 
Acknowledging the longstandin g impact of race on communities , Sjoquist 
concluded: 
Urban inequalit y of minorities in Atlanta grew out o f the mistreatmen t o f 
blacks by the white community. Th e continuation of urban inequalit y can 
be linked to the continuatio n of structural arrangement s and urba n 
decisions whose historical roots ar e based o n race. O n the surface , thes e 
structures an d processes appea r racially neutral, but thei r operation s 
23 Th e study was funded by the Russel l Sage Foundation and the Ford Foundation and 
included the cities of Atlanta, Boston, Detroit, and Lo s Angeles. 
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prevent minoritie s from  reachin g equal status in employment and 
housing...until there are changes i n white racial attitudes, i t is unlikely that 
significant change s i n urban inequality can be reached (Sjoquist , p. 282). 
Shapiro (2004) reported "th e enigm a of racial inequality is still a festering public 
and private conversation in American society" (p. 7). Hacke r (1992) also 
acknowledged the issu e of race and the divisio n of people into categories "hav e 
taken on lives of their own, dominating our culture and consciousness, colorin g 
passions an d opinions, contorting facts an d fantasies" (Hacker , p. ix). Th e issue s 
of race, power, and power relationships are directly related to the continuing 
disparity between black wealth and white wealth, which in turn affect s th e 
resources tha t are available for the developmen t o f the Blac k community by th e 
community itself. 
Oliver and Shapiro (1995), in Black wealth/white  wealth,  complete d "a careful, 
factual accoun t o f how contemporary discriminatio n along demographic, social , 
and economic lines results in unequal wealth reservoirs for whites and blacks" 
(PP.173-174). The y acknowledged the: 
Disparities in wealth between black s and whites are not the produc t of 
haphazard events , inborn traits, isolated incidents or solely contemporary 
individual accomplishments . Rather , wealth inequality has bee n 
structured ove r many generations throug h the same systematic barrier s 
that have hampered black s throughout thei r history in American society: 
slavery, J im Crow, so-called de jure discrimination , and institutional 
racism (Olive r and Shapiro , pp. 12-13). 
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They further recognize d that the governmen t policie s "that have pave d the wa y 
for whites to amass wealth have simultaneousl y discriminated against black s in 
their quest for economic security" and that "these policies are no t th e resul t o f the 
workings of the fre e marke t o r the demand s of modern industria l society; the y 
are, rather , a function of the politica l power o f elites" (Oliver and Shapiro , p. 174). 
The investigation of wealth also revealed "deeper , historically rooted economi c 
cleavages betwee n th e race s than wer e previously believed to exist" making th e 
"interaction o f race and clas s in the wealt h accumulation process" very clear 
(Oliver and Shapiro , p. 176). 
Shapiro (2004) pointe d out that th e 
Federal Housing Administration, the Veterans Administration , and the G I 
Bi l l , for a previous generation , hav e been instrumenta l i n guaranteein g 
long-term, low-interest mortgages , whic h put the America n dream of 
homeownership withi n reac h o f most families...Th e vast growt h of 
suburbs, wher e mos t ne w housing is built, is only possible with 
transportation policie s that subsidize transporting peopl e t o residentia l 
suburbs i n automobiles. However , the sam e federal housing , tax, an d 
transportation policie s that have bee n s o successful i n making America a 
land o f homeowners als o have traditionally reinforced neighborhoo d 
segregation b y favoring economically and raciall y uniform communitie s 
over integrated ones " (Shapiro , pp. 107-108). 2 4 
The result has bee n racia l redlining which "encompasses declining to lend in 
minority neighborhoods, discouragin g mortgage loa n applications from minority 
2 4 Referencin g Jackson, Kenneth T. (1985). Crabgrass Frontier:  The  Suburbanization of 
the United  States. New York: Oxfor d Universit y Press; Massey, Douglas and Denton, 
Nancy. (1993). American  Apartheid.  Cambridge : Harvar d University Press; and Stuart , 
Guy. (2003). Discriminating  Risk:  The  U.S. Mortgage Lending  Industry  in  the 
Twentieth Century. Ithaca : Cornel l University Press. 
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areas, and marketing policies that exclude such areas. Racia l redlining reduces 
housing finance  option s fo r borrowers i n minority neighborhoods an d weaken s 
competition in the mortgag e market , whic h often result s i n higher mortgage cost s 
and less favorable loan terms" (Shapiro , 2004, p . 108). Th e more recen t 
phenomenon o f sub-prime lendin g practices directe d towards Africa n American s 
has furthe r exacerbate d th e housin g market i n many communitie s throug h 
increased foreclosure s an d abandone d properties . 
Shapiro further acknowledge d that "residential segregation persist s a t high levels, 
and i t remains a  powerful force undermining the well-being of blacks, who ar e 
concentrated i n communities with weak public services lik e hospitals , 
transportation, polic e and fire  protection , with decreased housin g appreciation , 
and with inferior schools" (Shapiro, 2004, p.141). 25 
Even with the electio n of the first  Africa n America n U.S. president i n 2008, there 
still remains a  need t o improve the discours e o n race in America to full y 
understand it s continuing impact o n poverty and equality . Olive r and Shapir o 
(1995) recognize d the nee d "t o move the discours e o n race in America beyon d 
'equality of opportunity' an d toward the mor e controversia l notion of'equality of 
achievement', o r what i s known as the debat e between "fai r shakes and fai r 
shares" (Oliver and Shapiro , 1995, pp. 177-178) . Afte r recognizin g the "mutuall y 
2 5 Se e also Manning Thomas and Ritzdorf, 1997, p. 114. 
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reinforcing an d historically accumulated race and class barriers that blacks 
encounter i n attempting to achieve a measure o f economic security", they 
advocate suppor t fo r proposals of asset-based policie s for welfare, housing, 
education, business, and retirement; an d stricter enforcement o f anti-
discrimination laws against banks an d other financial  institution s (Oliver an d 
Shapiro, 1995, pp. 177-188). O n the issu e of "racial reparations", the y write: 
Given the historica l nature of wealth, monetary reparations are , in our 
view, an appropriate wa y of addressing the issu e of racial inequity. Th e 
fruits o f their labor and the abilit y to accumulate wealth was denied 
African American s by law and socia l custom during two hundred fifty 
years o f slavery. Thi s initia l inequality has been aggravated durin g each 
new generation, a s the artificia l head star t accorded to practically all 
whites has been reinforce d by racialized state policy and economic 
disadvantages t o which onl y blacks have been subject . W e can trace th e 
sedimented materia l inequality that now confronts u s directl y to thi s 
opprobrious past. Reparation s would represent bot h a  practical and a 
moral approach to the issue of racial injustice (Oliver and Shapiro , 1995, p. 
188). 
Quoting the philosophe r Bernard Boxhill to further expoun d on their position, 
Oliver and Shapiro noted: 
One of the reason s fo r which blacks claim the right to compensation fo r 
slavery is that since the property rights of slaves to "keep what the y 
produce" were violated by the syste m of slavery to the genera l advantage o f 
the white population, and, since the slave s would presumably hav e 
exercised their libertarian right to bequeath thei r property to thei r 
descendents, th e presen t blac k population, have rights to that part o f the 
wealth of the presen t whit e population derived from violatin g black 
property rights during slavery...[Whites] also wronged [the slaves ] by 
depriving them o f their inheritance -  o f what Kunt a Kint e would hav e 
provided them with , and passed o n to them, had he  been compensate d -  a 
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stable home, education, income, and traditions (Olive r and Shapiro, 1995, 
pp. 188-189) . 
While Olive r and Shapiro acknowledged that reparations hav e been based o n 
similar types o f rationale in the Unite d States and other parts of the world , the y 
surmised that "it may be a  testament to the persistenc e o f antiblack racial 
attitudes i n America that the prospect s fo r such compensation are minimal " an d 
mention a  few of the genera l objections that have been raised , such as, who is 
entitled to receive reparations an d would i t make a difference to improve the 
economic situation of African American s (Olive r and Shapiro, 1995, p. 189). The y 
question whether racia l reparations i s the correc t political or economic choice 
since they may "inflame more racia l antagonism" and they express som e fear that 
reparations ma y be viewed as a  settlement o r payoff rathe r tha n wha t should be 
"the first  ste p in a collective journey to racia l equality" (Oliver and Shapiro , 1995, 
p. 189) . 
Given the historica l overview that has bee n provided about the continuin g impact 
of race, power, and power relationships in the Unite d States , i t is imperative that 
the rol e of race be included as "an independent variable " in any serious analysi s 
of addressing the proble m of poverty and possible solutions i f there is to be an y 
meaningful resolutio n (Bullard, ed., 2000, p. 4; Wilson, 1987 ; Wilson, 1998) . 
Notwithstanding the concer n about a  settlement o r payoff, the issu e of 
reparations mus t be given fair consideration as part o f the proces s to repair th e 
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damage that continues t o be wrought upo n th e Blac k community. Furthe r 
research i s needed t o explore the appropriat e mechanism s t o include reparation s 
as part of a community empowerment strategy . 
The historical survey of the social , economic and politica l conditions that 
contributed t o the developmen t o f comprehensive plannin g initiatives supports 
the premis e fo r a holistic approach t o address the alleviatio n of poverty. Chapte r 
5 provides background informatio n on the condition s and demographic s o f the 
communities that are the focu s o f this research . 
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C H A P T E R 5 
A CAS E O F D É JÁ V U : A  BRIE F HISTORY A ND D E M O G R A P H I C 
P R O F I L E O F T HE A T L A N T A E M P O W E R M E N T Z O N E COMMUNITIE S 
Overview of  the  Neighborhoods 
The neighborhoods o f Summerhill, Mechanicsville, Peoplestown an d Pittsburg h 
are amon g the oldes t i n the Cit y of Atlanta and have rich  histories. 2 6 Collectively , 
the communitie s ar e known as the "stadiu m neighborhoods" sinc e they borde r 
what was initiall y the Atlanta Fulton County Stadium. Th e area is currently hom e 
to Turner Field , the bal l field  fo r the Atlanta Braves. Mos t of the communitie s 
were established afte r th e Civi l War as Atlanta regained importanc e a s th e 
Southeast railroad crossroad. Historically , the neighborhood s ha d som e diversit y 
in th e populatio n consisting of European Jewish immigrants, Greeks , native-bor n 
whites, and African Americans . However , the Pittsburg h neighborhoo d wa s 
established primaril y for African Americans . Overall , the diversit y of the 
neighborhoods bega n t o decline by the 1950' s an d they became predominatel y 
working-class African America n communities . 
The neighborhoods als o make up part of what i s known as N P U - V . I n 1974 , 
then- Mayo r Maynard Jackson, the first  Africa n America n mayor o f Atlanta , 
2 6 Informatio n about the neighborhoods i s from the Annie E. Casey Foundation, Atlanta 
Civic Site (AEC Atlanta Civic Site) found at www.atlantacivicsite.org/NPUV.html. 
Retrieved on October 3, 2008. 
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established the Neighborhood Planning Unit (NPU ) system . Th e NPUs ar e 
Citizen Advisory Councils that address issue s of zoning, land-use an d othe r 
planning related issues fo r neighborhoods. A  staff person from th e City' s 
Department o f Planning is assigned to work with severa l of the NPU s an d to serv e 
as a  liaison between th e neighborhood s an d developers . Whe n the NPU s wer e 
first organized , each one had its own staff person to assis t with planning issues 
which facilitated the neighborhood s becoming a powerful force in local issue s 
during the Jackson administration. Th e influence of the NPU s an d th e 
neighborhoods waned during the subsequen t administratio n of Mayor Andre w 
Young. I t is reported that Mayor Young did not share the goa l of grassroot s 
involvement and was much more attentive t o the issue s of the governing coalition 
regarding the redevelopmen t o f the downtow n business distric t (Stone, 1989) . 
The location of the neighborhood s has bee n both a  blessing and a  curse for th e 
residents. Strategically , they are to the immediat e south o f the centra l downtown 
business district , and north o f the Hartsfield-Jackso n Atlanta Internationa l 
Airport. A s a result of their location, the target neighborhoods have bee n 
subjected t o a  number o f federal policies and programs -  urba n renewal ; the 
development o f public housing; and construction of highways -  tha t have serve d 
to displace thousands o f residents. Th e construction of Interstates 75/85 and 2 0 
effectively divide d the neighborhood s fro m on e another . Additionally , public 
facilities have been constructed -  a  civic center, convention center an d baseball 
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stadium. Thes e facilities are within walkin g distance o f the downtow n busines s 
district and were designed to serve a s a  buffer between th e predominatel y Africa n 
American communitie s and the business distric t (AE C Atlanta Civic Site; Stone, 
1989). 
The neighborhoods o f Summerhill, Mechanicsville , Peoplestown and Pittsburg h 
were selected for the case study out o f the 3 0 neighborhoods tha t made up th e 
A E Z because they were also part of the Mode l Citie s program from  196 7 to 1975. 
The Atlanta Model Citie s (MC) program included a total of six neighborhood s 
(the target neighborhoods o f Summerhill, Mechanicsville, Peoplestown an d 
Pittsburgh, plus Adair Park and Gran t Park; only a portion of Grant Park was 
included in the E Z and Adair Par k was not included at all) . A t that time, the are a 
had clos e to 50,000 resident s wit h Black s constituting 69%; 70% of the housin g 
units were in substandard condition ; a n unemployment rat e of 15%; and nearl y 
half of the familie s had incomes under $3,00 0 (Marshal l Kaplan , Gans, and 
Kahn, 1970 , p. 18). Th e Department o f Housing and Urban Development (HUD ) 
guidelines for selection of MC neighborhood s specifie d that the area s "should be 
substantially hard cor e slums in which low income families are concentrate d an d 
which ar e characterize d by overcrowding, poverty, unemployment, dependenc e 
on welfare payments, lo w educational and skil l levels, poor health an d disease , 
and crime and delinquency" (Mogulof, 1969, p. 209). 
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The following sectio n describes ho w the Mode l Citie s program wa s implemente d 
in Atlant a and the rol e of the community . 
Model Cities  and  Community  Participation 
During the applicatio n process for Atlanta, then-Mayor Iva n Allen , Jr. requeste d 
that the Directo r of Government Liaiso n establis h a n ad hoc task force . 
Representatives fro m severa l cit y and state agencies were identifie d -  Cit y 
Planning Department, th e Atlant a Housing Authority, the Communit y Counci l 
for th e Atlant a Area, the Atlant a School Department, th e Atlant a Metropolitan 
Regional Planning Commission, and th e Georgi a State Employment Servic e 
(Marshall Kaplan , Gans, and Kah n [ M K G K ] , 1970 , p. 16) . 
Other than som e residents lobbying for their neighborhoo d t o be designate d a s 
part of the Mode l Neighborhood area , there was limited community involvemen t 
in th e preparatio n o f the application . Th e ad hoc task force an d writin g grou p 
decided on the are a to be designate d an d dre w the boundarie s t o includ e bot h 
Black and White populations t o avoi d having the progra m see n as being "fo r 
Blacks only" ( M K G K, p . 18). Th e designated are a consisted o f four Blac k 
neighborhoods (Summerhill , Mechanicsville, Peoplestown an d Pittsburgh ) an d 
two White neighborhoods (Adai r Park and Gran t Park ) adjacent t o the centra l 
business district. Cit y officials addressed the lac k of citizen involvement i n th e 
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drafting o f the applicatio n by stating tha t the "applicatio n is not a  plan" and tha t 
citizens would be involve d in the plannin g process ( M K G K , p . 18) . Althoug h th e 
initial application redre w th e si x neighborhoods o f the propose d Mode l 
Neighborhood int o four "t o permi t mor e efficient us e o f public resources", th e 
actual structur e implemented wa s based on the si x neighborhoods ( M K G K , pp . 
19, 22) . 
The Mode l Neighborhood applicatio n proposed establishin g a  Mode l 
Neighborhood Area Council composed o f 24 residents, six from  eac h o f four 
Neighborhood Councils . Eac h proposal o r policy question relate d t o the Mode l 
Neighborhood are a would be presented to eithe r the Neighborhoo d o r Area 
Council, depending o n the issue , fo r "revie w and comment " ( M K G K , p . 19) . A ll 
plans an d programs were to be submitte d t o the Mode l Neighborhood Area 
Council for "endorsement." N o provisions were made for either Council to have 
access to independent staff to assis t with the revie w of policies, plans, an d 
programs. I n terms of the representativenes s of the large r Mode l Citie s Executive 
Board, after a  riot in the Dixi e Hill s area o f Atlanta , a  resident from the Blac k 
community was adde d ( M K G K , p . 21) . 
Once the cit y was designate d as on e o f the Mode l Citie s program, H U D sen t a 
discussion paper raising a number of concerns about the application , particularl y 
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the plan s relate d t o citize n participation. Th e initia l organizational pla n outline d 
is shown i n Figure 4 . 
Figure 4 . Propose d Model Citie s Program Organization, Atlant a 
Source: Marshal l Kaplan, Gans, and Kahn (1970). 
The proposed organizationa l structur e did not contemplat e an activ e rol e for th e 
neighborhood representative s even thoug h th e Cit y officials stated that the Mode l 
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Neighborhood Area Council would be "deepl y involve d in program plannin g an d 
development" ( M K G K , p . 19) . 
In response to the H U D discussio n paper, the Cit y o f Atlanta modified th e 
proposed organizationa l structure . Si x Model Citie s residents were to be adde d 
to the Executiv e Board through electio n by area residents in a Mass Convention . 
The Mode l Neighborhood Area Council was eliminate d an d replace d b y a 16-
member Mass Convention Executive Steering Committee . Th e Mass Conventio n 
would be ope n t o al l residents of the Mode l Neighborhood an d mee t four times a 
year. Th e Executive Steering Committe e woul d act a s spokesperso n fo r th e 
residents between Convention meetings. Coordinatio n of resident activity would 
occur through a  Neighborhood Advisor y Counci l in each o f the si x 
neighborhoods. Finally , there were to be 1 1 Operating Committee s i n eac h 
neighborhood fo r a  total o f 66 committees . Th e Operatin g Committee s eac h 
focused o n a  programmatic area : 
• Healt h 
• Educatio n 
• Socia l Services an d Welfare Assistanc e 
• Crim e Preventio n 
• Recreatio n an d Cultura l Services 
• Publi c Facilities 
• Physica l Improvements 
• Housin g Supply and Choic e 
• Relocatio n 
• Desig n and Histori c Preservatio n 
• Employmen t 
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In additio n to the 1 1 Operating Committees , there were 11 Central Committee s 
that reported directl y to the C D A staf f and included one residen t fro m eac h 
neighborhood ( M K G K , p . 22) . 
Despite, or because of, the elaborat e structure that was established , al l planning 
efforts wer e complete d by C D A technician s o r consultants. Ver y few of the 6 6 
resident committee s me t o n a  regular basis an d the Mas s Convention only met 
four times . M K G K reporte d tha t most o f the dialogu e between technician s an d 
residents too k place during meetings o f the Executiv e Board and Steerin g 
Committee (p . 27). Overall , M K G K note d that "direct sustained citize n 
involvement in Atlanta's planning program was minimal " (p . 35). Further , the y 
pointed ou t "a n exceedingly complex citizen participation structure made 
'meaningful involvement ' of many resident s i n the Mode l Neighborhood Area, 
even on a  limited review basis, quite difficult " ( M K G K , p . 36). 
The question i s raised what impac t the program ha d o n improving conditions 
within the community . Th e following section wil l provid e an overview of the 
conditions within the fou r study neighborhoods i n the perio d followin g 
implementation o f the Mode l Cities program. 
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State of  the  Neighborhoods -  Twenty Years  after  Model Cities 
In 1994 , thirty neighborhoods withi n 2 3 census tracts were selecte d to be part of 
the A E Z . 2 7 Th e eligibilit y criteria for selection required that the are a be "on e of 
pervasive poverty , unemployment, an d genera l distress." 2 8 Base d on 199 0 U.S. 
Census data , th e propose d E Z area had a  total population of 49,998 with Blacks 
constituting 90%; the poverty level exceeded 35 % in each o f the censu s tracts; 
over 33% of the household s wer e headed b y females; 67 % of female-heade d 
households ha d income s under th e povert y level ; 44% of the resident s lacke d a 
high schoo l diploma; the unemployment rat e was 17 % compared t o 9 % for th e 
city as a  whole; and ove r 56% of the working-ag e population earned les s tha n 
$10,000 a  year. 2 9 
The four target neighborhoods, represente d by 8 census tracts, account fo r 31% of 
the tota l EZ area population, and share the overal l characteristics o f the E Z area, 
2 7 Creatin g an urban village: Atlanta' s community-driven vision for the empowermen t 
zone (1994). Cit y of Atlanta Empowerment Zone Strategic Plan and application (AEZ 
Strategic Plan), Profile of the Atlanta Empowerment Zone, pp. 2-8. 
2 8 Publi c Law 103-66, August 10,1993, Title XIV, Sec. 1392 - Eligibilit y Criteria. (EZ 
legislation). 
2 9 According to Tom's Inflation Calculator at www.halfhill.com/inflation.html, th e 
amount o f $10,000 in 1990, adjusted fo r inflation, would be approximately $2,388 in 
1960 dollars. Conversely , the equivalent of $3,000 in 1960 would require $12,56 4 in 
1990 dollars. Thes e numbers indicat e that earning power declined over a 30-year period 
for these communities. (Data sources -  U.S . Bureau of Labor Statistics; Economic 
History Services). 
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although in some instances the y exceed them .30 Fo r example, while the entir e EZ 
poverty rate was a t least 35 % according to the 199 0 census data , the povert y rate 
in the censu s tract s representing th e four neighborhoods range d fro m 37.7% to 
75,3%. Th e poverty rate for the entir e cit y was 27.3% . I n terms of educational 
attainment, th e percen t o f persons 2 5 years ol d or more with n o high school 
diploma or G E D ranged fro m 33.6% to 69.5%; the unemploymen t rat e range d 
from 8.1 % to a  high of 33-3%- Accordin g to the 199 0 U.S . Census, Atlanta, as on e 
of the 7 5 largest cities , had the fourth-highes t homeles s rat e and the fifth-highest 
poverty rate (Rich, 2003, p. 83; Cooke and Marchant , 2006) . 
A revie w of census dat a fro m 1980 to 2000 indicate s that compared to the Cit y of 
Atlanta, these neighborhoods continue d to experience a  decline in population fo r 
the mos t part . Figur e 5 provides a  comparative view of the populatio n trends 
within eac h o f the neighborhoods . Th e neighborhood of Summerhill experience d 
an increase o f over 20% between 199 0 and 200 0 i n its two census tracts .31 Par t 
of the neighborhoo d of Peoplestown also experienced some increase s i n 
population. Th e City o f Atlanta only experienced an increase o f 6.3% during th e 
period between 199 0 and 2000 . 
30 Although some of the census tracts cover more than one neighborhood, they provide a 
basis for overall comparison of data from the 1990 and 2000 U.S . Census. 
3 1 The neighborhood of Summerhill was the focal point of several development activities 
between 199 4 and 1996 due to Atlanta serving as host of the 1996 Summer Olympic 
Games. 
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Figure 5 . Populatio n Trends in Atlanta an d E Z Study Neighborhoods, 
1980 -  2000 
Population Trends in Atlanta and EZ Study Neighborhoods 
1980-2000 
Source: FreeDemographics.com Report based on US Census data from 1980,1990 an d 
2000. 
Demographically, the Cit y of Atlanta's population has bee n abou t 60% Africa n 
American, about 30% White, and about 10% other ethni c groups (mostl y 
Hispanics, followed by an increasing number o f Asians). Th e racial make-up o f 
the stud y neighborhoods reflect s a  very different reality . Figure s 6  through 8 
show the racia l make-up i n the Cit y of Atlanta and th e fou r neighborhoods fro m 
1980 to 2000 . Figur e 6 reflects th e Blac k population in the stud y neighborhood s 
has consistentl y been i n the rang e of 90%, with the exceptio n of one census tract 
in the Summerhil l neighborhood. 
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Figure 6 . Percentag e of Blac k Populatio n in Atlanta an d E Z Study 
Neighborhoods, 198 0 -  2000 
Percentage of Black Population in Atlanta and EZ Study 
Neighborhoods 1980 - 2000 
Source: FreeDemographics.com Repor t based o n US Census data from 1980,1990 an d 
2000. 
The White population i n Atlanta declined between 198 0 an d 1990 , an d 
experienced a  slight increase betwee n 199 0 an d 2000 . Th e neighborhood o f 
Summerhill witnessed a n increase i n the Whit e population between 198 0 an d 
1990, and 199 0 to 2000 . Mechanicsvill e saw a slight increase i n White 
population. Figur e 7 provides a  graphic view of these trends. 
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Figure 7 . Percentag e of White Population in Atlanta an d E Z Study 
Neighborhoods, 198 0 -  2000 
Percentage of White Population in Atlanta and EZ 
Neighborhoods 1980 - 2000 
Source: FreeDemographics.com Report based on US Census data from 1980,1990 an d 
2000. 
The Hispanic and Asian populations i n Atlanta and the E Z study neighborhood s 
have been consistentl y increasing in all areas with the exceptio n o f parts of 
Summerhill and Peoplestow n a s depicte d i n Figure 8 . 
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Figure 8 . Percentag e of Othe r Populatio n in Atlanta an d E Z 
Neighborhoods, 198 0 -  2000 
Percentage of Other Population in Atlanta and EZ 
Neighborhoods 1980 - 2000 
Source: FreeDemographics.com Report based on US Census data from 1980,1990 an d 
2000. 
The median income in the Cit y of Atlanta, based on the 200 0 U.S . Census data , 
was about $34,800. Th e median income in each of the E Z study neighborhood s 
was significantly lower with the exception of part of Summerhill where the 
median income was over $53,000. Ne w housing developments fo r the 1996 
Summer Olympics attracted higher-income residents t o that neighborhood. 
While the overall median household income increased in each of the E Z study 
neighborhoods fro m 1980 to 2000, the income level was stil l significantly low 
($7,942 to $19,603) compared to $34,800 for the Cit y of Atlanta. Figur e 9 
portrays the  great disparity in income levels between th e E Z study neighborhood s 
and the Cit y of Atlanta. 
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Figure 9 . Media n Househol d Income in Atlanta an d th e E Z Study 
Neighborhoods, 1980 - 200 0 
Median Household Income in Atlanta and EZ Study 
Neighborhoods 1980 - 2000 
Source: FreeDemographics.com Report based on US Census data from 1980,1990 and 
2000. 
Table 6 shows the poverty rates in each of the E Z study neighborhoods greatl y 
exceeded the poverty rate for the Cit y of Atlanta. Th e one exception was 
Summerhill that had a poverty rate of 20.5 % in 2000 compared to the Cit y of 
Atlanta's rate of 24.4%. Al l of the neighborhoods experience d a decline in the 
rate of poverty between 199 0 and 2000 except for part of Pittsburgh where th e 
rate went from 40.3% to 43.4%. Portion s of Summerhill and Peoplestown had 
significant decreases in the rate of poverty between 199 0 and 2000 . 
Summerhill's poverty rate went from 37.7% to 20.5%. Th e poverty rate in 
Peoplestown went from 58.0% to 46.3%. 
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Table 6. Poverty Rates in Atlanta and E Z Study Neighborhoods, 
1980 - 2000 
Community Census Year 
1980 
Census Year 
1990 
Census Year 
2000 
City of Atlanta 27.3 24.4 
Mechanicsville 
CT44 
67.0 75.3 67.9 
Mechanicsville 
CT46 
50.5 64.6 53.9 
Summerhill 
CT48 
73.8 69.2 65.4 
Summerhill 
CT49 
27.5 37.7 20.5 
Peoplestown 
CT 55.01 
46.1 51.1 39.0 
Peoplestown 
CT56 
53.5 58.0 46.3 
Pittsburgh 
CT57 
50.0 47.4 37.6 
Pittsburgh 
CT63 
35.2 40.3 43.4 
Source: 198 0 U.S. Census Report , Table P-9, Social Characteristics o f Persons; 199 0 and 
2000 U.S . Census Reports based o n data from DataPlace.org. 
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Not surprisingly , Table 7 shows the unemployment rates in the E Z study 
neighborhoods exceede d the rate for the Cit y of Atlanta, again with the exception 
of a portion of Summerhill. I n 1990, SummerhiU's unemployment rate was 8.1% 
compared to 9.2% for the Cit y of Atlanta. I n 2000, Summerhill' s unemploymen t 
rate was 2.9% compared to 14.0% for the Cit y of Atlanta . 
Table 7 . Unemploymen t Rates in Atlanta an d E Z Study 
Neighborhoods, 198 0 -  2000 
Community Census Year 
1980 
Census Year 
1990 
Census Year 
2000 
City of Atlant a 9.2 14.0 
Mechanicsville 
C T 4 4 
37.2 19.8 34.5 
Mechanicsville 
C T 4 6 
32.6 24.0 17.1 
Summerhill 
C T 4 8 
40.6 33.3 33.2 
Summerhill 
C T 4 9 
28.6 8.1 2.9 
Peoplestown 
CT 55.0 1 
32.1 14.2 14.1 
Peoplestown 
C T 5 6 
26.1 17.6 30.2 
Pittsburgh 
C T 5 7 
41.1 13.9 19.7 
Pittsburgh 
C T 6 3 
22.5 15.8 18.2 
Source: 198 0 U.S. Census Report, Table P-9, Social Characteristics of Persons; 1990 and 
2000 U.S. Census Reports based on data from DataPlace.org. 
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The 2000 U.S . Census data showed that the percentag e of households tha t moved 
into the housing unit before 198 0 was 17.4 % for the Cit y of Atlanta. I n the EZ 
study neighborhoods th e percentag e ranged fro m 4.7% in Summerhill to 37.5% in 
Pittsburgh. However , again based o n the 200 0 censu s data, there was a  dramati c 
shift i n the percentage of households tha t moved into the housing unit since 1995 . 
For the Cit y of Atlanta, the percentag e was 59.1%; for the E Z study 
neighborhoods, th e percentages ranged fro m 44.7% to 71.2%. 32 Thes e figures 
indicate a  significant population shif t within the neighborhood s durin g the perio d 
of the Empowermen t Zon e program from 199 4 to 2002 . Th e next section wil l 
address the evolutio n of the Empowermen t Zon e program i n the Cit y of Atlanta . 
The Empowerment Zone  and  Enterprise  Communities  Program 
In 1994 , the Empowermen t Zon e and Enterpris e Communitie s program wa s 
initiated by the Clinto n Administration a s a  major comprehensiv e effor t t o 
address urban area s (Gittel , Newman, Bockmeyer & Lindsay, 1998; Rich , 2003) . 
It was the first  effor t o f this type with direct federal resource s targete d to specifi c 
communities sinc e the Mode l Citie s program ende d i n 1974. U p until that time, 
there had no t been an y concentrated federa l attentio n o n the urba n areas . Th e 
Empowerment Zon e and Enterpris e Communitie s program wa s designed aroun d 
four key principles: economi c opportunity; sustainabl e communit y development ; 
3 2 200 0 U.S . Census Report based on data from DataPlace.org. 
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community-based partnerships ; an d a  strategic visio n for change (Clinto n 
National Urban Policy Report, 1995) . 
The EZ legislation stressed comprehensiveness, coordination , and communit y 
involvement. T o be designated a s a n EZ area, a strategic pla n was required tha t 
described the coordinate d pla n and activitie s for economic, human, communit y 
and physical development. Additionally , the strategi c pla n had to describe th e 
"process b y which the affecte d communit y is a full partner  [italic s added] in th e 
process o f developing and implementing the plan " [EZ legislation , Sec. 1391 
(f)(2)(B)]. Th e application guidelines published by H UD an d the Departmen t o f 
Agriculture emphasized tha t the E Z / E C progra m wa s no t " a typical federal 
program." 3 3 Th e guidelines further note d th e progra m i s "designed t o empower 
[italics added] people an d communities al l across thi s nation by inspiring 
Americans to work together to create jobs an d opportunities" (E Z application 
guide, 1994, p. 6) . 
The E Z legislation and guidelines stressed that community involvement in 
developing and implementing the strategi c pla n was required , but di d not provid e 
any specific guidance o r recommendations t o ensure that meaningful communit y 
3 3 U.S . Department o f Housing and Urban Development and U.S . Department o f 
Agriculture (1994). Buildin g communities: Together. Empowermen t Zones & Enterprise 
Communities Application Guide, p. 6, (EZ application guide). Th e Department o f 
Agriculture had responsibility for EZ/EC areas nominated in rural areas. 
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involvement occurred. I n many respects, the languag e abou t communit y 
involvement was reminiscen t o f Johnson's Wa r on Poverty programs , 
Community Action an d Mode l Cities . Similarly , those programs emphasize d 
community participation but faile d to provide any specific criteria. 
The Atlanta EZ  Strategic  Planning  Process 
In August 1993, Congress passed th e Omnibu s Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993. 
By September, Cit y of Atlanta representatives began t o hold meetings wit h 
governmental agencies , non-profits , neighborhoo d representative s and others t o 
explore preparation o f an application for EZ designation. 3 4 A n ad ho c 
Empowerment Zon e Task Force was established an d proposed a n area to b e 
designated. Ther e was considerabl e interes t in obtaining the E Z designation 
given the existin g conditions of unemployment, inadequat e housing, and low 
educational attainmen t within severa l neighborhoods. Th e Atlanta City Counci l 
adopted a  resolution in November 1993 requesting then-Mayo r Maynard Jackson 
to submit a n application to the Departmen t o f Housing and Urba n Developmen t 
(HUD) fo r the E Z designation. 
3 4 The information is from Creating an urban village: Atlanta' s community-driven vision 
for the empowerment zon e (1994). Cit y of Atlanta Empowerment Zone application (AEZ 
Strategic Plan). 
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In January 1994 , a new mayor, B i l l Campbell , as well as new council member s 
came into office. I n February, Mayor Campbel l appointed a  28-member citizen -
based Communit y Empowerment Board (CEB ) "to oversee the developmen t an d 
submission" of the E Z Strategic Plan an d application (AEZ Strategic Plan, 1994 , 
p. 5). Severa l community leaders raise d questions abou t the lack of sufficient 
consultation with neighborhood representatives throughou t th e proces s (AE Z 
Strategic Plan, p. 11). I n March the CE B was expanded to include 69 members . 
The expansion allowed representation fro m al l neighborhoods from a  censu s 
tract that had a  poverty rate of at least 3 5 percent. Th e new and expanded CE B 
had the task o f identifying the proposed EZ area. Th e Community Empowerment 
Board created a  Strategic Plan Committee and a  Linkage Subcommittee to carry 
out its charge. Th e Linkage Subcommittee consisted of representatives fro m th e 
neighborhoods that had poverty rates of at least 35 percent bu t di d not fal l withi n 
the propose d Zone boundaries du e to population restrictions. Additionally , a 
Technical Team was established providing advisors from city , county and state 
government departments , publi c and non-profi t entities, as wel l as the university 
community and private sector . 
Groups involved in the initia l planning stages attempted t o put a  structure i n 
place to maintain a high level of involvement. Figur e 10 shows the organizational 
structure tha t was used for the developmen t of the Atlanta Empowerment Zone 
Strategic Plan . 
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Figure 10 . Empowermen t Zone Strategic Plan Organizatio n Char t 
Source: AE Z Strategic Plan, Introduction, p. 10. 
The organizational chart contemplates a  co-equal role for the community with 
the various levels of elected officials. Al l parties involve d in the development of 
the Atlanta EZ Strategic Plan agreed that a new organization would be 
established to oversee the implementation. Th e following Figure 11 illustrates 
the governance structur e for the E Z Corporation that the Community 
Empowerment Board contemplated woul d be established . 
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Figure l i . Empowermen t Zone Corporatio n 
Source: Atlanta Community Empowerment Corporation Information document (n.d. ) 
This structure demonstrates that the community representatives were 
anticipating an ongoing central role in the implementation o f the Atlanta 
Empowerment Zone Strategic Plan . 
The CEB held a series of five townhall style meetings t o present information 
about the proposed area , the Strategic Plan as well as the application process. I t 
is estimated tha t more than 5,00 0 people from 69 of the poorest neighborhood s 
in Atlanta participated in 70 meetings ove r a three to six month-period to work 
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on a  vision that would serve as the Strategi c Plan for the E Z application (AE Z 
Strategic Plan, Introduction, p. v). 
A collectiv e vision statement developed as part o f the E Z Strategic Plan an d 
application process stated : 
Our vision is of an 'Urban Village' working cooperatively to improve 
the qualit y of life and conditions of our neighborhoods, with a n 
emphasis o n "sustainable development " that is economically and 
ecologically sound. W e seek to empower  [italic s added] an d inspire 
members o f our neighborhoods, especially our children and youth, 
to develop effective responses t o the needs of our community and t o 
promote cooperation , collaboration and partnership wit h socia l 
service agencies, government an d the privat e sector to create livable 
communities. W e also seek to positively impact the social , 
economic and spiritual development o f our neighborhoods an d city . 
A priorit y of our zone is providing safe, decen t an d affordabl e 
housing. Ou r vision can become a  reality when our community 
becomes a  cooperative village, an extended family , that is self-
reliant, self-sufficient  and  self-determined  [italic s added] (AE Z 
Strategic Plan, 1994 , Vision fo r Change, p. 5). 
The vision outlined by the communit y for its hopes an d aspirations wa s very 
broad and al l encompassing. Th e Community Empowerment Board noted that 
some of the key elements tha t were part o f its consideration were the following : 
• Man y neighbors have lost hope fo r a better future an d have littl e 
control of their lives. Th e term "empowerment" i s used to indicate 
the importanc e of restoring this hope an d of building a sense that 
people can control their own destinies. 
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• T o realize the community' s vision , a permanent change must occu r 
in the system s governin g residents' lives . Anothe r "one-time " 
program wil l not improv e the inner-cit y areas and th e live s of 
inhabitants. A  substantial, ongoin g restructuring i s needed, no t 
only of the deliver y systems themselves , bu t als o in the values which 
govern public and private decisions in the cit y of Atlanta (AE Z 
Strategic Plan , Vision fo r Change, pp. 5-6) . 
The strategic pla n developed had the followin g priorities : expandin g 
employment an d investment opportunities ; creatin g safe and livable 
communities; lifting youth and families out o f poverty; an d providing adequate 
housing for all (AEZ Strategic Plan , 1994, pp. 10-11).  Fo r each o f the priorit y 
areas, the Communit y Empowerment Board , the Strategi c Pla n Committee, an d 
other actor s developed the followin g goals and activitie s listed in Table 8. 
T A B L E 8 . A E Z STRATEGI C P L A N PRIORITIE S 
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ECONOMIC l . Increase the number o f meaningful jobs and community-
DEVELOPMENT: based businesses . 
Expanding 
2 . Increase control of financial resources a t the grassroots 
level and provide community-based boards to 
Employment and monitor/implement programs . 
Investment 3. Establish a federation o f Community Development 
Opportunities Corporations, with special emphasis o n the developmen t 
of Youth Community Development Corporations. 
4. Utilize and expand revolving loan funds . 
5. Provide job training for Zone residents . 
PUBLIC SAFETY: 
Creating Safe and 
Livable 
Communities 
1. Creat e and strengthen "Auxiliary " police efforts consisting 
of citizens, e.g. Neighborhood Watch programs. 
2. Utiliz e existing facilities in the neighborhoods (schools, 
community centers, churches, etc.) as conflict resolution 
centers. 
3. Improv e neighborhood infrastructure, especially streets, 
street lighting and parks. Targe t more public funds, 
especially bond funds, to improve the infrastructure an d 
park systems. 
4. Enhanc e environmental conditions throughout the Zone. 
5. Increas e participation of public safety official s in 
neighborhoods with citizens, including police, fire and 
corrections. 
HUMAN 
SERVICES: 
Lifting Youth and 
Families Out of 
Poverty 
1. Develo p a comprehensive human development program 
that focuses on the motivational, educational, moral, 
spiritual and physical development of male and female 
residents o f all ages, with a special emphasis on support 
and development of Rites of Passage programs. 
2. Reduc e the number of drug and substance abusers 
through outcome-driven treatment and prevention 
programs. 
3. Streamlin e access and improve the human delivery 
service system by establishing one-stop shopping for 
human services. 
4. Improv e learning opportunities for Zone students. 
5. Expan d access to food and food programs. 
COMMUNITY 
DEVELOPMENT: 
Providing Adequate 
Housing for Al l 
l. Redevelo p vacant, abandoned or underutilized real 
property in each Zone neighborhood. 
2. Mak e fit and affordable housing available to Zone 
residents who are not housed in safe, decent, sanitary and 
affordable dwellings . 
3. Mee t the special housing needs of Zone residents, e.g. teen 
mothers. 
4. Improv e access to credit for Zone residents 
5. Increas e home ownership opportunities for Zone 
residents. 
Source: Atlant a Community Empowerment Corporation document outlining mission, 
vision and EZ priorities (n.d.). 
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The priorities reflected a  broad an d comprehensiv e understandin g o f the basi c 
issues existing in the propose d E Z area. 35 I n accordance wit h the E Z application 
guidelines, the Atlant a Strategic Pla n included benchmarks fo r each o f th e 
priority areas as wel l as the identificatio n of needed resources. Th e communit y 
participants recognize d that many more resource s beyond the $10 0 millio n EZ 
funds woul d be required t o seriously tackle the lis t of priorities. Th e Strategi c 
Plan included an inventory of other available federal, state and loca l fundin g 
sources. Base d on the propose d allocatio n of funding, th e numbe r on e priority 
was the categor y "Liftin g Youth an d Familie s Out of Poverty" ($36.3 million) , 
followed by "Expanding Employment and Investmen t Opportunities" ($32. 5 
million) (AE Z Strategic Plan , Vo l. 2 , Appendix). 
A carefu l readin g o f the A E Z Strategi c Pla n indicates tha t the communit y took th e 
call to become empowere d ver y seriously. Eac h of the themes was associate d 
with specifi c priorities and benchmarks tha t included timelines, estimated costs , 
and propose d fundin g sources . Fo r example, give n the hig h levels of 
unemployment a s wel l as underemployment i n the E Z areas, the communit y 
participants focuse d o n the developmen t o f job-creation tool s that would provide 
opportunities fo r self-development. The y developed a  proposed "Communit y 
Economic Cycle" which is illustrated in Figure 12 below. 
3 5 The list of AEZ Priorities and Strategies adopted b y the Community Empowerment 
Board in 1994 is attached as Appendix A. 
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Figure 12 . Communit y Economi c Cycl e 
People Cycl e Finance Cycl e 
Source: AE Z Strategic Plan (1994), Expand Opportunities, p. 9. 
The Community Economic cycle had two components - on e focusing on financial 
resources; and the other on human resources. A t the core of the Community 
Economic cycle was Priority #1 - Increase the number of meaningful jobs and 
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community-based businesses. O n the "financ e cycle" side was Priorit y # 2 -
Increase contro l of financial  resource s a t the grassroot s leve l and provide 
community-based boards t o monitor/implement programs; an d Priorit y #4 -
Utilize and expand revolving loan funds. Othe r components o f the finance  cycl e 
included business developmen t incentives and a one-stop capita l shop. O n the 
"people cycle" side, there was Priority #3 -  Establis h a federation o f community 
development corporations with specia l emphasis o n the developmen t o f youth 
community development corporations ; and Priority #5 -  Provid e job training for 
Zone residents. Thi s example is representative o f the community' s 
comprehensive approach to addressing what they saw as the underlying issues 
affecting condition s within the community . I t also demonstrates th e 
community's recognition of the power relationships and the need for self -
empowerment. 
Although the Atlanta EZ Strategic Plan ostensibly went through a  process of 
community outreach an d involvement, the Pla n itsel f notes that there were a t 
least four major issues that surfaced: 1 ) mistrust of city officials; 2 ) citize n 
participation in selecting the initia l Empowerment Zone area; 3 ) the rol e of the 
Community Empowerment Board; and 4) modification of priorities an d 
strategies (AE Z Strategic Plan, Vol. 1 , p. 11). Th e Strategic Plan indicated that 
several steps had been take n to address eac h of the issue s an d find  som e 
resolution. I n terms o f mistrust o f city officials, effort s wer e made to increase th e 
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distribution of information about the E Z planning process t o broader segment s 
within the community . Citize n participation was expanded o n the Communit y 
Empowerment Boar d from 28-members t o 69-members wit h the opportunit y t o 
design the propose d E Z area. I t was proposed tha t the Communit y 
Empowerment Boar d (CEB) have a  continuing advisory role throug h 
implementation o f the Strategi c Plan . A s to modifications of the prioritie s an d 
strategies, consensus appears to have been reache d b y the variou s sectors of th e 
community before th e final  pla n was prepared an d submitte d t o H U D (AE Z 
Strategic Plan , Vo l . 1 , pp. 11-13) . 
However, these issues o f concern particularly mistrust o f city officials an d th e 
role of the CEB , continue d to be present even after th e A E Z Strategi c Pla n was 
submitted an d approve d b y H UD fo r implementation. Th e name Community 
Empowerment Board , for some, had the connotatio n tha t the communit y in fac t 
would have som e powe r over decisions related t o the Strategi c Pla n and it s 
implementation. I n an effor t t o institutionalize its role in the process , severa l 
community leaders cam e together to establish the Atlant a Community 
Empowerment Corporatio n (ACE) in September 1994 , even before th e Cit y of 
Atlanta was designate d a s one o f the Empowermen t Zones . Thi s researc h 
examines, i n part, whether th e establishmen t o f an independent entit y wa s 
sufficient t o ensure the meaningfu l participatio n of the communit y in th e 
implementation an d othe r phase s of the Empowermen t Zon e program . 
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C H A P T E R 6 
M E T H O D O L O G Y 
This research i s an examination o f the issue s o f citizen participation an d 
empowerment base d o n a case study of the Cit y of Atlanta's Empowerment Zon e 
(AEZ) program. Th e focus i s from the perspective s o f representatives of three ou t 
of four A E Z neighborhoods . Th e concept o f community participation a s 
empowerment, tha t is, community participation viewed in the contex t o f power 
relationships, i s the conceptua l framewor k o f this research . Communit y 
participation and empowermen t wer e considere d key components o f the EZ 
program t o help alleviat e some o f the condition s of poverty. I n Atlanta, the 
community itself sought t o seize the opportunit y to be engaged i n all aspects of 
the E Z program fro m planning to implementation. Th e community understoo d 
that their participation was part of the requiremen t fo r designation a s a n 
Empowerment Zone . The y attempted to put structure s in place to ensure thei r 
participation. 
The basic research questio n o f this stud y is : T o what exten t did participation by 
the communit y in the Atlanta EZ program contribut e t o communit y 
empowerment? Th e following component s ar e relate d t o the mai n question i n 
order t o provide a fuller understanding : 
l . Identificatio n o f who participated . 
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2. Identificatio n of the leve l of participation. 
3. Identificatio n of the result s o r benefits o f the participatio n for th e 
community. 
The research question s provid e a format t o inquire into the processe s o f how th e 
community was able to participate i n the A E Z program. Ther e were severa l 
phases to the Empowermen t Zone program. Th e initial phase was the planning 
and preparation o f a strategic pla n that included the identificatio n of the EZ 
boundaries; identificatio n of the communit y needs; development o f appropriat e 
projects t o respond t o those needs; and the creatio n of a governance structur e t o 
manage implementation o f the strategi c plan . Thes e factors wer e importan t 
criteria for designation a s an Empowerment Zone by the U.S . Department o f 
Housing and Urba n Development (HUD) . A s described in Chapter 5 , the Atlanta 
community was very engaged i n the developmen t o f the Strategi c Pla n fo r 
Atlanta. I n fact, a  community structure, th e Atlanta Community Empowerment 
Corporation (ACE) , was established eve n before th e cit y received the EZ 
designation. However , the existenc e o f a structure withou t sufficien t 
independent resource s an d suppor t ca n limit its effectiveness . 
Chaskin an d Garg' s (1997) review of the issu e of governance i n neighborhood-
based initiative s noted "governanc e entail s the creatio n or adoption of 
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mechanisms an d processes t o guide planning, decision-making, an d 
implementation a s wel l as to identify and organize accountability and 
responsibility for actions undertaken. Thu s governance i s both process an d 
structure, i t attempts to structure actio n on the basis o f the goal s and 
assumptions o f each initiative through the organize d engagement of a range of 
participants both within an d beyond the target neighborhood" (Chaskin and 
Garg, p. 631). Ric h an d Stoker (2007) further noted : 
Effective governanc e contribute s to the revitalizatio n of distressed 
neighborhoods in two ways. First , a collaborative, cross-sector of 
governance ca n help to put into place a comprehensive plan for 
neighborhood revitalization. Man y different state , local, and regional 
actors contro l resources tha t are vita l to creating economic opportunity 
and fostering sustainable communit y development....Second, effective 
governance ca n make various aspects of a comprehensive neighborhood 
revitalization strategy wor k better. Governanc e systems ca n coordinat e 
programs, increase the numbe r o f redevelopment tool s available to 
stimulate business an d job growth, enhance services, inform businesse s 
about redevelopmen t incentives , solve collective action problems, and 
address market failures , all in a context tailored to the distinctiv e needs 
and opportunities that exist within loca l communities (Rich an d Stoker , p. 
36). 
Since governance structure s generall y tend to be the primary format fo r 
participation in government programs , the Atlanta Empowerment Zone 
Corporation Executiv e Board and its operations provid e the framewor k for th e 
analysis. 
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Research Design 
The case study approach is part o f a "rich tradition of community studies , 
organizational research, and program evaluations" that "documents th e 
illustrative power of research that focuses in depth and in detail on specifi c 
instances o f a phenomenon" (Marshal l and Rossman, 2006, p. 164). Y i n (1994 ) 
notes that the cas e study has been used as a research strateg y in the followin g 
fields: policy , political science and public administration; community psychology 
and sociology ; organizational and management studies ; city and regional 
planning; and of course, dissertations and theses in the socia l sciences (Yin , p. 1). 
Scholz and Tietje (2002) acknowledge that even though case study research ha s 
been used in teaching and research for decades i n different disciplines , it is an 
approach that stil l raises questions by some when it is used as a  research 
methodology (pp. 3-4). Nevertheless , they stress case studies "are considered an 
appropriate approach to real, complex, current problems that cannot be treate d 
simply by one of the known analytica l methods, such as experiment, proof, or 
survey" (Scholz and Tietje, p. 5). 
According to Y in (1994) , the cas e study approach is an empirica l inquiry that 
"investigates a  contemporary phenomenon withi n its real-life context , especially 
when the boundaries between phenomenon an d context are not clearly evident 
(p. 13)." Crai g (2002) notes that "an evaluation of how community development 
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programs ar e designed and implemented and the way in which they relate t o 
wider objectives of empowerment would typically rely more heavily on qualitative 
data" (pp . 134-135). H e further point s out that "case study work, drawing on a 
range o f perspectives and methods, i s usually the most appropriate approach for 
evaluating community development" (Craig, 2002, p. 135). 
Research Procedures 
The research plan included the initia l development of a demographic profile fo r 
the eigh t census tracts corresponding to the four selected neighborhoods. Dat a 
was reviewed from th e 1980,199 0 and 2000 Census to identify the socio -
economic characteristics of the are a in terms o f racial make-up, educational 
attainment, househol d income, employment status, housing tenure, residenc y in 
the previous five years, gender o f head of households, and level of poverty. 
Although data fro m th e 199 0 census forme d part o f the basis for selection as a n 
E Z site, the 198 0 census dat a was included to determine what if any trends wer e 
identifiable in the targeted neighborhood s since they were the subject s o f two 
major redevelopment programs -  Mode l Citie s in 1967 and the Empowerment 
Zone in 1994. 
Qualitative data collectio n methods include d archiva l records such as program 
documents, media reports, and interviews. Th e Atlanta E Z applicatio n and othe r 
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supporting document s wer e reviewed to identify the majo r progra m prioritie s 
and proposed benchmarks . Th e information gathered provide d a framework t o 
develop points o f comparison between wha t the communit y formally identified a s 
priorities and the exten t they were abl e to achieve some o r al l of the priorities . 
The annual progres s report s submitted t o H U D als o provided additional 
information abou t funding allocations in relation to the identifie d priorities. 
Other resources utilize d to identify who participated, the leve l of participation, 
and the result s o f participation, included videotape recording s o f A E ZC Board 
meetings, evaluatio n reports , a s well as in-depth interview s o f key respondents. 
The overall goal was to identify who, how and what factor s facilitate d 
participation in the forma l structures of the E Z program an d the attendan t 
results. Wher e there were barriers t o participation by community residents, th e 
development o f any alternative approache s and strategies by the communit y t o 
attain th e communit y priorities was explored . Th e evaluations t o date of the 
Atlanta EZ program focuse d o n the fac t that the mayo r and his appointees 
controlled the decision-makin g process an d limite d the involvemen t of 
community members i n any significant aspect of program implementation . 
However, one o f the underlyin g premises o f this research wa s to explore th e 
methods, strategie s and techniques tha t could be employe d by the communit y 
and their representatives to work towards th e attainmen t of their priorities. 
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Case Selection 
The Atlanta Empowerment Zon e (AEZ ) included 30 neighborhoods locate d 
around th e downtow n business district . I t covered an area of 9.29 square miles 
with just unde r 50,00 0 residents . Th e A EZ focused o n 23 contiguous censu s 
tracks wit h povert y rates in excess o f 55% and an unemployment rat e over 17%. 
A n additiona l 39 neighborhoods coverin g 24 census tracks wit h poverty rates of 
at least 35 % were designate d b y the Cit y as Linkag e Communities. Th e unit of 
analysis o f this researc h i s four o f the E Z neighborhoods -  Mechanicsville , 
Peoplestown, Pittsburgh, and Summerhil l - represente d by 8 census tracts, an d 
constituting 31% of the entir e E Z area population. Thes e neighborhoods , als o 
known a s the "stadiu m neighborhoods " du e to their proximity to the Turne r Fiel d 
baseball stadium, were als o part of the Mode l Citie s program i n the lat e 1960's .36 
Marshall an d Rossma n (2006 ) state d that the sampl e siz e in qualitative researc h 
depends on several factors an d may be o f a single person, o r of roles, interactions , 
and sentiment s (Marshal l and Rossman , p. 62, citations omitted ; Creswell , 1994) . 
The selection of these four neighborhood s a s the sampl e fo r this study was driven 
by the opportunit y provided by the cas e study method t o understand th e 
"contextual conditions " of communities targeted by massive federa l progra m 
36 Ther e were a total of six neighborhoods tha t were part of the Mode l Cities program. I n 
addition to the four study neighborhoods, th e other neighborhoods wer e Adair Park and 
Grant Park. Sinc e only a portion of Grant Park was included in the E Z program, it was 
not selected for this study. Th e neighborhood of Adair Park was not eligible for inclusion 
in the E Z program. 
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initiatives to improve the qualit y of life, and empower the resident s throug h th e 
process o f participation (Yin , 1994 , p. 13). Th e research question s focu s on th e 
role played by the various community representatives i n the A E Z governanc e 
structure an d their ability to influence the decision-makin g process afte r th e 
initial planning phase. Ther e have been othe r studies o f the E Z programs tha t 
examine the issu e of participation through the project selectio n process (Mwase, 
2005); through the rol e of community developers (Filner , 2001); and through th e 
process o f policy change (Huh , 2003). Th e selected neighborhoods provide a rare 
opportunity to examine the lon g term effects o f comprehensive federal program s 
designed to alleviate the condition s of poverty in urban areas . 
Data Collection  Methods 
This research stud y utilized a  number o f data collectio n methods t o increase th e 
depth o f information a s well as the reliabilit y of the results . Th e data collectio n 
included secondary data suc h as organizational documents, new s reports , 
videotape recordings and information from interviews . A  total of eight in-depth 
and semi-structured interview s were conducted with key informants that were 
involved either directly or indirectly in the Atlanta Empowerment Zone (AEZ) . 
The A EZ was administered by a newly created entit y - the Atlanta Empowerment 
Zone Corporation (AEZC). I t consisted of a 17-member Boar d of Directors with 
six members representin g th e Communit y Empowerment Advisory Boar d 
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(CEAB). Th e CEA B consiste d of 30 persons each representin g a n EZ 
neighborhood an d 6  representatives from the 3 9 linkage communities. A t the 
time o f this research , bot h the A E Z C an d CEA B had cease d operations . 
Contact was made with the leadership o f the Neighborhoo d Planning Unit ( N P U -
V) coverin g the selecte d stud y neighborhoods fo r assistance to identify key 
informants. Severa l of the forme r A E Z C an d C E A B member s ha d relocate d t o 
other part s o f the country ; othe r member s wer e deceased . Representative s o f 
neighborhood association s an d othe r community-base d organization s i n th e 
selected neighborhood s wer e contacte d fo r suggestions o f available persons. Staf f 
from th e Cit y o f Atlanta Plannin g Department wa s als o interviewed for 
background information an d to gain access to available documents.3 7 Staf f from 
the Georgi a Department o f Community Affairs, th e stat e agency responsibl e fo r 
administering the E Z program funds , wa s contacte d fo r available information 
and documents . Th e key informants interviewe d included three forme r 
community members o f the A E Z C an d C E A B ; and five  member s o f CDCs from 
three of the E Z study neighborhoods . Effort s to establish contac t wit h th e 
representative fro m the fourt h neighborhoo d who was involved with the EZ 
program were no t successful . Th e leader o f one o f the ne w communit y 
organizations i n that neighborhood, founded i n 2001, stated the focu s a t that 
3 7 I t was reported the Cit y of Atlanta decided to abruptly terminate th e E Z program in 
2 0 0 2 afte r receivin g the Renewal Community status and that al l E Z documents an d files 
were boxed and placed in storage. Becaus e some o f the documents containe d persona l 
information and were not organized in any identifiable way, it was not possible to gain 
access to those documents . 
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time was on building the organizatio n rather than pursuin g involvement with th e 
Empowerment Zone. 
Once the ke y informants wer e identified, they were provided with a  copy of the 
Informed Consen t For m that provided additional information about th e researc h 
project. Th e interviews focused on the involvemen t of the key informants durin g 
the initia l planning phase to develop the A E Z Strategi c Plan ; any role they ma y 
have had within the A E Z C o r C E A B ; th e organizationa l capacity they wer e 
representing; an d their assessment of any benefits gaine d as a  result of 
participation with the Empowermen t Zone. Th e use o f the Intervie w Guides38 
ensured tha t all respondents were asked the sam e questions althoug h there was 
sufficient flexibility  t o pursue additiona l areas of inquiry. Informatio n wa s 
gathered durin g the interview s by note-taking and the us e o f a digital recorder t o 
increase accurac y and minimize researcher errors . Th e interviews were 
professionally transcribed, an d then reviewe d by a neutral reader for 
completeness. Th e transcripts wer e read to look for identifiable themes; note s 
were made ; an d codes develope d for data analysis . Th e qualitative data analysi s 
software NViv o 8  was used to organize the information . T o increase construc t 
3 8 Th e Research Interview Guide protocol is attached a s Appendix B . Th e interview 
protocol is a modification of the Interview Guide developed by Mwase (2005). Th e 
Success Measures Data System (SMDS) developed by NeighborWorks® America 
(formerly the Neighborhood Reinvestment Corporation) was also reviewed to provide 
guidance in preparing the interview protocol. 
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validity, information was also utilized from archiva l records and documents , in 
addition to the interview s (Yin, 1994 , p. 34). 
The organizational documents tha t were reviewed and analyzed included the 
Atlanta Empowerment Zone (AEZ) Strategi c Plan with the prioritie s and 
benchmarks; videotape recordings of meetings o f the Atlanta Empowermen t 
Zone Corporation; evaluation reports an d studies o f the Empowermen t Zone 
program; annua l reports prepare d by the Atlanta Empowerment Zone 
Corporation; and news articles and summaries. 3 9 
The A EZ Strategi c Plan provided a comprehensive overview of the planning 
process that the communit y engaged i n and the identification o f the priorities 
and benchmarks. Althoug h no written minutes o f the A E Z C meeting s wer e 
available, over 11 hours o f videotape recordings of meetings wer e viewed and 
notes taken. 4 0 Severa l of the key informants di d share documents fro m thei r 
personal files  whic h supplemented th e researc h information. 
3 9 A  search of the Atlanta Journal-Constitution online archives on the Empowerment 
Zone during the period from January 1,1993 to December 31,1994 produced 65 articles; 
from 199 5 to 1996, 95 articles; from 199 7 to 1998,105 articles; 1999 to 2000, 74 articles; 
from 200 1 to 2002,18 articles; and from 200 3 to 2004,16 articles. 
4 0 Th e videotapes reviewed covered meetings between the years 1999 to 2001. 
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Institutional Review  Board  (IRB)  Review 
This research stud y was approved after submissio n to an expedited review 
process. Th e nature of this research di d not involve any risks  to human subjects . 
Each respondent wa s provided a signed informed consent for m before th e 
beginning of the interview . Copie s of all forms and other document s hav e bee n 
kept confidential to the exten t possible . 
Issues of Reliability and  Validity 
Efforts t o ensure th e reliabilit y of the researc h an d to minimize error and bias 
were attained thoug h the us e o f secondary dat a from officia l sources , such as th e 
Annual Report s submitted to H U D b y the Cit y of Atlanta an d news summarie s 
from th e Atlanta Journal-Constitution online archives. Th e interview transcripts 
were reviewed by an independent part y to confirm th e accurac y of the 
transcription. 
There is some threat to external validity in that this single case study may no t 
have findings  tha t are generalizable to other communities . However , given the 
unique history of these neighborhoods a s part o f two major federa l initiatives to 
alleviate poverty, the researc h shoul d provide some insight into the lon g term 
effects o f federal initiatives to encourage an d support communit y involvement 
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and participation that can lead to empowerment an d the alleviatio n of problems 
related to poverty. 
Analysis 
Dreier (1996) noted "in order for America's urban neighborhoods to be healthy , 
their residents mus t gain a stronger voice in shaping the physical , economic, and 
social conditions in their communities" (p. 123). Thi s statement reflects th e 
underlying premise of this study on community participation and empowerment . 
Rosener (1978) helped to outline the multifacete d and complex nature of the 
concept of participation. Sh e stated "whil e citizen participation takes o n meaning 
only within a  value context, most citize n participation programs fai l t o 
acknowledge this reality" (Rosener, p. 457). A s a starting point, Rosener posed 
the journalistic questions o f "who, where, what, how, and when" to illustrate the 
complexity of the phrase citize n participation (p. 458). Sh e proposed th e 
development o f a participation evaluation matrix to help measure th e 
effectiveness o f participation programs an d policies (Rosener, 1978 , p. 459). An 
understanding o f these questions wil l help to frame th e researc h analysi s that 
follows in the nex t chapter . 
In terms o f "who," there are a t least three potential actors -  electe d officials , 
public administrators , and citizens — who may each operate under differen t 
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personal, organizational , economic, and politica l perspectives an d constraint s a s 
well as have differen t values , expectations an d goals. I n terms of "where," th e 
question i s what ar e the goal s to be achieved? Th e goals could vary from change s 
in polic y outcomes; change s i n institutions; creating a more ope n politica l 
process; o r improving citizenship. Th e "what" question relates to the objectives , 
and specifi c changes o r conditions that should be expected to resul t from a 
particular program. Possibl e results includ e the disseminatio n of information; 
generation o f alternative option s for consideration; providing an opportunity t o 
review and comment o n decisions already made; o r providing a safety valve that 
allows citizens to 'vent. ' Relate d to the questio n o f "what", which ca n be seen a s 
flowing from the ladde r of participation by Arnstein an d others , i s the issu e of 
sharing decision-making power versus expressin g an opinion. The question of 
"how" can be understood i n the contex t o f "participation costs" in terms of the 
time, money, energy an d expertise that may be required given the complexity, 
duration, scope an d intensity of the issue . Finally , the questio n o f "when" 
addresses at what point in the policy-makin g process i s participation needed o r 
desired —  formulation, implementation, or evaluation (Rosener , 1978 , p. 458). 
Again the answe r to al l or any of these questions wil l be influenced by th e 
perspectives o f who the acto r is. 
What has bee n missin g in the evaluation s o f the Atlanta EZ program, to date, is 
an assessment of how the communit y from its perspective ma y have bee n 
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empowered as a  result o f participation in the differen t components o f the 
program. A n effort was made to identify key respondents fro m eac h of the EZ 
study neighborhoods who served in different capacities . Som e of the respondent s 
identified wer e directly involved in both the A E Z C an d C E A B a t different point s 
which helped to provide some insight into how the issue of participation evolve d 
as the program developed over time. Th e other respondents wer e leaders of 
neighborhood associations or community development corporations that were in 
existence prior to the planning process for the A E Z Strategi c Plan . 
Because this is an exploratory case study, the result s of the research from th e i n-
depth interviews were examined for key themes that emerged. Thes e themes 
were evaluated for their contribution to the understanding of what factors enabl e 
community residents to participate as wel l as what barriers impact the abilit y to 
participate. Th e information indicated who participated and identified th e leve l 
of participatio n by different actors . Informatio n from ke y informants wa s 
triangulated with the dat a obtaine d from archiva l records and documents. Th e 
results were organized in a descriptive framework to help identify an y particular 
trends tha t emerged . 
The followin g Table 9 depicts the measure s tha t were utilized to operationalize 
the researc h questions . 
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Table 9. Operationalizatio n of Research Question s 
Source: Intervie w Guid e modified from Mwase (2005) . 
* Paper copies of A E ZC minutes wer e not availabl e due to reorganizatio n from EZ 
program to Renewa l Community program under new mayora l administration in 2002. 
Videotape recordings representing severa l years were viewed an d notes taken. 
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R E S E A R C H QUESTION S M E A S U R E S D A T A S O U R C E S 
Who participated ? 
-Number and type of 
community representative s 
-Number and type of 
businesses 
-Number and type of 
government representative s 
-Number and type of other 
representatives 
-Minutes* of Advisory Board 
and Boar d of Directors 
-Minutes of Committee 
meetings 
-Annual Report s 
-News article s 
-Other studies of Atlanta EZ 
How di d participation take 
place? 
-Attendance a t Advisory 
Board and Board of Directors 
meetings 
-Attendance at committe e 
meetings 
-Participation in project 
selection process 
-Interviews 
-Minutes of Advisory Board 
and Boar d of Directors 
-Minutes of Committee 
meetings 
-Annual Report s 
-News article s 
-Other studies of Atlanta EZ 
What were the results  or 
benefits of participation? 
-Results produced -Interviews 
-EZ document s 
-Annual Report s 
-News article s 
-Other studies of Atlanta EZ 
Limitations 
There are several limitations to the focus o f this research. Currentl y there are n o 
existing uniform standard s t o measure o r evaluate the effectiveness of 
participation and empowerment in community development programs. 
Additionally, there is not a  consistent definitio n o f the meanin g of participation 
and empowerment in the literature. Anothe r limitation is that the research ma y 
not be generalizable to other types o f programs with simila r legislative mandate s 
since it is a single case study that examines the implementation of a program 
from th e perspectives of community members i n one city . A t the sam e time, 
however, this research an d the findings  d o provide a synthesis of the various 
issues that can help to inform the developmen t of future policie s directed to th e 
alleviation of poverty. Additionally , the findings  demonstrat e th e nee d for a clear 
mandate regardin g the desired outcomes of community participation in futur e 
programs. 
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C H A P T E R 7 
R E S E A R C H ANALYSI S A ND FINDING S 
This research examine s th e underlying dynamics of the Empowermen t Zone (EZ) 
program in the Cit y of Atlanta a s i t relates to the issu e of community 
participation and empowerment . Usin g the conceptua l framework o f community 
participation a s empowerment, a n assessment is made o f several factors tha t ar e 
intricately connected t o it . Th e factors includ e means or levels of participation; 
the exercis e of power; access t o resources; an d identification of results. Thi s 
research seek s to give voice to the perspectives o f community members, a s th e 
intended beneficiarie s o f the E Z program, about thes e factors. I t also seeks to 
explore the validit y of pursuing a holistic approach t o addressing the problem s of 
persistent povert y that continue to plague urban communities . 
The Empowerment Zone program was premised on the theor y that th e 
participation o f residents i n the community , in partnership wit h othe r sector s -
elected officials , privat e businesses, community-base d an d non-profi t 
organizations —  was essentia l for the plannin g and implementation of program s 
to address the condition s of poverty. Th e language o f the E Z program application 
emphasized "th e resident s themselves...ar e th e mos t importan t elemen t o f 
revitalization." However , neither the E Z legislation nor any of the supportin g 
program document s provide d a clear mandate as to how the resident s o r 
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community should participate. Also , the E Z legislation did not specify what was 
intended by empowerment. Ther e was an apparent presumptio n that th e 
governance structures establishe d would facilitate that process . 
The AEZ Strategic  Planning  Process  and  Community  Involvement 
Once the E Z legislation was passed by Congress in 1993, the Cit y of Atlanta 
established an ad hoc Empowerment Zone Task Force to propose an area to be 
designated. A  City Counci l resolution adopted in November 1993 requested then -
Mayor Maynard Jackson to submit an application to the Departmen t of Housing 
and Urba n Developmen t (HUD) for the E Z designation. Shortl y after coming 
into office i n January 1994, Mayor Bi l l Campbel l appointed a 28-member citizen -
based Communit y Empowerment Board (CEB ) "to oversee the developmen t an d 
submission" of the E Z Strategic Plan an d application (AEZ Strategic Plan, 1994, 
Introduction, p. 5). Severa l community leaders raised questions abou t the initia l 
lack of sufficient consultation with neighborhood representatives (AE Z Strategi c 
Plan, p. 11). I n March 1994 , the CE B was expanded to include 69 members , 
allowing representation fro m al l neighborhoods from a  census trac t that had a 
poverty rate of at least 35 percent withi n the cit y limits . 
The new and expanded CE B had the task of identifying the proposed EZ area an d 
created a  Strategic Plan Committee and a Linkage Subcommittee. Th e Linkage 
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Subcommittee consiste d of representatives fro m the neighborhood s tha t had 
poverty rates of at least 3 5 percent bu t di d not fal l within the propose d Zon e 
boundaries du e to population size restrictions under th e E Z program guidelines. 
Additionally, a  Technical Team was established that provided advisors from city , 
county and state government departments , publi c and non-profi t entities , as wel l 
as the university community and the private sector. Workin g group meeting s 
were held once a  week for five  weeks aroun d the issue s o f economic development , 
public safety, huma n services , and community development. I t was estimated, i n 
total, about 30 0 citizen s attended thos e meetings . 
The high anticipation by some withi n the community , that the E Z would make a 
difference, wa s reflected i n the participatio n of over 5,000 t o 7,000 resident s 
over a three- to six-month period in at least 3 0 public meetings. Durin g th e 
planning phase, th e followin g question s wer e considered : 
1. Wher e would we like our communities to be in 10 years ? 
2. Wha t is the natur e of this vision o f the future ? 
3. Give n the resource s availabl e under th e Empowermen t Zon e 
program, what i s our Strategic Pla n fo r obtaining this vision? 
(AEZ Strategic Plan , Vision fo r Change, p. 5). 
A Visio n Statemen t fo r the A E Z Strategi c Pla n evolved from a consensus proces s 
and se t ou t the broad framework intende d t o guide the activitie s once the EZ 
designation was obtained . Th e vision focused on the creatio n of an "'Urban 
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Village' working cooperatively to improve the qualit y of life and conditions of our 
neighborhoods, wit h a n emphasis o n 'sustainable development ' tha t is 
economically and ecologically sound." Th e statement also included references t o 
the empowermen t o f the neighborhood s an d establishing partnerships. Th e 
statement concluded: "Ou r vision can become a  reality when our community 
becomes a  cooperative village, an extended family , that is self-reliant, self -
sufficient an d self-determined" (AE Z Strategic Plan , Vision for Change, p. 5). An 
assessment of the effort s b y the communit y representatives t o implement th e 
A E Z Strategi c Plan i s based o n a review of the factors relate d to community 
participation a s empowerment -  mean s or levels of participation; the exercis e of 
power; acces s t o resources; an d identification of benefits o r results . 
Background of  Key Respondents 
The key respondents have been lon g term resident s o f their respectiv e 
communities. Mos t o f them were raised in areas neighboring the Cit y of Atlanta , 
while others relocated to the particula r community from other part s of the 
country. Th e various respondents have been engage d i n a number o f community 
related activitie s for a major portio n of their lives. On e respondent note d that a t 
the ag e of five she was "trying to get people ou t o f turpentine camps " and "ha d 
the K K K breathing down our necks" (Interview 3A). Anothe r stated that he wa s 
involved as the regiona l director for community development wit h a  national 
faith-based organizatio n (Interview l A ) . Stil l another wa s involve d in th e 
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integration of schools in Florida (Intervie w 2A) . Overall , each o f the ke y 
respondents bought a  wealth of community experience an d understanding t o th e 
process o f community participation in government an d other programs . The y 
each als o expressed a  strong desire to serve an d represent what they believed to 
be the best interests o f their communities . 
Each o f the respondent s was serving in some leadership capacit y during the tim e 
the E Z program was in effect. Eithe r they were elected to serve o n th e 
Community Empowerment Advisory Board (CEAB ) o r were serving as th e 
President/CEO of a neighborhood association or community developmen t 
corporation. B y virtue of service on the CEA B in a leadership capacity , they wer e 
also appointed to serve on the Executiv e Board of the Atlanta Empowerment 
Zone Corporation (AEZC) . 
Levels of  Participation 
The literature revie w has establishe d that there are differen t level s of 
participation which impac t the differen t level s of power between contendin g 
parties. Fo r the mos t part , the communit y is cast in the rol e of 'have-nots' tryin g 
to wrest som e leve l of control away from the large r power structure i n order t o 
exercise some decision-makin g authority in their own interests. Often , there is a 
premise that there are others with mor e experience , insight , knowledge, training, 
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etcetera, wh o are better able to make the appropriat e decision s for the benefi t of 
the community . However , in probing the leve l of participation within th e 
community during the initia l planning process, a  high level of organization was 
revealed. I n describing the process to engage the communit y in the planning 
process, one of the respondent s directl y involved with the preparation o f the A E Z 
Strategic Plan provided the followin g information: 
...we encouraged th e demographics , which identified the proposed area fo r 
the Empowermen t Zone. I t turned ou t to include 39 separate 
neighborhoods in a 9.4 square mil e area. Tha t area was selected becaus e 
the povert y rate was 54% in that demographic area. So , that more tha n 
satisfied the requirement s o f the RF P fo r the Empowermen t Zone, that it 
had to be a  depressed area , economically and socially depressed area . 
In thos e 3 9 neighborhoods, we found out that most o f them had some kin d 
of leadership organizational structure. Fo r instance, 42% of all o f th e 
public housing in Atlanta was located in the Empowermen t Zone. So , 
what we did was tap int o that leadership structure an d designed a series of 
events wher e we had public gatherings t o get the inpu t from th e people a s 
to what that proposed program should do to change the qualit y of their 
life. 
What allowed us to reach so many people was we used software tha t was 
unique a t that time called Groupware. Th e software allowe d you to hav e 
large meetings. I  think we had 50 laptops per setting , and i t allowed you 
to have large meetings t o project issue s up on a screen, allo w participant s 
to register their reaction to those issue s an d comments t o those issues , an d 
they coul d vote to prioritize those issues... . 
And , we were able to get public participation using that group softwar e 
that we never would have been abl e to do if we were just a  group o f people 
in a  room. And , we did that in all of those thirty-nine neighborhoods an d 
finally th e leader s fro m eac h one of those neighborhood s took that broad-
based inpu t and narrowed it down into the issues that became th e targe t 
issues for the Empowermen t Zone project (Intervie w lA). 
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Other respondents acknowledge d that they were aware o f the strategi c planning 
process an d had some involvement by attending meetings ; appointin g a 
representative; o r providing advice (Interview 3A, l B , 2B , and 3B) . On e of the 
respondents tha t was not directly involved in the E Z planning process, by choice, 
indicated that she "knew that the grassroot s peopl e of the communit y were no t 
involved" although "they did invite people to come and discuss some o f the thing s 
that they were suggesting would happen" (Intervie w 4B). Anothe r responden t 
stated "th e meeting s were open to the publi c but the publi c had no input" 
(Interview 3A). Thes e points o f view are not consisten t with the information 
contained in the actua l A EZ Strategi c Plan and other studie s that have been don e 
on the Atlanta Empowerment Zone (Gittel, 2001). Th e passage of time may 
account for these very differing point s of view about the exten t o f community 
involvement and outreach. Additionally , once the E Z designation was terminate d 
in 2002 , some o f the respondent s continue d to be engaged under the ne w 
Renewal Community program. 4 1 
4 1 The Atlanta EZ program formerly ended in 2002 once the city was designated as a 
Renewal Community (RC). Atlanta' s application for RC status contained 60 census 
tracts and included 21 of the original 23 EZ census tracts. Th e city was able to retain any 
unspent E Z Title XX funds as long as the funds were used to "provide meaningful benefit 
to the residents o f the original Empowerment Zone census tracts" (ACoR A Integrate d 
Strategic Plan, 2005, pp. 1-2). Th e ACoRA Plan, covering the period of 2004 -2009, 
noted as of October 2004 approximately $52.8 million remained in Title XX funds . I t 
was anticipated that those funds would be expended "wel l in advance of 2009" (p. 4). I n 
March 2009, it was estimated that there still was about $43 million dollars in Title X X 
funds remaining. 
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When aske d about the abilit y of the communit y to be involved or engaged i n the 
planning process, one respondent stated : 
M y sens e was that it's a natural urge in people to be engaged i n what i s 
impacting on their life, positive or negative...to be engaged i n addressing 
those issues , just needing an opportunity to do it. Shor t of the mode l that 
we used, most arrangement s tha t I had seen where participation was being 
sought, i t was an opportunity for venting emotionally - no t constructively 
addressing issues, but venting emotionally. Th e model we used kind o f cut 
that out. Bu t in all of those 3 9 neighborhoods, there was an eagerness to 
be engaged i n what they perceived as a  process that could literally chang e 
the qualit y of their lives (Interview l A ) . 
One responden t di d note that there was some sense of power during the planning 
phase: 
I wouldn't call them conflicts , i t was rigorously debated. Thos e priorities 
came from  th e people . Th e main topic and their priorities was somethin g 
that was produced during the applicatio n process by the people . Tha t was 
the powe r of that group that allowed us to rank the orde r of those thing s 
people thought wa s important (Intervie w l A ) . 
Reviewing the issue of attendance at meetings o f the A E Z C o r CEA B an d th e 
various committees a s a factor of the leve l of participation, each of the 
respondents reporte d attendin g meeting s al l or most o f the time (Interviews l A , 
2A an d 3A) . Thi s would represent a  high level of participation by the community 
representatives eve n i f they were not able to influence the decision-making 
process. Ther e was a level of determination and persistence tha t could hav e 
contributed to better outcomes relate d to decision-making authority, i f th e 
appropriate resource s wer e in place. 
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Exercise of  Power 
To ensure that the communit y would be represented throughout th e phase s of th e 
E Z program, the Atlant a Community Empowerment Corporatio n (ACE) wa s 
formally incorporated i n September 199 4 before th e Cit y of Atlanta wa s 
designated a s one o f the E Z areas. Becaus e the communit y had take n steps on it s 
own to incorporate, th e Mayo r was not abl e remove them fro m the process . On e 
of the respondent s noted : 
After th e announcemen t tha t Atlanta had been awarde d a  grant, the Mayo r 
had prepared som e letters dismissing us telling us thank you...tha t w e ha d 
helped out . A n d to his chagrin, we told h im we were no t goin g anywher e 
because we had incorporated...Hi s plan was to dismiss us (Intervie w l A ) . 
According to the article s of incorporation, this non-profit entit y wa s 
membership-based an d included representatives from 69 communities (3 0 EZ 
communities an d 39 Linkage communities). Th e A CE Boar d of Directors 
included 36 members representin g th e 3 0 E Z communities an d 6  from th e 
Linkage communities. Th e organizational by-laws provided that each Directo r 
would be elected b y the membershi p o f the Neighborhoo d Planning Unit (NPU) 
covering that community . 
A C E als o established th e followin g seve n Standin g Committees tha t covered th e 
priorities of the A E Z Strategi c Pla n and organizationa l development : 
1. Membershi p Services and Boar d Development 
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2. Financ e 
3. Huma n Resource an d Administrative Services 
4. Yout h an d Famil y Developmen t 
5. Communit y Economic Development 
6. Housin g 
7. Publi c Safety 
The community representatives expected tha t given their role of oversight fo r th e 
implementation o f the A E Z Strategi c Plan , resources woul d be provided once th e 
Atlanta Empowerment Zon e Corporation (AEZC) was established . Severa l of th e 
respondents noted tha t sufficient funding was no t provided to suppor t th e wor k 
of the communit y organization. I n fact on e respondent noted tha t by the tim e th e 
initial Presiden t o f A CE steppe d dow n from  th e positio n in 1996, no funding ha d 
yet been provide d (Interview l A ) . Th e purpose o f the fundin g was to establish a n 
administrative structur e with staffing, offic e space, an d othe r organizationa l 
needs (Interview l A ) . 
The main vehicle for the communit y representatives to maintain contac t wit h th e 
EZ residents wa s through A C E . "Th e A CE Boar d would meet prior to the Atlanta 
Empowerment Zon e Corporation Board. W e would always meet on the Saturda y 
prior to the Boar d meeting to formalize our concerns an d issues...and hav e i t 
ready when we went t o the A E Z C Boar d meeting to place them o n the agenda " 
(Interview l A and 2A) . Ther e were plans to develop othe r mean s of 
communicating such a s having a "website, newsletter , an d a  whole lot of othe r 
stuff" but A C E di d not ge t the fundin g (Intervie w l A ) . 
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Based on prior experiences with federa l government programs, the respondent s 
sought ways to avoid some of the same problems occurring again. On e 
respondent note d the similarit y of the E Z program with the earlie r Model Citie s 
program. H e stated referrin g to some of the requirements : 
Most of that came through the Mode l Cities ; we knew were developing th e 
same thing, the Mode l Citie s all over again. Becaus e the board that we put 
together was similar to Mode l Cities . I f you go back and read the Mode l 
Cities make up an d compare it to the Empowermen t Zone, you almost se e 
a mirror of what happened wit h the Mode l Citie s program (Interview lB) . 
Another respondent said : 
The main thing we were trying to see, how it was going to be a  benefit t o 
the individual s in the Empowermen t Zone. Becaus e from th e previous 
federal governmen t urban renewal programs and Mode l Citie s Program all 
that stuff lik e that, a lot of time a lot of money is spent an d nothing to 
show for it. A n d there are not that many people who benefit. So , we were 
trying to keep it from bein g a similar type program as the othe r federa l 
programs had been before, lik e urban renewal program and the Mode l 
Cities program. W e were hoping that we would prevent that type of set u p 
from bein g put together (Intervie w 2B). 
One of the strategie s pu t in place to address thi s concern was noted by one of the 
respondents. Awar e of some restrictions negotiated with the Departmen t of 
Health an d Human Services requiring the Georgi a Department o f Community 
Affairs (DCA ) to verify an y requisitions by the Cit y of Atlanta before the release of 
any funding, he stated : 
One of the things that we heard from th e Mode l Citie s era to the Urba n 
Renewal era is that supposedly funds wer e identified that were suppose d 
to do certain things, and the funds go t drawn down but those things neve r 
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got done. On e of the things the citizen s said to us was that we have t o 
avoid that happening here. W e have t o avoid the $25 0 millio n dollar s 
vanishing and none o f the things we say we need done an d nobody knows 
where the mone y went (Intervie w l A ). 
Although there was general agreement that there needed t o be a  new structur e 
separate from city government t o administe r the Empowermen t Zone funding, 
there was little agreement about wha t the structur e shoul d be in terms of size; th e 
balance o f power between E Z community representatives an d other sector s o f the 
community; the nature of the continuin g role of the community ; the authorit y t o 
make appointment s t o the board; an d leadership o f the board . I n the end , a n 
Executive Board of 17 members wa s established . Th e mayor served a s Boar d 
Chair and appointed the othe r 1 6 members, wit h 6  of the member s bein g 
designated b y the Communit y Empowerment Boar d (CEB ) to represent the EZ 
communities. Th e CEB became th e Communit y Empowerment Advisory Boar d 
(CEAB) with responsibilit y to serve in an advisory capacity to the Executive 
Board o f A E Z C an d the E Z Executive Director. Th e CEA B was also to be the mai n 
link between th e E Z neighborhood residents , th e Linkag e communities, and th e 
E Z program s an d initiatives. 
Part o f the discussio n regarding the formatio n of the A E Z C was to have a n equa l 
number o f representatives fro m the E Z communities and the community-at -
large. However , that recommendation wa s no t accepted by the mayo r (Intervie w 
l A ) . Othe r respondents noted that the unequa l distribution of representative s 
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between the community and the other sectors made it difficult t o ensure tha t 
community concerns were addressed. Fo r the most part, none of the respondent s 
felt that the A E Z C Executiv e Board was representative i n its make-up. Th e one 
respondent wh o did state that it was representative, did voice concern about th e 
smaller number of community representatives : 
I think it had a good portion of neighborhood representation from th e 
Empowerment Zone neighborhoods. Bu t the thing about i t was that th e 
Corporation, the other people who represented the othe r partners lik e th e 
City government and City Council , outnumbered the neighborhood 
representation...so tha t a lot of times, things that needed to be influence d 
by the neighborhood...those who represented those outside of the 
neighborhood, were the ones that had control... (Interview 2B). 
During the initia l planning phase, one of the areas of conflict that emerged was 
related to who should have control over the Empowermen t Zone. Som e 
community actors, such as the downtown business interests, were pushing for 
The Atlanta Project (TAP) to provide the leadership since it was an existin g 
organization with experience . TA P was established in 1992 by former President 
J immy Carte r to address som e of the same inner-city problems targeted by the 
EZ program. Th e rationale was that "there was nothing that would suggest tha t 
community people would know how to handle something on that level. Fo r it 
[the E Z program] to be successful, it had to be managed by an organization wit h 
capacity and accessibility to management experienc e to handle something on that 
level" (Interview l A ). Ther e also seemed to be some underlying racia l overtone s 
since some saw TAP a s "the white thing": 
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It was almost like the Empowermen t Zone was a conflict, no t conflic t bu t i t 
was the black thing and the Atlanta Project was the white thing. On e was 
headed up by City o f the Atlanta which was the black thing, and th e 
Atlanta project headed up by J immy Carter was the white thing (Interview 
l A an d lB) . 
Nonetheless, there seemed to be an underlying assumption by some sectors tha t 
the communit y did not have the capabilit y or capacity to oversee the progra m 
even i f given the proper support . 
Access to  Resources 
Having access to resources i s essential to enable community residents to have 
meaningful participation . I n response t o the question what was needed t o 
improve participation on the Boar d of Directors, one respondent sai d "Access to 
resources. W e were organized and ready to go" (Interview l A ). Resource s are no t 
limited to funding, but include training opportunities and other suppor t services. 
The fact that there was an expectation and requirement o f funding is reflected in 
the followin g comment : 
The RF P specificall y sai d that it was understood that in order for citizens 
to participate they would need access to resources. A n d the n we prepared 
an elaborate 12-mont h budget an d submitted it, feeling that funding 
should reall y come off the top (Intervie w l A ) . 
The community's need for resources i s clearly related to the abilit y and capacity 
to participate in a meaningful way. On e respondent state d "yo u put us on a $250 
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million board without any training, that's a heavy burden. You'v e got to lear n 
Robert's Rule s of Order and we had to learn that quickly" (Interview 2A) . 
Another stated, " i f you've never ru n a  multi-million dolla r corporation, it's very 
difficult fo r you to put peopl e i n positions to run a  mill ion dolla r corporation wh o 
have neve r don e it...an d that includes me, I'm no t talkin g about anyone else , m e 
too" (Interview 5B). 
Another issue related t o access to technical assistance involved having a 
relationship with a university or educational institution . On e respondent 
reported: 
We thought i t was a n ideal move for the Atlanta University Center. The y 
wouldn't come on board eve n though the y were located in th e 
Empowerment Zone . W e could not ge t them t o buy in . Tha t was very 
upsetting. W e thought tha t the spi n off that would come from th e 
Empowerment Zon e initiative would raise the Atlanta University Center t o 
a whole new level (Interview l A ) . 
Several respondents noted tha t there was a  need t o provide start-up funding fo r 
community groups. Th e current polic y that requires a  community group o r small 
business t o make expenditure s first,  the n see k reimbursement, wa s no t effectiv e 
(Interview 3A , l B , an d 2B) . On e of the respondent s saw this practic e 
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contributing to the Cit y of Atlanta's inability to disburse the remainin g EZ fund s 
over the las t seven years (Intervie w 3 A ) . 4 2 Anothe r noted: 
That's going to have to be changed. Tha t don't mak e no k ind o f sense. I f 
you ar e going to get a  grant o r get allocated some funds , they at least nee d 
to give you some money to get started. Yo u don' t have to get i t all at on e 
time, but a t least to get started wit h so you can start a project. I f you ar e 
going to get funded fo r a project but then you have to have the mone y to 
spend first  t o get the projec t going , that don't make no sense (Interview 
2B). 
Identification of  Community Benefits 
Part of the proces s o f community empowerment include s not onl y the abilit y to 
determine wha t the prioritie s are; but als o the power to ac t on those prioritie s by 
having them implemented . Th e extensive process o f community engagement o r 
participation to develop the A E Z Strategi c Plan has alread y been describe d 
elsewhere in this study. Numerou s meetings wer e held to provide an opportunit y 
for the communit y to express it s 'strategic visio n for change.' Base d on th e 
responses fro m th e key informants, evaluations and other reports , the result s of 
the Atlanta Empowerment Zone program had very little to do with th e 
community's vision a s set forth in the A E Z Strategi c Plan . 
4 2 Se e footnote 41. 
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When questione d whether there were any specific projects that would b e 
considered a  major accomplishment of the Empowermen t Zone program, none of 
the respondent s wer e able to identify one . Whethe r they had been directly 
involved as a member o f the governance structure o r indirectly as a  community 
leader, the respons e was the same -  " I am not aware of any specific projects " 
(Interview l A , 2A , 3A; l B , 2B , 3B , 4B , and 5B) . Whe n the issue was probed a 
little further, the respondent s di d identify a  couple of projects they believed 
helped a  few residents i n the community . Ther e was general agreement tha t th e 
Mortgage Assistance Program (MAP) helped to bring new homeowners into the 
communities. However , these homeowners for the mos t part were from outsid e 
the E Z area. Th e challenge of creating homeownership opportunities for the EZ 
residents had to do with the increasing land values and construction costs, and 
the extremel y low income of the residents . Th e following ar e some of the 
respondents' comments : 
I was able to convince the people who were renting outside Summerhil l t o 
come back and buy a house but the majorit y of the peopl e were new 
residents (Intervie w lB) . 
Most o f these housing developments are not for people with low income 
people, it was mostly for middle or upper income people. The y never 
developed for low-income people; they almost always put what was calle d 
mixed-use development... . 
The results of the mixe d income, and the resul t of our efforts actually 
gentrified ou r own neighborhood, just in terms o f our own development 
that we were doing. W e were thinking that we were developing houses fo r 
people in the neighborhood but ended up reall y developing houses fo r 
people to come into the neighborhood; which was all right, but th e 
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majority o f the houses tha t we ended up building ourselves they ended u p 
being New York residents (Intervie w 2B) . 
There was some realization that the formula that was promoted for 
homeownership by EZ residents was not realistic , a CDC developer commented : 
I don't believe that people truly understand th e true economic condition of 
the individual s that were living in these neighborhoods. Wha t several of 
those individual s would have been abl e to afford would have been $45,00 0 
for a  house instead of $75,000 or $80,000, so no housing existed that was 
truly affordable to them . 
...In 1991, we able to get people to donate lan d or give land to us fo r 
nothing. The y just gave it to us and we gave them a  tax write off. The n we 
started acquirin g properties. W e acquired them between $200 0 an d 
$10,000. Bu t in the last three years we had to pay up to $50,000 t o 
$100,000 for that same lot . I  can't buil d an affordable house fo r a person 
to buy who is making low income wages...where I  paid $50,000 just t o 
acquire the lo t (Interview 5B). 
Although there were favorable opinions about the Mortgag e Assistance Program, 
there were mixed reactions abou t the Senio r Owner-Occupied Rehab Program 
(SOORP). Th e SOORP was to provide grants t o senior citizens, who were 
homeowners, to help them bring their houses u p to code. Ther e were man y 
complaints that the contractor s hired by the Cit y did shoddy work and made a 
bad situation somewhat worse . Anothe r program that received high marks wa s 
the asthm a initiativ e that received EZ funding to provide screening services to EZ 
residents. Th e children in the community had a high incidence of asthma 
(Interview 2A). Th e respondent als o noted that there were plans to implement a 
scholarship program and reported : 
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...We wanted to do the scholarshi p program but the Mayo r [Shirley 
Franklin] stole it from us...the Mayor's Scholarship Initiative. I' m glad it 
was activated but that was one o f the first  program s w e going to d o 
collectively with naysayers an d we were real clear about ho w we wer e 
going to collaborate (Interview 2A) . 
One of the example s that several respondents mentioned in terms of EZ progra m 
excesses an d disregard for the communit y needs, was the openin g of a Roll s 
Royce car dealership. On e comment wa s that "there may have been on e perso n 
hired to wash the cars. " However , once the E Z funds ended , the dealershi p lef t 
the communit y (Interview 4B and 5B). 
A facto r relate d to the issu e of empowerment i s the abilit y to establis h 
relationships with others to achieve one's goals and objectives . A l l o f the 
respondents did report tha t new relationships were established a s a  result of 
participation in the E Z program. Man y of the communit y representatives ha d a n 
opportunity to get to know one anothe r an d work together. Som e of those 
relationships continued past the existenc e o f the E Z program (Intervie w l A , 2A, 
3A; l B , 2B ,3B , 4B , and 5B). 
Overall, based o n the availabl e information, there was no program o r projec t 
carried out o n the scal e required to address the needs that existed when the EZ 
program starte d i n 1995. Fo r example, Rich' s (2003) revie w of Atlanta's 200 1 
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Annual Repor t to H U D indicate d the identifiabl e results o f the A E Z were th e 
following: les s than 30 0 jobs created ; 7 5 residents trained ; 6 1 housing unit s 
rehabilitated; an d 13 9 grants to assis t familie s to purchase a  home i n th e 
Empowerment Zon e (Rich , 2003, p. 108) . 
Challenges of  the  AEZC 
The challenges face d by the Atlanta Empowerment Zon e program an d it s 
ineffectiveness hav e been wel l documented b y a number o f studies (Abt , 2001; 
Gittell, 2001; Rich, 2003) . On e challenge was related to the significan t staff an d 
board turnover durin g the lif e o f EZ program. Ric h (2003 ) reporte d ther e were 
six different executiv e director s durin g a seven year period , with one directo r 
serving twice. H e also noted tha t regular meeting s o f the A E Z C Boar d were ofte n 
suspended durin g the absenc e of an Executiv e Director, which in some case s 
exceeded a  year (Rich , 2001 , p. 98) . 
Another challenge was the exhaustio n o f funds fo r administrative operations . 
The original A EZ Strategi c Pla n did not lis t the us e o f EZ fundin g to cove r 
administrative cost s in the belie f that the applicatio n would be mor e competitiv e 
(Rich, 2003) . Onc e the E Z designation wa s approved , the Atlant a City Counci l 
approved a n allocation of $4 millio n to cover administrative cost s over the ten -
year lif e o f the program . I t is estimated tha t the $ 4 mill io n allocate d for a  ten -
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year period was expende d i n about 18 months (Rich , 2003, p . 100). Thi s 
contributed t o the E Z staff turnover an d lack of continuity. Eventuall y the Annie 
E. Case y Foundation steppe d in to help cove r some of the administrativ e cost s 
related t o staffing an d training assistance for the Atlant a EZ Corporation 
(Interview l A and 2A). 
Challenges of  the  CEAB 
The representatives to the Communit y Empowerment Advisor y Board (CEAB ) 
faced tw o different set s of challenges. On e challenge was relate d t o thei r 
involvement a s communit y representatives to the Executiv e Board of the Atlanta 
Empowerment Zon e Corporation; the othe r as representatives of the communit y 
within the C E A B itself . First , in terms of involvement with the A E Z C , the majo r 
obstacle note d b y all respondents was the firm  contro l exercised by then-Mayo r 
Bi l l Campbel l over al l aspects of the E Z program. Durin g the initia l period o f th e 
E Z program , Mayo r Campbell served a s the Chairperso n o f the A E Z C Executiv e 
Board. I t has bee n noted tha t he was the onl y mayor o f the si x designated E Z 
urban area s to serve in that capacity (Rich , 2003) . Th e A E ZC by-laws provided 
that in the Chair' s absence, the Vice-Chai r would serve. Th e by-laws als o 
provided that the Presiden t o f the CEA B would serve as Vice-Chair of the A E Z C . 
In a n apparen t effort t o minimize the rol e of C E A B, the Mayo r was abl e to have 
the A E Z C by-law s amended t o allow h im to appoin t a  "mayor's designee " t o serv e 
in hi s absence rather than th e Vice-Chai r of the A E Z C . 
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Each responden t note d that nothing would be approved if the Mayo r did not 
support it . Whe n aske d which members o f the Executiv e Board had the greates t 
influence, al l responses indicate d "the Mayor. " "H e was the decider . Nobod y 
really was making any decisions other than him . Th e Board meeting was no t 
really a deliberative process" (Interview lA). Whe n respondent s wer e questioned 
about what happened t o community projects o r recommendations that were no t 
adopted by A E Z C, on e stated "Dea d filed,  an d then you had to see i f you coul d 
resurrect it " (Interview 2A) . 
The nee d to improve the process to participate in meetings and being prepared 
was reflected in the comment : 
...You al l are giving away millions of dollars and you tell me you have no t 
read the proposal . I  asked them who has no t read the proposa l raise your 
hand...and they....raised their hands (Intervie w 2A) . 
The issu e of co-optation as a means o f controlling the response b y the community 
to different decisions was expressed by several respondents : 
Between Boar d meetings people were contacted and told that i f they reall y 
wanted something to get done they would really have to come through thi s 
way a s opposed to the A C E Board. The y were told people over there at th e 
A C E Boar d were trying to cause trouble. Ther e were some members o n 
our Boar d that would succumb to some o f that influence...then we had t o 
adjust thei r attitudes (Intervie w l A ). 
...You bribed the people in Grady Homes [public housing] and they 
thought i f they came to the N P U an d supported it...they brought them by 
the bus loads...You see the kin d o f games they played. It' s so frustrating; i t 
just brings up bad memories (Interview 2A) . 
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Regarding the challenge s within the C E A B itself , some of the initia l issues wer e 
related to the questio n of resources an d its effect o n the community' s ability to 
participate. I t was noted that there was "pressure" : 
You imagin e you are trying to participate in the management o f a $25 0 
mill ion dolla r effort an d you are volunteering your time. Th e A CE Boar d 
members wer e volunteers. W e could not even pay gas stipends fo r people 
to get back and forth to the Boar d meetings . Thes e were poor people. A nd 
then there were political efforts t o pick us off , which i s normal and usual in 
cases like that to pit us agains t each other (Intervie w l A ) . 
As th e E Z progra m failed t o make any real progress, the respondent s note d there 
was tension and in-fighting . "Egos " were listed as a  problem; there was litigatio n 
around incidents of assault an d contested elections ; there were intra-racial issues 
related to skin complexion , and educated versu s uneducated; lac k of board 
training and relevant experience ; and divisions between thos e representin g EZ 
neighborhoods an d Linkage communities (Interview 2A, 3 A and 3B). 
Another issue was related to the lack of accountability by some of the 
representatives t o the C E A B t o their constituency. Th e community 
representatives wer e supposed to be elected by the loca l Neighborhood Planning 
Units (NPU ) members . Thi s was premised on the ide a that the N P U wa s part of 
the forma l community structure tha t allowed for input and feedback o n issues of 
concern to the community . Som e of the respondent s fel t that there was not much 
reporting back taking place. 
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I couldn't understand ho w we could have thirty communities represente d 
but we didn't have an y projects comin g out o f those communities....We 
started tha t process [o f being strategic]; i t was like they were just sittin g 
around the table doing nothing and it was to get the stipend . Which wa s 
$45.00? (Intervie w 2A) . 
Summary and  Conclusions 
One of the difference s betwee n th e Empowermen t Zone program an d othe r 
comprehensive redevelopmen t efforts , suc h as Model Citie s described elsewher e 
in thi s study , was the decisio n to concentrate revitalizatio n efforts withi n a 
specific geographic are a o f a community. Th e geographic are a o f the A E Z wa s 
9.29 square miles and included less than 50,00 0 people . Give n the size of th e 
community and the area , technically, it should have been possibl e to documen t 
the accomplishment s o f the E Z program in improving the condition s that mad e 
the are a eligibl e for the progra m in the first  place . 
What started ou t a s a  powerful process tha t included large numbers o f 
community residents i n an effort t o participate i n and desig n their future petere d 
out before i t really had a  chance to get of f the ground . Whil e some had very high 
expectations tha t things would be differen t thi s time, others maintained a n T  told 
you so ' attitude tha t it would not be different . Th e concerted effor t t o hav e 
community participation in the initia l planning phase to develop the E Z Strategic 
Plan did not carr y over to the implementatio n phase . I t is clear that the reaso n 
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for this failure was not due to the lack of interest o r desire on the par t o f the 
community. I n fact, the evidenc e suggests tha t despite the odds and obstacles , 
there were community representatives committe d to advocating for benefits fo r 
the community. 
A significan t challenge to the role and ability of the C E A B representative s t o 
participate in the process has to do with the issue of power. On e responden t 
stated: 
I was told, by the way, that one of the fears was that since the A C E Boar d 
was organized, and was representative o f the people in the neighborhoods , 
the 250,00 0 of them, that when A CE go t some money, they would becom e 
political. Tha t was one of the reason s there was the effor t to make sur e 
that no money was coming over there. I  was told that, not that it was tru e 
(Interview l A ) . 
Although there was no direct evidence as to whether the Mayo r had a real 
concern abou t A C E becoming "political" and therefore limite d acces s t o 
resources, the literature supports th e proposition that access to resources i s part 
of the empowermen t process . Th e community representatives organize d their 
own structure a s a means o f exerting power, but without an independent mean s 
of obtaining resources, their efforts wer e stymied. 
This research, as well as the various studies an d evaluations that have been 
prepared abou t Atlanta's Empowerment Zone program, demonstrates tha t in 
order for the communit y to be able to effectively participate in such program s 
and become empowered , a fundamental shif t wil l be required in how such 
programs ar e develope d and implemented in the future . Chapte r 8  wil l outlin e 
some policy recommendations i n this regard . 
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C H A P T E R 8 
CONCLUSIONS A ND POLICY R E C O M M E N D A T I O N S 
This research stud y about communit y participation and empowermen t highlight s 
the contorte d pat h tha t has bee n travele d to explain what i s meant by those 
concepts. Th e definitions vary depending on the particula r discipline . 
Sometimes the focus i s on the individual ; othe r time s on the community ; and 
occasionally, there is focus on both the individua l and the communit y (Rocha, 
1997). I t has bee n note d that everyone i s in favor of participation and 
empowerment, a s long as no one reall y says what i t means (Peterman, 2000 ; 
Boyle and Silver , 2005). However , because of the continuin g trauma an d 
devastation tha t is visited upon communitie s where the poo r are concentrated , i t 
is imperative that clear and unequivocal meanings b e provided to the concept s of 
participation and empowerment . Sinc e the goa l to alleviate the condition s of 
poverty requires th e activ e engagement of the intende d beneficiarie s i n th e 
process s o that they wil l be empowered , the meaning s mus t b e designed t o 
achieve that objective . 
Preceding the earl y days o f the Communit y Action Program s to the mor e recen t 
Empowerment Zone program, the Africa n America n communit y has actively 
sought t o exercise the righ t to control the institution s and decisions that impac t 
its quality of life. Ironically , during the perio d of J im Crow and segregation, th e 
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African America n community did in fact have significan t control over institution s 
that contributed t o the social , economic, and cultura l life o f the communit y 
(White, 1982, pp. 213-214) . Wi t h the pus h toward integration an d the attainmen t 
of political power in the broade r community , the actua l levels of political an d 
economic control appear to have decline d for many segments of the Africa n 
American community , notwithstanding th e recen t election of Barack Obama t o 
the U.S . presidency . 
The events and condition s that have unfolded in the Atlanta EZ study 
neighborhoods i n terms of the continuin g deterioration o f the qualit y of life -
high levels of unemployment an d poverty ; low levels of educational attainment , 
even in terms high school diplomas or GEDs ; an d inadequate housing, to name a 
few —  present a  very disturbing and disheartenin g picture , particularly 
considering that the sam e neighborhoods wer e part o f the Mode l Citie s progra m 
over forty years ago. Th e situation clearl y demonstrates that the approac h o f the 
comprehensive plannin g initiatives to date is a necessary bu t insufficien t 
response to address the underlyin g issues relate d t o poverty in this country . 
In his introduction to the classi c study o f community power structures an d 
decision-makers, Floy d Hunte r (1953 ) wrote : 
Power is a necessary functio n i n a society....it is also a necessary functio n 
in th e community , for it involves decision-making and i t also involves the 
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function o f executing determined policie s — o r seeing to i t that things ge t 
done whic h have been deeme d necessar y t o be done (p . 2). 
Later citing John Dewey 4 3 ,Hunter notes the significanc e of social planning and 
the rol e of participation: 
The keynote o f democracy as a  way of life may be expressed...as th e 
necessity for the participatio n of every mature huma n bein g in th e 
formation o f values that regulate th e livin g of men together: whic h i s 
necessary fro m the standpoin t o f both the genera l welfare and the ful l 
development o f human beings a s individuals (Hunter, 1953 , p. 234). 
Without question , the fundamenta l issu e that impacted the functionin g and 
results o f the Atlanta Empowerment Zone Corporation was the issu e of power. 
Who had power? How was the power exercised? A nd who benefited b y th e 
exercise of power? Base d on the researc h conducte d to date, the communit y 
residents wer e heralded a s an essential part of the Empowermen t Zon e program 
and it s goals. A t least i n the cas e of Atlanta, the communit y did not have powe r 
in it s classical sense as described by Hunter (1953) , and did not reall y benefit 
from th e exercis e of power through thei r elected officials . Th e results o f the EZ 
program in Atlanta illustrates that the concep t o f representative democrac y alon e 
does not necessaril y bring about benefit s fo r the mos t vulnerable members . 
Stone (1989 , 2001) has highlighte d the shortcoming s o f the governin g coalition in 
Atlanta regarding its failure to address the ver y visible inequities and increasing 
levels of poverty. 
4 3 Dewey , John. (1946). Problems  of men. Ne w York: Philosophica l Library, p. 58. 
This research posite d the question , where d o we go from here? Similarl y to when 
Dr. Kin g raised the sam e question in 1967, the condition s in too man y 
communities, particularly those where African American s are concentrated , hav e 
continued to decline. Th e situation in Atlanta, unfortunately, i s not unique an d 
represents a microcosm of the result s o f policies and programs tha t have faile d t o 
adequately addres s the condition s of poverty. Th e events that unfolded in New 
Orleans in the aftermat h o f Hurricane Katrina in August 2005 were a  painful 
reminder to some, and a  shocking wake-up cal l to others , abou t th e extrem e 
levels of poverty in the U.S . that exist side by side with incredible wealth. Eve n a s 
the overal l economic situation has recentl y declined with unemployment rising 
across th e board , the impac t is much more devastating i n communities wher e 
there has bee n persisten t poverty . Fo r example, while the Cit y of Atlanta's 
unemployment rat e according to the 199 0 census wa s 9.2%; in the E Z study 
neighborhoods th e rat e ranged a s high as 33.3%. Th e 2000 censu s reflecte d a n 
increase i n Atlanta's unemployment rat e to 14% ; in the E Z study neighborhoods , 
the rat e ranged a s high as 34.5%. A s we know, the unemployment rat e does no t 
take int o consideration those persons wh o are no longer seeking employment . 
The debates about wh y there is poverty and what, i f anything, should be don e 
about it , have raged on and o n since at least the Middl e Ages in the twelft h 
century (Geremek , 1994 , 1997; Polanyi, 1944 , 2001). Notion s about th e 
'undeserving poor ' and the 'cultur e of poverty', as wel l as other theories , hav e 
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continued t o hamper any real progress taking place to address the fundamenta l 
causes of poverty. Th e historical role o f the us e o f race from enslavement , J i m 
Crowism to claims of 'reverse' discrimination , is deeply ingrained in the political , 
economic, social , and mora l fiber  o f this countr y (Blai r and Carroll , 2007) . Th e 
issue o f race continues t o cast a long shadow ove r policy decisions; i t is rarel y 
acknowledged i n an honest way. Th e issue o f poverty i s also connected t o th e 
issue o f wealth disparit y which impacts th e abilit y of a community to address it s 
needs. Olive r and Shapir o (1995) acknowledge d that the "racializatio n of th e 
welfare stat e and institutiona l discrimination are fundamenta l reason s for th e 
persistent wealth disparities " (p . 174) . Yet , the mer e mention o f the wor d race o r 
racism often set s off an avalanch e o f recrimination thereby stymieing an y 
meaningful discussion s o f how to right  th e wrong s that have been and continu e t o 
be inflicted . 
In response to the questio n o f where d o we go from here, a conceptual framework 
for community participation a s empowermen t ha s bee n proposed a s a  holistic 
approach t o develop policie s and programs tha t will seriously address th e 
underlying causes and condition s o f poverty. Th e framework include s a  clea r 
definition o f participation a s a  basic right;  acknowledgemen t o f community assets 
as the basi s o f partnerships to facilitate access to resources ; developmen t o f social 
justice an d equity-base d policie s at al l levels of government; an d th e 
establishment o f mechanisms t o address "capability deprivations." Th e result s 
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and findings  o f this research stud y confirm that a comprehensive approac h t o 
poverty alleviation must b e much more holistic such as in manner outline d 
above; and it wi ll require strategies different fro m those that have been develope d 
in th e past . 
The community residents o f Atlanta were active participants i n the plannin g and 
development o f Atlanta's Empowerment Zone Strategic Pla n that formed th e 
basis o f the applicatio n for EZ designation. Takin g the languag e fro m the EZ 
application to heart that "the resident s themselves...ar e th e mos t importan t 
element o f revitalization," a separate legal entity was establishe d by th e 
community to serve a s the mechanis m to support ongoin g community 
involvement. Althoug h the languag e o f EZ program an d guidelines emphasize d 
the participatio n of the communit y as a  "ful l partner " i n the plannin g and 
implementation of the program , it was not sufficien t to ensure the community' s 
participation. Also , th e establishmen t o f a separate legal entity by the communit y 
was not sufficien t to ensure their participation at the leve l required to exer t 
control and influence the decision-makin g process. 
Once the E Z designation was in hand, Atlanta officials -  primaril y at th e 
direction o f then-Mayor Bi l l Campbel l - proceede d t o disregard the prioritie s 
that had painstakingly been develope d through a  process o f consensus-building 
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by th e community . Th e failure of the Atlanta Empowerment Zon e Corporation 
(AEZC) to enforce th e requiremen t t o provide funding to the Atlant a Community 
Empowerment Corporatio n (ACE) seriousl y hampered th e community' s abilit y to 
be activel y engaged i n the program . Furthermore , th e community' s lack of access 
to independent resource s mad e them dependen t on the A E Z C . Th e lack of 
resources mean t there was no administrative structur e in place to provide staff , 
office space , o r equipment t o suppor t th e communit y effort. Th e numerica l 
disadvantage o f the communit y representatives on the A E Z C Executiv e Board, 6 
out o f 17 members, als o affected thei r abilit y to exercise any meaningful contro l 
or influence ove r the decision-makin g process . 
Overall there was a  high level of participation by the communit y representatives 
in term s of attendance at meetings o f the Atlant a Empowerment Zon e 
Corporation Executiv e Board, the Communit y Empowerment Advisor y Board, 
and the respectiv e committees . However , the othe r factor s tha t ar e neede d t o 
make participation meaningful o r effective -  exercis e of power; acces s to 
resources; an d identification of results -  wer e no t sufficientl y available to th e 
community representatives despite thei r best efforts . 
As outline d in Chapter 3 , the conceptua l framewor k fo r community participation 
as empowerment i s based o n several premises : 
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1. Meaningful participatio n is a cornerstone o f democracy; 
2. Community assets and partnerships facilitat e access to resource s 
both within an d without the community; 
3. Social justice and equity-based policies are needed o n the local , 
state and national levels; and 
4. Mechanisms are needed t o address th e issues of "capability 
deprivations" in the area s of health, employment, education an d 
housing. 
A n assessmen t follows o f the exten t to which each of these premises held in the 
E Z study neighborhoods . 
The research examine d the first  premis e of "meaningful participation" in the cas e 
of the E Z study neighborhoods an d found that it was absent. Th e community 
representatives ha d a  number o f factors i n their favor that would appea r t o 
support meaningfu l participation. Fo r example, they were very engaged i n the 
initial development o f the E Z application that helped to secure Atlanta's 
designation as an Empowerment Zone. The y actively participated in the EZ 
governance structur e throug h involvement on the A E Z C Executiv e Board, th e 
Community Empowerment Advisory Board , and the various committees o f each 
entity. The y were elected as a  representative o f the respectiv e community 
through the Neighborhoo d Planning Unit (NPU) . Th e community 
representatives als o had prior experience in community development activities 
and programs. However , in spite of this background, the participatio n of the 
community representatives wa s not meaningful in the sens e promoted by th e 
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conceptual framework. Th e community representatives wer e no t abl e to affect o r 
influence an y decisions related to the E Z program priorities . Thei r ability to hav e 
an impact on the decision-makin g process wa s undermined by their numerical 
disadvantage o n the A E Z C Executiv e Board ( 6 out o f 17 members) ; an d the lack 
of an d access t o any independent resource s o f a human, financial  o r technical 
nature. 
The second premise o f community assets coupled with partnerships t o facilitate 
access t o resources wa s not found in the researc h results . Th e community assets 
consisted of the experienc e o f the communit y representatives a s wel l as thei r 
commitment to advocate fo r the E Z residents. Th e community representative s 
did no t establish partnerships o n a  level that would have increased their access t o 
resources. A  local foundation that became involve d in the E Z progra m 
functioned i n a mediating role between th e communit y representatives, th e A E Z C 
Executive Board and A E Z staff . Th e community representatives neede d t o hav e 
their own partnerships wit h the privat e and public sectors tha t were created t o 
focus on obtaining benefits fo r the community . 
There was an absence of social justice and equity-based policies , the third 
premise, on al l governmental levels . Whil e the federa l E Z legislation generally 
talked abou t communit y participation and empowerment, ther e was no clear 
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mandate provided for its implementation and enforcement . Th e federa l 
legislation followed the earlie r practices o f trying to impose socia l legislation 
from th e to p down . Historically , that practice has no t worked as evidenced by th e 
results o f the Communit y Action, Mode l Cities , and now the Empowermen t Zone 
programs. Socia l justice and equity-based policie s have to be developed an d 
supported o n the local , state, and federal levels of government. Th e developmen t 
of such policies on the loca l and state levels can have a  tremendous impac t o n th e 
quality of life in communities. 
It is at the loca l level that policies have the mos t direc t and immediate impact . I t 
is also at this level where the issu e of power and power relations ar e mos t evident . 
Even though th e Cit y of Atlanta was governed by a majority o f African America n 
elected officials , there was no appreciable difference i n the result s o f the EZ 
program for the affecte d communitie s than whe n the power structure wa s 
predominately White during the Mode l Citie s program. Thi s situation support s 
the observatio n that reliance on the politica l power structure t o effec t chang e 
without broader socia l justice and equity-based policie s in place is ineffective. 
Further, there is evidence that the practice o f representative democrac y does no t 
always adequately addres s the interest s o f those who have limite d o r no power . 
Mil ler an d Rei n (1969 ) noted the importanc e o f this issue a s the transformatio n 
of power whereby the focu s is on challenges to "the relation s between th e 
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governed an d the governors , rather than contestin g who should be the governors " 
(Miller and Rein , p. 24; citations omitted) . 
Finally, the A E Z Strategi c Pla n a s initiall y developed focused o n lift in g familie s 
and youth out o f poverty' as the majo r priorit y based o n the fundin g allocation. 
Several of the program s propose d by the communit y were designed to addres s 
what Se n (1999) refers t o as "capability deprivations" which i s a broader concep t 
of understanding povert y and it s causes than th e traditiona l lack of income-based 
view. However , the researc h findings  illustrate d that no mechanisms wer e 
established to actually implement the programs supporte d b y the communit y to 
address their needs. Th e failure to establish appropriat e mechanism s i s related 
to the community' s lack of meaningful participation in the decision-making 
processes o f the E Z program once the officia l E Z designation was obtained ; th e 
lack of access t o resources t o address human, financial,  administrative , an d 
technical needs; and the absenc e of effective socia l justice and equity-base d 
policies in place at any level of government . 
This research contends , tha t if each o f the abov e premises ha d been a n integra l 
part of the Empowermen t Zone program and structure , the n the result s woul d 
have provided support fo r the creatio n and development o f sustainabl e 
communities that were healthy, vibrant, and empowered . Thes e premises ar e 
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not presented i n a hierarchical manner bu t instead ar e viewed as interrelate d 
components tha t serve to suppor t on e another . 
Policy Recommendations 
Rich (2003 ) outline d the requirement s fo r sustainable communit y development : 
"vision, leadership, capacity and oversight " (p. 110). Thes e requirement s ar e par t 
of the lesson to be learned for the developmen t o f future federa l urban initiatives. 
It is important t o note that these qualities are no t limite d to those serving in 
elected or officia l capacities , but ar e availabl e in all segments of the community . 
One respondent provide d the followin g example about broadenin g ou r 
understanding abou t wh o is qualified and able to address certain issues : 
...a grandmother wh o is 70 years old , she's qualified because she's got 
crack babies. Sh e knows her daughte r o r son needs some socia l services t o 
address those issues s o she would be qualified in the area...becaus e you're 
dealing with two social services, child care and health. Rehab,...sh e ca n 
speak t o that truthfully (Interview 2A) . 
Using the conceptua l framework o f community participation as empowerment a s 
the startin g point , a model of future urba n plannin g initiatives would start with 
the community , the intende d beneficiary , as the principa l decision-make r 
throughout th e planning , implementation, monitoring, and evaluatio n phases of 
the initiative . Adequat e resources woul d be provided to the communit y from th e 
beginning of the initiativ e in terms of administrative, technical, human an d 
financial support . Th e collective assets the communit y brings to the proces s 
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would be acknowledged in spite of whatever perceive d 'deficits' there may be. 
Collaboration a t al l levels of government woul d be guided by social justice an d 
equity-based policies aimed at the alleviatio n of poverty. Eac h o f these element s 
would support th e establishmen t o f mechanisms t o address the "capability 
deprivations" that exist within the community . Th e mechanisms woul d consis t of 
programs develope d with communit y input and be provided sufficient resource s 
to make a  long-term impact (Patton an d Sawicki , 1993 ; Korten and Klauss , 1984 ; 
Kretzmann an d McKnight , 1993) . 
Some time ago, Alinsky (1965) 4 4 challenged the premis e o f the program s 
designed to empower the poor . Mogulo f (1969 ) quoting Alinsky noted : 
I have serious doubt s abou t an y really meaningful program to help an d 
work with the poo r until such time as the poor , through thei r own 
organized power, are abl e to provide legitimate representatives o f their 
interests to sit at the programmin g table an d have a  strong voice in both 
the formulatio n and the runnin g of the program (Mogulof , 1969 , p. 228) . 
This research stud y began wit h a  prologue containing the poem by Langston 
Hughes (1951) , "What happens to a  dream deferred? " Th e poem ponders tha t 
question raisin g various scenarios an d ends with the questio n "Or does it 
explode?" Reflectin g on the brie f historical overview of comprehensive plannin g 
initiatives in Chapter 4, gives one pause to consider the amoun t o f time that ha s 
4 4 Alinsky , Saul. (1965, January). Th e war on poverty - Politica l pornography. Journal 
of Social Issues, 21(1), 45-46. 
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passed withou t any real redress o f the condition s that spawned the developmen t 
of the various programs. Ho w lon g wi ll the drea m of a decent an d safe place to 
live, with acces s to adequate educational and employment opportunities , 
continue to be deferred fo r the leas t o f these among us? Le t us not forget Fanni e 
Lou Hamer' s eloquent proclamation she was "sick and tired of being sick and 
tired." 4 5 
The epilogu e refers t o Frederick Douglass's (1857) mantra o f "If there is no 
struggle, there is no progress." Boon e (1972) reminds us that "societies seldom 
give thei r have-nots enoug h o f what they need" (p . 451). Ther e is little doub t 
there will be a  struggle to create the politica l wil l an d obtain the resource s 
necessary to seriously address th e issu e of persistent povert y in the Unite d States . 
Often, there has been more of a willingness to look at problems of poverty abroa d 
than a t home. Th e community economic development movemen t ca n and mus t 
take a  leading role to help forge a  consensus aroun d truly comprehensive 
initiatives that wil l lead to community empowerment t o address persisten t 
poverty and its causes. Thes e efforts shoul d be guided by the word s of St. 
Augustine of Hippo (354-43 0 A.D.) : 
45 Fannie Lou Hame r (1917-1977), the youngest of 20 children, worked as a sharecropper 
with her family starting at the age of six. Sh e co-founded the Mississipp i Freedom 
Democratic Party (MFDP). I n 1964, the MFDP challenged the all-white Mississippi 
delegation to the Democratic National Convention; two MFDP members were given 
speaking rights and others were seated as honorary members. Retrieve d on March 1, 
2009 from http://www.ibiblio.org/sncc/hamer.html. 
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Hope has two beautiful daughters . Thei r names are anger and courage; 
anger at the way things are, and courage to see that they do not remain the 
way they are. 
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E P I L O G U E 
Let m e give you a word o f the philosophy of reform. Th e whole history of 
the progress o f human liberty shows that all concessions yet made to he r 
august claim s have been born of earnest struggle. Th e conflict has bee n 
exciting, agitating, all-absorbing, and for the time being, putting all othe r 
tumults to silence. I t must do this or it does nothing. If there is no struggl e 
there is no progress. Thos e who profess to favor freedom an d yet 
deprecate agitatio n are men who want crops without plowing up th e 
ground; they want rain without thunder an d lightning. The y want th e 
ocean without the awfu l roa r of its many waters . 
This struggle may be a moral one, or it may be a  physical one, and it may 
be both moral and physical, but i t must be a struggle. Powe r concedes 
nothing without a demand. I t never did and it never wil l . F in d ou t just 
what any people will quietly submit to and you have found out the exac t 
measure o f injustice and wrong which wil l be imposed upon them, and 
these wi ll continue ti l l they are resisted with eithe r words or blows, or with 
both. Th e limits of tyrants ar e prescribed by the endurance o f those whom 
they oppress . 
Frederick Douglass,  August  3,1857.  'West  India Emancipation"  speech  at 
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